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Abstract
A programme of audit was set up in four district
general hospitals to investigate the feasibility of
measuring effectiveness and cost-effectiveness in each
hospital.

The topic, selected by the participating

physicians from a short-list drawn up by the investigators,
was the use of intravenous thrombolysis for suspected
myocardial infarction.
hospital set standards.

After baseline observations, each
A further three rounds of feedback

took place over the subsequent 12 months.

Similar

observations, but no feedback, took place at a control
hospital.
Effectiveness was defined as the increase in the
proportion of suspected infarcts given thrombolysis above
and beyond that expected from observations in the control
hospital.

In one hospital, the baseline proportion was 94%;

this provided little scope for further improvement and
measured effectiveness was zero.
meetings were well attended.

Despite this, the audit

In the other hospitals the

baseline proportions ranged from 53-60% and those observed
in the final round of audit from 68-93%.

Increases were

greater in each of the three study hospitals than in the
control but the difference was statistically significant
only in one.
The central estimates of cost-effectiveness in these
three hospitals varied from £101 to £392 of audit costs per
extra case given thrombolysis.

Equivalent figures for cost-

utility were £17 00 to £2500 per QALY.
around these estimates were wide.

Confidence limits

Interpretation of the results was limited by the
smaller than expected numbers of eligible cases and
uncertainty about the validity of generalising such
findings.
The main conclusions drawn are (1) routine audit of
suspected as opposed to confirmed infarcts may be difficult;
(2) junior staff on short attachments are unlikely to be
convinced that audit produces changes in practice because of
small numbers;

(3) estimates of effectiveness and cost-

effectiveness are of limited use for evaluating audit in one
hospital compared to another;

(4) cost-utility compares

favourably with some treatment interventions but
unfavourably with preventative ones;

(5) qualitative

approaches to evaluation of audit should be considered, and
some examples are suggested.
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CHAPTER 1;

MEDICAL AUDIT

This literature review describes three aspects of
audit:
1) what constitutes medical audit;
2) its historical development in the UK and the range of
current activities;
3) previous work on the evaluation of medical audit and
other activities which have the same aim.
The main focus is on material relevant to general medicine,
but examples concerning other specialties are included where
relevant.

1.1

What is medical audit?
Most reviews of audit and related activities have

pointed out that there is a confusing variety of terms used

(1 ,2 ).
Three main issues are:
1) What does 'quality' mean in terms of health care?
2) What characteristics identify an activity as "medical
audit"?

Is there a difference between "medical audit" and

other activities concerned with the quality of health care?
3) What are the component parts of medical audit?

The meaning of oualitv
Quality in health care has been described as "something
we can all recognise when we see it, and particularly when
we receive it" (3).
In order to measure and encourage improvement in
quality, it is necessary to accept a more objective, if

13

imperfect, definition.

Brook and Kosecoff have defined

quality as:
"the performance of specific activities in a manner
that either increases or at least prevents the
deterioration of health status that would have occurred
as a function of a disease or condition." (4)
This has been regarded as a definition that is difficult to
fault (5), but it does not directly provide a guide to
measurement.
One approach has been to develop the idea of
"dimensions" of quality.

Maxwell identified six: access,

relevance to need, effectiveness, equity, social
acceptability and efficiency (6), pointing out that each
requires its own measurement system and assessment skills.
Other authors tend to restrict their focus to one or
more of these dimensions, depending on their perspective on
health care.
Practising clinicians have been noted to equate quality
with the scientific or technical aspects of their care of
individual patients (7).

Consumers, by contrast, often

consider the humanity with which care is delivered to be
more important (8,9).

Black points out that even a

health care service which satisfied both these viewpoints
could be ineffective, inequitable and inefficient (2).
In practice there is no single conception of quality
which includes all viewpoints: clinician and patient,
individual care and population perspective.

The implication

of this is that the term "quality " should never be taken at
face value but requires consideration of what is actually
meant by the author in each particular context.

14

The definition of medical audit
Differences of opinion over what constitutes 'quality'
in health care are reflected in different understandings of
what constitutes medical audit.

Dictionary definitions of

audit involve judgement or verification, and imply
comparison with accepted standards (10).
The medical profession itself takes a rather narrow
view, equating audit with peer review.

The Royal College of

Physicians quotes the Aiment Committee, which described
audit as:
"the sharing by a group of peers of information gained
from personal experience and/or medical records in
order to assess the care provided to their patients, to
improve their own learning and to contribute to medical
knowledge"
(11).
There is no direct mention of improving the quality of
health care, although this might be implicitly assumed to
follow from improvement in physicians' learning.
The Royal College of Surgeons of England states in its
initial guidance that:
"Clinical audit is the process by which medical staff
collectively review, evaluate and improve their
practice" (12).
Common to both these definitions is that the activity is
performed by doctors and that it concerns their own
practice, rather than the delivery of health care as a
whole.

Similar definitions can be found in the official

guidance issued by the other Royal Colleges and Faculties
(13,14,15,16,17).
These definitions are consistent with the view that
quality in health care is primarily a matter of the
individual doctor's clinical practice as perceived by those
individuals and their colleagues.
15

The weaknesses of this

approach have been argued by health economists
(18,19).
In contrast to the narrow view of the Royal Colleges,
some authors have concluded that there is no clear
distinction between "medical audit" and any other activities
whose aim is to raise the quality of health care.
Shaw drew attention to a large number of synonyms for
medical audit which could be constructed by combining one
word of each of three columns (1).

However in his opinion

this multiplicity of terms concealed important differences.
For example monitoring within the National Health Service is
said to involve some element of external control (20)
whereas evaluation, according to the WHO definition, implies
the predetermination of explicit objectives (1).

Other

authors have used such terms with much less precision.
"Quality assurance" has emerged as an expression which
covers the full range of such activities.

It is taken to

mean the assessment of the actual level of quality of
services provided plus efforts to modify these as necessary

(2 ).
The architects of the NHS reforms clearly saw medical
audit in this wider sense.

Medical audit was defined as:

"the systematic critical analysis of the quality of
medical care, including...the use of resources and the
resulting outcome for the patient" (21).
Furthermore the purpose of medical audit was stated thus:
"to provide reassurance to doctors, patients and
managers that the best possible quality of service is
being achieved having regard to the resources
available"
(22).
These statements are clearly based on a wider view of
quality than that used by the Royal Colleges, and are
16

concerned with overall service provision rather than
individual practice.
In my opinion this wider definition of medical audit is
better.

The concept of medical audit as only being

concerned with the work of doctors is useful only if quality
itself can be divided into that part which is the
responsibility of doctors and those parts which are the
responsibility

of others.

Such a position can be justified

if scientific-technical aspects are believed to be the
dominant factor in medical care, but a wider viewpoint
encompassing other dimensions is more acceptable.
The definition used in "Working for Patients", although
wider in scope than that of the Royal Colleges, can be
criticised for not including reference to efforts to change
practice where necessary.

The implementation of change is

widely acknowledged to be an essential part of medical
audit.

For example the Standing Medical Advisory Committee

wrote:
"Follow-up action is an absolutely essential feature of
medical audit without which the justification for audit
is lost" (23)
In summary medical audit is in essence no different from
quality assurance as a whole, but some use the term much
more narrowly to refer only to peer review.

The range of oualitv assurance activities
Medical audit, used in its narrow sense, is only one of
a number of types of quality assurance activities.

In order

to judge its value, comparisons are necessary with
alternative types which might achieve the aims of audit more
effectively or at less cost.
17

The most common method of distinguishing types of
quality assurance is by the sponsor or initiator of the
activity.

Reynell distinguishes 'local' and 'national'

audits (24).

Ham extends this by subdividing national

audit into that pursued by the government, and by the Royal
Colleges and faculties (25).

Black describes a

continuum from self-audit by an individual clinician at one
end, through peer group within a hospital, to Regional and
national levels at the other end (2).
A second dimension for the classification is by the
frequency of occurrence of the activity which is considered
(2).

At one end of the spectrum are events which occur

rarely and may indicate poor quality of care, such as peri
operative deaths.

At the other are everyday occurrences

such as the process of routine hospital admission for common
conditions.

Methods relating to

rare events tend by their

nature to be reactive, whereas these relating to common ones
are more likely to be proactive.
A third type of classification is into 'formal' and
'informal' methods of quality assurance (26).

Informal

quality assurance consists of ward rounds, consultations
with colleagues, attendance at post-mortems, and "a quiet
and friendly word in the ear of an erring member of the
group" (26).

Proponents claim it is superior to the formal

variety (27), but this is difficult to substantiate,
given its diffuse and unobtrusive nature.

Rather than

ponder the issue of whether 'informal quality assurance' is
valuable, it is better to ask whether systematic formal
methods can be shown to be a useful addition.

18

All types of quality assurance activity follow, to a
greater or lesser extent, a logical series of steps known as
the "medical audit cycle".

Component parts of the audit cvcle
The approach labelled as the audit cycle by Fowkes
(10), has been adopted recently without modification
(11,28).

In the United States, the Joint Committee on

the Accreditation of Healthcare Organisations has
promulgated a similar sequence, although this has been
broken down into a large number of individual steps (8).
The stages described by Fowkes were:
(1)

topic selection;

(2)

setting criteria and standards;

(3)

observation of practice;

(4)

comparison of observations with standards;

(5)

implementation of changes;

(6)

re-observation of practice, hence completing the cycle.

Although this overall framework is widely agreed, the
details of what ought to happen at each stage are quite
variable.

Before considering the evaluation of audit, it is

important to understand the range of activities which may be
referred to, so the variations of each stage will be
described.

Topic selection
There is general agreement about factors which should
be considered when selecting topics for audit (7,28,29).
1)

The frequency with which the topic is encountered or

the number of patients involved.
19

2)

The level of risk of poor patient outcomes if the

process of care is inadequate.
3)

The feasibility of devising a meaningful and effective

corrective action on the basis of the assessment.
4)

Known or suspected variations in existing pattern of

care.
5)

Cost.
However, some clinicians in general medicine have set

up and reported on arrangements for audit which do not
involve topic selection at all but the random selection of
patients for case-note review (30,31).

This was

thought to be necessary because "the diffuseness of medical
disorders and the marked influence of non-medical factors
such as age and social problems [would] make a formal audit
difficult" (30).
This opinion was shared by the working party of the
Royal College of Physicians, who proposed a very similar
method of random case-note review in their initial guidance
(11) and has recently been recommended when conducted by an
outside assessor as "maybe the best audit package that a
health district can at present institute" (32).
The value of this type of audit will be discussed in a
subsequent section.

The absence of focus on particular

topics means that at best only the most general aspects of
care can be improved by such methods.

The audit cycle may

be completed, but the significance of this achievement is
likely to be limited.
Given that topic selection will usually be the first
stage of audit, who should decide this and how?

Williamson

developed a nominal group technique to allow participants to
20

generate and then rank a list of suggestions (33).

This

has been shown to lead to audits with a measurable effect on
outcome (34).

Other approaches which have been

suggested are the identification from routine data of
essential health events whose occurrence indicates the need
for an audit (35) or the screening of medical records
for poor outcomes (10,36).

The difficulty with these

latter methods is that the screening process itself may
require considerable input of resources, before the actual
audit has even begun.

Setting criteria and standards
Criteria are elements of care which can be used as
measuring instruments for the quality (7).

Standards are

expected levels of compliance with criteria (2).

There are

a variety of opinions about the purpose of setting criteria
and standards, which reflect differences of beliefs in the
overall purpose of audit.
Criteria may be classified as implicit or explicit,
disease-specific or general, and ideal or empirical (7).
They may refer to the structure, process or outcome of care
(37).

Implicit criteria are used when an assessor is

asked to make a judgement about the adequacy of a particular
episode or component of care using his or her own experience
and values.

The inter-observer reliability of this type of

measurement has been shown to be low (38) but this
method is widely used at present for case-note review as
recommended by the Royal College of Physicians (11).

The

main advantage of implicit criteria is their face validity.

21

Explicit criteria have two potential advantages:
greater reliability, and possible application by non-expert
staff.

There are two main approaches to their use,

depending on whether they are used as an adjunct to, or a
replacement for, an implicit judgement.

In the first,

explicit criteria are designed to pick out suitable cases
for implicit peer review.

The proponents of this approach

emphasise that criteria must be clearly defined, specific
and objective so that a non-medical assistant can decide
whether or not they have been complied with (29).

However,

the criteria do not have to stand on their own as a
scientifically valid measure as the final judgement will be
made by implicit means.

This approach gives the final say

on each individual case to the peer review process, and has
been promoted in the literature aiming to extend the
practice of audit in the UK (39).

The strength of this

approach may be its acceptability to clinicians, nervous of
being exposed to explicit assessment.

The weakness is its

potential lack of validity.
Dixon writes "This approach to audit uses concept of
indicators rather than 'standards of care' to avoid
potential lengthy discussion or controversy on appropriate
clinical behaviours or judgement" (29).

Such discussions

may be essential if the quality of care is to be improved.
The second approach to using explicit criteria
emphasises the importance of using criteria based on
scientific evidence so that they provide an objective
measurement of the quality of care (40).

The selection

of topics for audit is limited to those for which there is a
body of research-based knowledge (2).
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The advantage of this

approach is that the same criteria can be used by a number
of hospitals and produce comparable results.

The Royal

Colleges and Faculties have been recommended to undertake
the development of such criteria (23).
As in the case of criteria, the meaning of standard
setting varies between authors.
'empirical' (7).

Standards may be 'ideal' or

Ideal standards represent the best

performance attainable with all necessary resources.
Empirical standards are based on experience of current
performance or local or national averages.
standards have disadvantages.

Both types of

If ideal standards are set,

striving to achieve these may be inappropriate for a some
hospitals (7).

If empirical standards are used, there may

be no motivation to further improve performance once these
are achieved (41).
Clinicians and managers are likely to take different
views on which type of standard should be used.

Clinicians

will by default set ideal standards, believing that their
first responsibility is to provide the best possible care
for each individual patient.

Managers on the other hand

tend to set empirical or minimum standards, to allow
financial savings where performance exceeds such standards.
Published reports do not always make clear which type of
standard is being used.

Observation of practice
The most suitable source of information about current
practice is determined by the criteria which have been
chosen.

Common alternatives are;
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(1)

statistics and other data on the structure and
organisation of provider institutions;

(2)

operational statistics (patient activity data);

(3)

medical records and laboratory reports;

(4)

direct observations ;

(5)

patient interviews and questionnaires (7).

An additional source, increasingly common with the growth of
information technology, is statistics from dedicated
computer-based systems.

They may or may not be derived

directly from the medical record, but tend to share its same
strengths and weaknesses as described below.
For peer review as opposed to other types of quality
assurance, medical records are by far the most common data
source.

Unlike most other sources, such records are

maintained primarily for other reasons, so the marginal cost
of their use for audit is small.

Despite this advantage,

there is considerable doubt about the effectiveness of this
type of audit (5).

The problems with using medical records

are that they cannot always be found (42) and may be
illegible or contain vague terms whose use varies between
clinicians (7).

Even when present and well written, case-

notes record only certain aspects of the doctor-patient
encounter, and the degree of correlation between aspects
that are recorded in the notes and others has been shown to
be weak (43).
Despite these weaknesses, most routine audit is based
on the medical record.

Other sources of material for peer

review that have been tried with varying degrees of success
are Hospital Activity Analysis data (44), video
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recordings of individual consultations (45,46) and
laboratory reports (47).

Implementation of change
"Follow up activity is an absolutely essential feature
of medical audit without which the justification for medical
audit is lost"

(23).

Despite this commonly held view

(48) many observers have noted that this is the least
well understood part of the audit cycle (19,49,50).
In theory, the best approach to implement change can be
deduced from an analysis of the reasons for standards not
being met.

For example, a lack of knowledge or skill

requires education or training; a lack of organisation
requires creation or amendment of operational policies (29).
For audits which concern national issues, the range of
possible options is much wider.

A review of possible

strategies for controlling rising caesarian section rates in
the United States identified external case review, medical
malpractice claims, changes to reimbursement systems, peer
evaluation and education as other alternatives (51).
In practice, relatively little research has been done
to evaluate these different options.

One reason may be that

investigation of how to change behaviour is much more
aligned with management than medicine.

This is illustrated

by a recent discussion of whether or not medical audit is a
science (52).

The article proposes a seven-stage

approach to quality assurance, only one of which is to
"ensure that this process generates beneficial change"
whilst the other six deal with measurement.
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The limited state of knowledge about implementing
change in audit is reviewed later in this chapter.

Re-observation of practice
As with the implementation of change, the importance of
this stage is clear (48).

Although there are examples

published both at local and national levels (53,54)
the most striking property of re-observation is how rarely
it is done.

In a study of thirty-nine audits over five

years in one Canadian hospital, only seven included re
observation to ensure changes had been successfully
implemented (55).

It is too soon after the introduction

of widespread medical audit in the UK to assess whether the
same pattern will be found here.

1.2

The historical development of peer review
The aim of this section is to describe current peer

review activity and set this within a historical context.

Traditional attitudes to oualitv assurance and early
pioneers of formal methods
Friedman and other sociologists have described how
medicine defines itself as a profession by a strict code of
self-regulation (56).

The traditional attitude to

quality assurance conforms with this code by insisting that
'informal' methods are quite sufficient to guarantee
adequate quality.

This attitude is neatly summarised in the

BMA submission to the 1974 Royal Commission of the NHS which
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stated "we do not believe that any further supervision is
necessary for fully qualified doctors" (1).
In contrast to the orthodox view, certain individuals
have always campaigned for a more explicit approach to
quality assurance.

The first example early in this century

was a surgeon at Massachussetts General Hospital, William
Codman.

Building on ideas first proposed in the UK

(57,58) he practised and campaigned for a system of
"end result" measurement (59).
This system gained a considerable degree of acceptance
from the surgical community, although no hospital (other
than his own) is known to have taken up his challenge to
compare cases using his method (60).

This may have been

wise, because Codman's own hospital was not a financial
success (61).

The first national survey of hospitals in

the United States originally planned to use his outcome
measures but the results were so poor that the findings were
never published (60).

After completing military service in

the first World War Codman stopped campaigning, and the
American College of Surgeons adopted a much watered-down
program for accrediting hospitals based upon structural and
administrative features (62).
In the UK, there was neither a clear product champion
for formal audit nor an excess of poorly trained doctors so
the issue did not arise.

The nationalisation of hospitals

in 1948 in some ways reinforced professional autonomy
(63).

The value of widespread medical audit was not

seriously considered until 1974 when it was introduced in
the US (64).
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After Codman, a small number of individuals continued
to propose systematic methods of assessing routine care
(60,65,66), but there was no political pressure for
general implementation until the 1960s.

Reasons for change
The reasons for the erosion of professional autonomy
from the 1960s onwards have been reviewed in a special
supplement to the Milbank Quarterly (67).

In summary

these are:
(a)

technological advances, leading to sub-specialisation
and fragmentation of the profession, and increased
dependence on hospital facilities and equipment;

(b)

cost escalation, especially by taxpayer funding of
health care in the US after the introduction of
Medicare in 1967;

(c)

the rise of consumerism, and the growth of popular
media coverage of health care;

(d)

the use of epidemiological methods to assess the
scientific foundation of medical practice, weakening
the argument that each doctor-patient encounter is
unique;

(e)

the development of information technology, making
possible routine analysis of large amounts of data.

In the UK a specific factor has been the Griffiths report
(68) which provided a general management structure
capable of using formal quality assurance (69).

The

extent to which this was realised before the most recent
reforms is doubtful (70).
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Another influence has been the World Health
Organisation, which promoted quality assurance by including
a target for its implementation in its "Health for All"
policy (71) and organising initial training across
Europe (72).

US developments
The pressures for change described above first affected
the US and so these developments are described first.
In line with the overall health care system, US quality
assurance has developed in a complex manner.

Medical

associations, hospitals and Governments have sponsored
parallel initiatives with similar approaches (49).
There are two reasons for trying to sketch out such a
complex situation:
1)

The majority of literature about quality assurance

comes from the US, and interpretation requires some
awareness of the background of quality assurance activity.
2)

UK developments have followed, and been based on those

in the US.
Before health care expenditure began to grow rapidly in
the 1960s, there was little interest in formal quality
assurance.

Individual hospitals did undertake "chart

review" and publish annual reports but these were often
based on subjective and unreliable judgements (60,73).
Systematic attempts to measure the quality of care were
limited to academic studies (74,75), and focused on
process rather than outcome of care (49).
The rapid growth of third party funding of health care
during the 1960s led to an awakening of interest in quality
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assurance, culminating in the formulation of a federal
system of Professional Standards Review Organisations
(PSROs) in 1974 (50).
Before this, each hospital had organised its own system
for retrospective audit of patients records, termed
"utilisation review".

Chassin has pointed out that quality

assurance and cost containment might be conflicting goals of
such systems (76) but in practice the emphasis was very
much on cost-containment, doctors being assumed to ensure
quality by informal methods.
In 1974 the Federal Government launched a national
initiative to shift from internal to external control of
this process by providing grants to local medical
organisations.

This had been proposed by the American

Medical Association in 1970 (73) and was supported by
doubtful evidence of success in the pilot Experimental
Medical Care Review Organisations (EMCROs) (49).
More considered evaluation of the EMCRO programme
(77) and subsequent studies of PSROs cast serious doubt
on their effectiveness, except when directly confronting
clinicians (78).

This was exceptional as PSROs were

organised by the profession itself, so in 1980 the Federal
Government ended the grant-giving approach and set up a new
system under which utilisation review was put out to open
tender.

Successful bidders were called "Peer Review

Organisations" (PROs), and the system has continued to
operate into the 1990s.

PROs are not popular with rank-and-

file clinicians, being regarded as a policing system
(79).

PROs themselves are critical of the process

orientation of their contracts with the federal Government,
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and have suggested they may be no more effective than their
predecessors (80).

Since losing control of the

utilisation review procedures, medical associations have
created their own sets of practice guidelines, and
cooperated with carriers whose use these for approving
payments (81).

In some cases this has produced tension

with other interests within the profession (82).
Alongside these efforts by the Federal Government,
similar systems have been introduced by private health
insurance carriers, and self-insurance schemes.

The

resulting proliferation of different systems has been so
cumbersome that it forms a significant barrier to health
care delivery (83).
The introduction of the prospective payment system for
Medicare reimbursement of hospital costs has resulted in
further changes.

Concern about quality has moved from the

fear that too many unnecessary interventions are being made
to an anxiety that too little care is delivered (50).

This

has stimulated new interest in routine measurement of
outcomes, and the national accreditation body (JCAHO) has
begun a ten-year programme to introduce this (84).

An

equivalent Federal programme has been proposed (85).
Thé development of quality assurance has turned full circle
to where it began with Codman seventy years previously.

The development of peer review in the UK
Until the recent NHS reforms (22) there was little
political pressure encouraging quality assurance.

For

example, Sevan, one of the founders of the NHS, declared:
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"It is for the community to provide the apparatus of
medicine for the doctor.
It is for him to use it
freely in accordance with the standards of his
profession and the requirements of his oath" (86).
The first example of external quality assurance was the
investigation of maternal mortality by the Ministry of
Health which began in 1929. Since then local Medical
Officers of Health have routinely notified all maternal
deaths, and from 1952 onwards a report has been prepared on
each case by a Regional assessor appointed by the Royal
College of Obstetricians (87).

Although the maternal

mortality rate has fallen steadily since, the extent to
which this is due to the enquiry is uncertain.
The principle of confidential reporting and assessment
by senior members of the profession with no sanctions has
been widely copied.

The Association of Anaesthetists

undertook its own surveys in 1956, 1964, and 1977
(88,89), and a joint study with the Association of
Surgeons in 1984.

The resultant report (90) generated

considerable public and professional interest (91)

and

suggested the formation of a national enquiry, which was
supported by the Royal College and funded by the Government
(92).
Similar studies have been undertaken by the Royal
College of Physicians (93,94) but these have been
criticised because they do not contain specific
recommendations for change (24).
The second main route for the development of peer
review in the UK has been the efforts of local enthusiasts.
Shaw described many examples in his series of introductory
articles in the British Medical Journal (1).
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Notable

efforts in surgery were made in the Lothian region of
Scotland (95,96) and in medicine by groups in
Birmingham and Swansea (30,97).
Despite these examples, general attitudes towards audit
and progress in the US were negative.

An editorial in the

British Medical Journal in 1974, at the time of
establishment of the PSRO system in the US, noted:
"if audit is to be accepted and to work it must be
introduced slowly and agreed lines, at first locally
and then generally" (64).
The Lancet in 1976 drew attention to a critical appraisal of
medical audit from Cornell (98) and suggested that
resources to develop high quality care would be better
invested in research (99).

Any degree of compulsion as

found in the US, was strongly dismissed.

Even in 1986

Reynell commented "the potential benefits [of a compulsory
system] would hardly be worth the carnage involved" (24).
Performance of audit was left to volunteers, whilst the
majority claimed they were doing it already or could not
find the time (31).
During the 1980s pressure began to grow on the Colleges
to organise formal peer review before an external agency did
it for them.

Not only social scientists (100) but also

senior members of the profession publicly supported the idea
of routine audit (101,102).

Further pressure came

from official studies such as that the National Audit Office
(103) and the Confidential Enquiry into Perioperative
Deaths (90).

In 1988 the Chief Medical Officer held a

seminar with the heads of the Colleges to discuss audit
(104) and a working party was set up by the Royal
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College of Physicians, chaired by its President.

The stage

was set for change.

Reaction to inclusion in the reforms
The emphasis on medical audit in the White Paper
launching the reforms was generally welcomed by medical
organisations.

The Conference of Royal Colleges went so far

as to say "If these two critical improvements [medical audit
and resource management] were successfully developed many of
the other proposals in the White Paper would, in fact, be
unnecessary" (105).
Individual clinicians were less positive.

Russell

typically wrote "whether we like it or not, we are all going
to become involved in the systematic audit of our work"
(106).

Suspicion that the Government's underlying

motive was cost containment rather than quality was common
(107,108).
Certain proposals in the initial working paper (21) did
not get included in the implementation circular (109).
These were the requirement for new committees at Regional
level and for public health physicians to represent
management (110).

However some clinicians criticised

the lack of management involvement, claiming this was needed
to make audit effective (111).
Advice on implementing audit emphasised the need for
resources (39,112,113) and the Government responded
to this by identifying a ring-fenced budget for medical
audit (114).

Funds were distributed direct to the

Royal Colleges, amounting to £2 million in 1990/1 (115)
and £4 million in 1991/2 (116), to help develop and
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evaluate audit methods.

At the local level, audit funds

from the Department of Health via Regions have represented
the only source of new money for many clinicians, leading to
"an explosion of interest in medical audit, a phrase barely
used in the UK before except by a few hardy pioneers" (5).
The value for money of this expenditure has been
questioned (18).

The next section considers how it is

currently spent.

Current audit activitv
Systematic surveys to gauge the extent and type of
medical audit activity have not been published, although
there is a national database of non-medical quality
assurance activities (117).

This overview is based on

personal impressions and internal NHS documents.
The audit "explosion" has generated its own
bureaucracy.

Each Health Authority has to produce an annual

audit report and forward programme for the Department of
Health to qualify for ring fenced money (109).

Although

such reports may contain lists of changes in practice
associated with audit (118,119), it is usually
unclear to what extent these changes might have occurred
anyway.

Other evidence of rapid growth of an audit industry

is the establishment of an association for audit staff, with
400 out of an estimated 800 potential members (120).

A

newsletter specifically aimed at this group is published by
the King's Fund (121).

Corresponding developments in

the medical press were the establishment of a special
section in the British Medical Journal (BMJ), now superseded
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by a separate journal dedicated to the quality of medical
care (122).
As might be anticipated when specific funds are
available for suitably named projects, current usage of the
term 'audit' is rather loose.

In the BMJ's "Audit in

Practice" section during its first year of publication,
1990, fourteen out of 19 audit reports featured a single
round of data collection only with no reference to standard
setting or explicit judgement of practice.

Reports of

specific programmes to implement change are particularly
hard to find.

Only one article (123) described

specific action, and this concerned the practice of a single
consultant only.
Bucknall re-audited management of asthma twice at his
hospital over seven years without describing specific action
for change (53).
Other groups within the health service have claimed
rights to share in this growth industry.

Nurses and

paramedical staff have been awarded ring-fenced money on a
similar basis to medical staff, but on a much smaller scale
(£6.3 million in 92/93, compared to £42 million for medical
audit) (124).

Unlike medical audit, independent

evaluators have suggested that good progress is being made
to develop standards, but without evidence so far that this
leads to changes in practice (125).

Other groups have

not attempted to set up their own parallel audits, but
managers (126) and pharmacists (127,128) have
claimed roles within medical audit itself.

Some clinicians

have recommended this involvement of non-medical staff
(129).
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Despite the range of volume of activity audit has not
so far been prominent in contracts between purchasers and
providers.

The National Association of Health Authorities

and Trusts have compiled a database of 1500 such documents
(130). Detailed review of a sample of these (131)
found that audit was often included to promote quality but
details of how implementation would be monitored were vague.
Only one out of 115 specifically mentioned the involvement
of the Director of Public Health in this respect, despite
this being a key method to get standards written into
contracts (132).
In the absence of clear descriptions of activity in
annual reports or contracts, specific case studies must be
used to gauge the range of audit being undertaken.

Examples

of local approaches to audit have been reported from North
Derbyshire (133,134), Brighton (135), Hounslow
& Spelthorne (129), Bloomsbury (136) and Wessex (113).
A wide range of obstacles to the successful implementation
of audit have been described, from difficulty persuading
colleagues to cooperate (135) to a lack of information in
the case-notes (113).
One issue which divides opinion is the appropriate use
of information technology.

Some clinicians have suggested

that entering clinical data onto computers is of limited
value (32,113).

Others have argued that "useful audit as a

byproduct of routine data capture is unrealistic" (108), and
that dedicated audit systems are essential.

Some Districts

have invested in such systems or undertaken pilots
(137), but this may be at considerable expense.
Bromley HA's approach requires six full-time nurse screeners
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to cover a hospital of 500 beds (138).

Demonstration

of the cost-effectiveness of such schemes seem unlikely.

A

study of the use made of an obstetric system established in
1983 suggested that only the most simple audits could be
performed without supplementary data (139).
Controversy is likely to continue until methods to measure
the effectiveness of audit have been agreed.
Apart from the use of computers, use of other methods
to enhance audit is uncommon.

Routine measurement of

patient outcome for both acute and chronic conditions has
been shown to be feasible at Freeman hospital
(140,141) but has not led so far to any major
changes in practice.

Guidelines for good practice in

specific situations have been issued, for example for asthma
(142), but a national survey in April 1991 showed that
less than 50% of hospitals had any in use (143).
In summary, medical audit appears to be in a relatively
immature state of development.

There is a proliferation of

different approaches with no uniform objectives.
Implementation has not been designed to facilitate
evaluation, and the effectiveness of audit as a means to
improve care seems to be an act of faith rather than
knowledge.

The extent of evidence to support this is

considered in the next section.
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1.3

Effectiveness of methods to influence clinical

behaviour
The objective of this section is to review evidence for
the effectiveness of various methods for changing clinical
behaviour, to inform the choices made in the present study.

Whv is this topic important?
This aspect of audit has been relatively neglected,
partly because clinical behaviour is difficult to change.
As Reynell has written;
"By tradition and temperament many doctors are rugged
individualists who are allergic to direction by others"
(24).
This attitude conforms to the traditional perception of the
medical professional as one which makes rational judgements
on the basis of scientific knowledge.

According to this

model, dissemination of scientific advances is the only way
to improve quality.

However there are three major types of

contradictory evidence:
1)

The existence of variations in practice which

cannot be explained by patient characteristics, or simple
resource constraints, and which are present at all levels
(144,145).
2)

The failure of simple educational interventions to

modify individual practice (146).

If the knowledge

based model of professional behaviour is correct, nothing
more should be required
3)

Evidence that clinical behaviour can change very

readily to maintain doctors' incomes when payment schedules
or other arrangements are changed (147).
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If clinical

behaviour responds naturally to such economic incentives,
perhaps it can be deliberately altered to improve quality.

Limitations of the literature
Given the volume and diversity of approaches to quality
assurance, it should be relatively easy to assess the
effectiveness of change methods from the literature.

There

are three reasons why this is not so:

(1) narrow scope;
(2) methodological weaknesses; and
(3) publication bias.

The scope of the literature
As explained previously, quality of health care has
several dimensions, of which the scientific-technical aspect
is only one.

However the vast majority of medical audits

refer to this aspect alone.

A study in Minneapolis of

60,000 criteria used in 448 audits found that only 3%
related to psychosocial aspects and 4% to communication with
patients (148).

The interpersonal aspect of health

care despite being important to patients, has rarely been
investigated (149).
A second problem is that most strategies refer to
attempts to contain costs, as this was the underlying motive
for much quality assurance activity in the US in the 1960s
and 1970s. Methods which are effective for cost containment
may not work for other quality improvements, and vice versa
those rejected for cost containment may work well for other purpose
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Methodological weaknesses
The literature on quality assurance is extensive, but
most reports are simply descriptive (150).

Even where

evaluation has been attempted, this most often consists of
before and after observations.

Several such studies have

been published recently in the UK as examples of the
effectiveness of the new arrangements (151,152).
This design is weak, illustrating the Hawthorne effect
(153) rather than making a valid measurement, because
the baseline data are collected retrospectively and the 're
audit' conducted prospectively.

Studies which assess

changes in practice from a short follow-up period suffer
similar problems.

In one case this was as short as three

weeks (154).
The most reliable evidence of effectiveness comes from
randomised controlled trials, but these are uncommon.
Haynes and colleagues have undertaken systematic literature
searches to identify those studies which meet explicit
criteria of reliability.

In a review of continuing medical

education, only seven out of 248 articles met all their
criteria (155).

In a similar review of computer-

assisted feedback, the corresponding figure was fourteen out
of 135 (156).

In their most recent review covering the

full range of methods, a total of only thirty-two well
designed studies could be found (157).

Restricting

consideration to only those methods which have been so
tested may however exclude some which are effective, as not
all are suitable for randomised trials (158).

Even

when studies are well designed, negative results are less
likely to be published than positive ones, resulting in
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publication bias (159).

A survey of recent US quality

assurance reports found that out of thirteen which reported
long term outcomes, twelve were positive (150).
Finally, when considering positive outcomes of change
strategies, it is important to be clear what is being
measured.

Davis and Haynes recognised four levels: (1)

participants' perception of change; (2) change in knowledge;
(3) change in clinical process; (4) change in patient
outcome (160).

Lomas demonstrated how clinicians'

perceptions of change were greater than actual changes in
performance (161).

Similarly the link between change in

knowledge and change in behaviour is often inconsistent.
The final and most important step, the relation between
process and outcome, is the hardest to demonstrate, and has
been shown in only three randomised studies (157).
With these limitations in mind, the conclusions of the
literature can now be considered.

General theories of behaviour change
Modification of clinical behaviour is one example of
the wider process of the management of change within
organisations, so general theories which relate to this
wider area may be relevant.
The oldest theory of behaviour change derives from
animal experiments (160).

This suggested that the

frequency of a behaviour could be altered by presenting or
withholding positive or negative stimuli.

Purposeful

manipulation of these stimuli can be used to encourage
desirable behaviours and discourage undesirable ones.
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Experience of using these principles to modify human
behaviour may be relevant to quality assurance (147).
Individualised instruction by face to face contact has
proved to be the best means to give feedback.
tends to have a transient effect.

Punishment

Positive reinforcement

needs to be continued intermittently if the desired
behaviour is to be long-lasting.

Application of these

principles takes no account of the ability of clinicians to
rationalise and learn from their experience but may still be
relevant to the use of feedback (147).
The second group of theories which are relevant are
those regarding adult learning (163).

The most

important finding is that adults only learn what they think
they need to know.

The implication for quality assurance is

that clinicians have got to perceive a deficiency in their
own practice before they will respond positively to attempts
to change this.
The final set of ideas are derived from management
theory.

Each successful planned change has three phases;

unfreezing, changing, and re-freezing (164).

An

individual 'change agent' is required to facilitate this
process, who must be able to communicate and share
information widely (165).

Another big idea is that of

contingency theory, which suggests that the best way to
change individuals is highly dependent on the type of work
and the nature of the organisation (166).

The

application of these ideas to quality assurance has been
reviewed by Jessee (167).

His main conclusion is that

change cannot be forced by change agents, who must focus on
specifying problems and their potential solutions.
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The overall, contribution of general theories to
changing behaviour is to highlight the complexity of this
task.

No single

intervention is likely to succeed on its

own, and an approach which is effective is one situation may
not produce the same result when applied elsewhere.

Approach of previous reviews
Previous reviews of strategies for changing clinical
behaviour fall into three different types:
1) Review of a specific type of strategy eg, education
(155,156,160) or feedback (168).
2) Use for a particular purpose eg, cost-containment of
laboratory testing (169,170), or prescribing
(171,172).
3) Overall consideration of the range (147,157).
All but one of these reviews have been written in the
US or Canada, and some of the methods described are not
readily transferable to the UK.

The aim of this review is

to focus on methods which would be practical for use in
conjunction with medical audit as currently organised in the
NHS.
The older reviews adopt a fairly consistent method of
classifying strategies: (1) feedback (2) education (3)
administrative (4) economic/financial.

Lomas has pointed

out that this classification is tailored to cost-containment
and has proposed a more general scheme (157), based on
factors which have been shown to influence clinical
behaviour, rather than specific methods for achieving this.
Four categories are proposed in this more general
approach. These are:
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(1) Patient characteristics, such as expectations of
treatment and level of knowledge;
(2) Physician characteristics, such as seniority and
educational achievements ;
(3) Administrative and organisational structures, such as
local policies and guidelines, peer review and external
monitoring mechanisms; and
(4) Financial incentives and disincentives, such as fee
schedules and payment systems.
Each of these groups of factors are capaible of manipulation
to alter behaviour and so improve quality.
Lomas further distinguished methods aimed at individual
clinicians from those aimed at a speciality or geographical
group, and methods for influencing clinical behaviour in
general from those aimed at altering specific processes.

In

relation to medical audit, the focus is usually on specific
processes undertaken by individual clinicians, but for
national audits such as the Confidential Enquiry into
Perioperative Deaths the opposite may be true.
Many strategies, especially those with most effect, use
a combination of these factors, most often by combining
administrative and educational approaches.

The division

into four groups is therefore somewhat arbitrary.
The evidence for effectiveness of methods focusing on
each of these types of factors will now be considered in
turn.

1.3.1

Patient characteristics
The idea that medical practice is heavily influenced by

the patients' own knowledge and expectations is widely
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acknowledged, especially in primary care (173).
Attempts to manipulate this consciously to change clinical
behaviour are however rare.

An example showing that this

method has considerable potential is reported from
Switzerland, where a media campaign aimed at the general
public in one locality was associated with a 25% decrease in
hysterectomy rate sustained over the next three years.
(174).

Another example is the reduction in the

proportion of skin biopsies showing malignant melanoma
associated with an educational campaign in Scotland
(175).
Such approaches could only be used to implement change
as part of a specific audit when patient behaviour was a
significant determinant of clinical performance.

An example

is the possible use of a public campaign to increase the
very early use of thrombolysis for suspected myocardial
infarction (176).

Evaluation of such methods is

difficult because of their diffuse nature (157) but this
should not exclude their consideration, especially as they
may be relatively inexpensive.

1.3.2

Phvsician characteristics
The main method for producing change by influencing

physician characteristics is education, based on the common
observation that practice variations are associated with the
degree of experience and level of educational attainment of
the clinicians concerned (147).

Guidelines attempt to

change practice by increasing physicians' knowledge base in
one specific area.

Each of these will be considered in

turn.
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Education
The strength of an educational approach is that the change
in practice ought to be long lasting, as the knowledge base
of the individual has been extended.

This is in contrast to

approaches based on feedback, where continual reinforcement
is likely to be necessary.
The literature on education is similar to that of
quality assurance as a whole, in the sense that many
articles are purely descriptive and those that do include
evaluation tend to use poorly designed methods (160).

The

overall picture from the small number of carefully designed
studies is negative (155) but this hides the fact that most
traditional educational programmes are didactic and passive,
and could not be expected on theoretical grounds to be
effective (177).

Recent examples using more modern

techniques seem better (178).
In order to identify under what circumstances education
will work, it is necessary to consider the format of the
programme in more detail.
described:

Four basic approaches have been

(1) sending material by post; (2) traditional

didactic lectures and presentations; (3) individually
tailored instruction using small groups; (4) one-to-one
contacts.
In general, the first two methods are ineffective, the
third has a small effect, and the last method is the only
consistently effective one.

The observation that

pharmaceutical marketing companies spend most of their
resources in this way is suggested as empirical support
(172).

The value of such generalisations is limited.

Ineffective methods may work in particular circumstances.
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In a study of the benefits of reading on preventative care,
most participants showed no change in their behaviour, but
those individuals who were already most compliant with
recommendations showed a further improvement (179).

In

a rural community in the US mid-West a single teaching
session by cardiologists from the university hospital led to
improvements in the subsequent care of myocardial infarction
(180).
Knowledge is patchy about which circumstances promote
effective education, as the number of carefully designed
trials is small, but observational studies give some
indications.

Two important factors are the status of the

educator perceived by the participants, and the environment
in which the education takes place.

The more respected the

educator, the more the participant is likely to change.

In

a study of antibiotic prescribing in general practice in
Tenessee, visits by pharmacists reduced by 20% the number of
patients receiving contraindicated antibiotics, but the
similar visits by physicians resulted in twice as great a
fall (181).

Studies by Stress and colleagues

(182,183) showed that if suitable physicians were
identified and educated about relevant clinical issues, they
could influence practice in their own hospitals, largely by
informal means.
The effectiveness of "educational influentials" is
mirrored by earlier work on the diffusion of new
technologies (184,185), and surveys asking what
sources of information are perceived to change practice
(186).
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Formal education appears to be sensitive to environment
in which it is conducted.

In Denmark, the same senior

physician gave lectures on antibiotic prescribing in two
localities, as a follow up to the dissemination of written
guidelines (187).

In the first locality, the lectures

were organised by the local medical society and sponsored by
the pharmaceutical industry.

Subsequent antibiotic use was

no different to localities which received written guidelines
only.

However in the second locality the lectures were held

in the local microbiology department and significant changes
in prescribing were observed.

Although there may be

confounding factors this observation suggests attention to
the setting is important.
Besides manipulation of the status and setting of
education, the other way to enhance its effectiveness is by
combination with other strategies.

Routine pre-operative

coagulation tests were halved by an administrative device in
a general hospital which was acceptable to clinicians only
when an educational initiative had failed (188).
Appropriate antibiotic usage was increased by the insertion
of educational material into relevant case-notes (189).
Education about costs, and feedback of performance were
effective when combined, but ineffective alone, in a study
of house physicians' test ordering (190).
With these mixed strategies of feedback and education,
persistence of the change in practice would suggest that the
educational component had been effective.
studies are disappointing (147).
(191,192).

In practice most

UK results are similar

Only one-to-one approaches have shown

prolonged effect (193).
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In summary, education is not as effective as intuition
would suggest.

To be effective it must be used in

combination with other strategies or delivered in a
relatively expensive way by one-to-one contact.

Guidelines
Use of guidelines has certain similarities with
education.

Both attempt to change behaviour by altering

clinicians' knowledge base, but guidelines provide much more
specific and prescriptive suggestions.
The production of guidelines has become a major part of
overall quality assurance activity - a recent US survey
identified 26 medical organisations which are currently
active, and a further 10 with plans for the future
(194).

Some programmes involve multiple stages, and

resulting guidelines once approved by the medical society
are used by third party payers to assess claims (81).
However surveys show that diffusion to the general
population of physicians is incomplete (195).
The theoretical basis for the production of guidelines
has been described by Eddy in a series of articles
(196).

One of the approaches is the consensus

development conference, which has been frequently used in
Europe as well as in the US (197).

The effectiveness

of such conferences has been reviewed by Lomas (198).
Evaluation is difficult because the statements of the
conferences tend to be published widely, so a control group
is difficult to identify.

A compromise is to compare the

behaviour of clinicians who are aware of the findings with
those who are not. Such comparisons are liable to
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confounding factors, for example those who are "aware” are
more likely to read medical journals, and so may have
changed their practice for other reasons.

Even so, six out

of the ten evaluations showed no clear effect, and a more
recent study from Italy (199) gave a similar result.
Certain factors are associated with effective
guidelines: application to radiology or pathology services
(200,201), and a Scandinavian model of
implementation which emphasises multidisciplinary
involvement in design and implementation (202,203).
Further evidence of how to improve effectiveness has
come from the Consensus Statement Implementation Project
relating to guidelines to reduce caesarian section rates in
Canada (204).

A national survey showed that awareness

was associated with a subjective belief by obstetricians
that their individual practice had changed.

Case-note

review showed that actual behaviour changed very little
(205).

The second part of the project, a randomised

trial comparing conventional audit with education by an
opinion leader, was more encouraging.

The conventional

audit was ineffective, but dissemination of guidelines by a
local opinion leader as an educational activity was highly
effective (206).
In his recent review, Lomas is not convinced that
external guidelines provide an effective means to change
practice (198), although other authors are more optimistic
(207).

A review of the entire life cycle of clinical

policies, from early innovation to obsolescence suggests
that written expression in the form of "official policy"
tends to come too late to be appropriate for quality
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assurance (208).

The considerable resources consumed

in guideline production may not be justified.

1.3.3

Administrative and organisational factors
Modification of administrative or organisational

systems is an important alternative to education.
The simplest way to modify behaviour is to constrain it
by enforcing local policies and procedures.

For example, if

hospital policy is to stock only one kind of aminoglycoside,
prescription of others is unlikely.
The use of such tactics is limited by the tendency of
clinicians to react very negatively to them.

To overcome

this, feedback of information on performance is a central
part of most organisational approaches.

The degree of

organisation of the medical staff has been shown to
correlate with outcome (209).

The presence of parallel

external regulation may also enhance sensitivity to internal
feedback.
For the purposes of this review, the organisational
strategies have been classified as follows :
1)

Peer review (review of individual cases using implicit

criteria).

In itself, this does not involve administration,

but the organisation of a regular programme of suitable
meetings does constitute an organisational change.
Education, in contrast, can be undertaken quite
independently of the management of a hospital.
2)

Explicit audit (predefined criteria)
-

with delayed feedback

-

with concurrent feedback

-

with participant involvement in criteria setting.
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3)

Expert assistance (computers or people).

4)

Other internal administrative methods.

5)

External systems (covering several hospitals).

Peer Review
Peer review is used here to mean retrospective review
of individual episodes of care without explicit criteria.
The lack of explicit criteria means that the entire review
process must be conducted by clinicians themselves, and so
either the number of cases examined is relatively small, or
judgements are made from abstracts prepared by clerical
staff (66).
Although this approach has been discredited in the US
for being too subjective (60,73), it has been widely adopted
in the UK as the easiest way to conform with the
Government's demand that all clinicians take some part in
regular audit. No randomised trials have been conducted to
assess its effectiveness, but before-and-after studies have
been undertaken by early pioneers (30), and more recently at
Central Middlesex Hospital (42,210,211).

These

studies have shown that the quality of note-taking has
improved, mostly in the first year of their introduction.
Despite better recording, no improvement in the process or
outcome of care could be demonstrated for the one particular
condition, asthma, studied before and after the introduction
of audit (42).

Earlier studies, which used a consultant who

did not take part in the audit as a control, showed a
similar improvement in note-taking but no change in the
number of investigations (212).

The limited effect of

this type of activity may be related to the fact it is
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perceived as repetitive and boring (211,213).

A focus

on the completion of records may paradoxically lower the
quality of care, by diverting time and energy form direct
patient care (83,214)

Explicit Audit
The use of explicit criteria for retrospective audit is
a tried and tested method in the US, having been included as
part of the PSRO programme (49).

Evaluations have produced

mixed and confusing results (157).
The difficulties of making sense of these results are
illustrated by a comparison of the effectiveness of
"passive" and "active" feedback.

Passive feedback, ie the

supply of information with no judgement or suggestion for
improvement, is generally ineffective compared to active
feedback (215).

In line with contingency theory,

however, passive feedback may be enough to change practice
in certain situations (96,216).

On the other hand,

active feedback may fail (217,218).

Similar

feedback methods may be effective for one behaviour
(ordering of tests) and not for another (prescribing)
(219).
In some cases, feedback has produced opposite effects
to those expected: in a study of education and feedback to
improve compliance with thyroid function testing guidelines
in primary care, both groups received education, and the
group which also received feedback performed less well
(220).

In a controlled study designed to contain the

costs of laboratory tests by passive feedback using a
computer printout, test usage increased (221).
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Another

study showed a similar effect which was reversed at follow
up (222).
One reason for conflicting results is that explicit
audits have been used for two separate purposes: first, to
discourage over-utilisation and hence limit costs; second,
to expose and correct under-utilisation and hence "improve
quality".

Programmes with the second type of objective

consistently report positive effects, and from a variety of
situations: interns (218), rural practices (223), urban
ambulatory care (224) and accident and emergency
(225).

In one of the small number of randomised

controlled trials, McPhee showed that audit meetings
improved performance of four out of seven cancer screening
tests (226).
A drawback of most of these reports is that measurement
of effectiveness is based on what is recorded in the casenotes, but in at least one case (224) a large part of the
observed improvement was accounted for simply by more
complete recording.

Studies which assess patient outcomes

are less prone to this bias but are rarely done.

In a

recent literature search (157) only three randomised trials
of explicit audit had measured outcomes; of these only one
showed improvement, which was minor (225).

Ironically,

studies aimed at cost containment, especially recently, more
often have measured outcomes in order to demonstrate no
impairment associated with successful cost containment
(227,228,229).
Various modifications have been made to try and improve
the effectiveness of this method, the most important of
which is to reduce the interval between the performance of a
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task and the delivery of feedback.

Behavioural theory

suggests that feedback will be most effective if given as
soon as possible after performance, and this has become
known as "concurrent" feedback.

For example, daily

feedback of charges and costs led to an 18% reduction in
mean length of stay compared to a control ward (229).

A

recent review containing another five articles using this
method all reported positive results (168).

However an

earlier randomised controlled trial was negative (230).
Another randomised trial showed that concurrent feedback was
more effective than financial incentives (or controls) but
follow up was short (231).
examples can be found.

As usual, contradictory

Braham's cost information was

provided only every six months, but "appeared to be enough
to convince the high cost providers to change their
practice" (232).
Use of computerised medical records and explicit
algorithms allows "concurrent" feedback to become truly
simultaneous with clinical performance by generating
reminders for individual consultations.

McDonald

demonstrated that the effectiveness of this method was not
due to an educational effect because original behaviour
returned when reminders were withdrawn (233).

The

marginal costs of generating reminders if a computerised
record system is already in place are low, and a
satisfactory cost-benefit relationship has been demonstrated
in the case of treatment of streptococcal sore throats
(234).

In some situations manual reminder systems may

be less costly (235).
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Besides making feedback as rapid as possible, a second
method to improve effectiveness is to actively involve
participants in the choice of criteria.

Early studies, such

as those undertaken by PSROs, used externally designed
criteria and failure to comply with these was often
dismissed or ignored (236).

In contrast, getting

individuals to set their own criteria (237) or using
group consensus techniques (238) appears to be
effective.

These techniques have even been shown to work

for cost containment of laboratory testing (239), an
area with many previous negative reports.
Individual participation, directly rather than through
members of one's peer group, seems important.

Anderson

showed that participating GPs changed their use of digoxin
whereas their partners did not (240).

The North of

England General Practice study showed that groups of
trainers modified their behaviour to achieve self-determined
standards, but not those worked out by another group
(241).
A final point about making explicit audit effective is
that feedback has to reach the right people.

In a study of

an explicit instrument to identify inappropriate hospital
stays, only three out of six hospitals distributed feedback
to all clinical staff.

Only these three hospitals showed a

reduction in the number of "unnecessary days" (242).
Another study using a similar instrument, feedback from the
nurse reviewer direct to the ward doctor was effective,
whereas feedback to a physician reviewer was not, as
physician reviewers were hesitant about confronting their
colleagues (243).

Sometimes the correct recipient for
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feedback may not be obvious.

A study of transfusion

decision-making showed that house staff were the actual
prescribers of blood products, but their behaviour was
governed by the wishes of attending physicians (244).
A review of interventions to improve nursing home
prescribing concluded that senior nurses needed to be
targeted if change strategies were to be successful
(245).
In summary, the main factors associated with effective
explicit audit are:
(1)

aiming at correction of under-utilisation rather than

over-utilisation;
(2)

rapid feedback or individual patient reminders;

(3)

involvement of participants in audit design; and

(4)

targeting actual decision-makers.

Expert Assistance
Rather than provide reminders or feedback, another
approach is to provide expert support either in the form of
specialist staff or from a computer.

The most basic

approach is simply to employ non-medical staff to query
orders for investigations and treatment, and this has been
successfully used for cost-containment in the US (246).
However it is difficult to imagine that such a system would
be acceptable in the UK.

More refined versions have used

clinical pharmacists to suggest modifications to
prescriptions (247,248) or physiotherapists to
query lung function tests (249).

A randomised

controlled trial of intervention by clinical pharmacists for
all outpatients receiving five or more drugs demonstrated
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cost savings (250).

A related approach is to target

feedback at paramedical rather than medical staff
(251).
The less confrontative approach of using a computer
rather than a person to deliver "expert” help has been
developed in the UK for the diagnosis of acute abdominal
pain.

Despite initial results showing a 50% reduction of

the negative laparotomy rate (252) being confirmed by a
multi-centre study (253), the method has not been
widely implemented.
conducted (254).

A pan-European trial is now being

Randomised trials of expert systems

for adjusting dosages of warfarin and lignocaine in the US
were positive (157).
under-exploited.

In overall terms, this strategy seems

As Lomas has pointed out however (157),

positive evaluations do not mean that clinicians would
necessarily use expert systems if they were provided.

Other Administrative Methods
The following methods are usually combined with
education or feedback, rather than being used alone.
Agreement of internal guidelines or policy statements
is one of the most common additions to feedback
(255,256).

In a multi-centre study of different

strategies to limit the use of preoperative chest X-rays,
posting of the guidelines on notice boards was the most
effective of four different methods (257).
Modification of the request form had a temporaryeffect
which ceased on the appointment of new house staff.

A

similar approach has been successful for pathology tests
(47).

One study showed that guidelines could successfully
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reduce test usage, even without feedback (258).

The

implementation of a limited drug formulary is another
example of a strategy which is usually
successful (259).

External Methods for Changing Behaviour
The methods so far described relate to quality
assurance within a specific institution.

An alternative

approach is to try to modify behaviour by an externally
organised explicit audit or peer review.
This has been extensively implemented in the US, by
medical societies as well as third party payers.

Results

are variable, and depend upon who initiates the activity and
the care with which the evaluation is performed.
The most successful external audits have been
undertaken by medical societies themselves, particularly
with regard to elective surgery (216,260).

Simple

feedback of rates of common procedures per thousand
population was associated with a narrowing of the range
between high and low-rate performing hospitals.

Its

effectiveness may be due to the tight organisation of
medical practice in the low population density areas
studied, and the nature of the information required has
precluded the wider testing of this method in more typical
areas.
The main body of evidence about external audit arises
from the PSRO programme.

Early evaluations of the cost-

containment parts of the programme showed decreases in
length of stay and hospital charges, but these were not
well-designed (261,262).

A more carefully designed
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study concluded that external audit had no effect, except on
the use of injections, and then only when combined with an
educational programme (263).
The desire to contain costs in US health care has led
to the extension of external regulation beyond audit to more
direct methods to control over-utilisation, collectively
known as "utilisation review" (UR).

Examples of these

methods are "preadmission certification", whereby a claim
for hospital care will not be paid unless prior
authorization for the episode was obtained from the third
party, and "mandatory second surgical opinions" which is
self-explanatory.

Development of utilisation review has

been summarised by Ermann (264).

Although equivalent

developments in the UK seem unlikely in the short term, the
separation of purchasers and providers creates the necessary
infrastructure.
Initial evaluations of UR showed significant costsavings but were poorly designed (76).

These difficulties

have been overcome by Wickizer and colleagues who have
collected data on 223 insured groups, some of whom opted for
UR, others not.

A multivariate analysis was used to adjust

for numerous confounding factors and identify the specific
influence of UR (265,266).

The conclusion reached

was that UR showed a significant savings-to-cost ratio.

A

subsidiary analysis showed that outpatient expenditure was
increased, but not by enough to offset savings (267).
Similar results have been shown for the Blue Cross/Blue
Shield UR programmes (268).

One limitation of these

studies is that they fail to measure any deterioration in
patient outcomes associated with successful cost
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containment.

Another is that they are applied across all

diagnostic and care groups, so their ability to modify
specific behaviours (and so be useful in conjunction with
audit) is unknown.
In summary, evaluation of external approaches has been
negative apart from specific exceptions.

Feedback of

surgical rates in specific communities has been associated
with change.

Although this has not been tested by a

randomised controlled trial in the US, this might be
feasible in the UK.

Utilisation review also appears

effective for cost containment, but its current relevance to
the UK is questionable.

1.3.4

Financial approaches
The potential ability of economic incentives to modify

clinical behaviour has been demonstrated by several "natural
experiments" where changes in physician payments were
followed by changes in clinical behaviour (147).

However

purposive manipulation of such systems in order to produce a
specific change in behaviour is "an entirely unresearched
area" (157).

The only controlled trial of direct financial

incentives to house staff to control costs of investigations
showed no difference between control and intervention groups
(231).

However a survey of medical records officers in the

US to determine what methods were used to encourage
clinicians to complete case-notes on time found that
financial incentives were commonly used (269).
In the UK, economic incentives for general rather than
specific changes in behaviour have been provided by giving
clinicians their own budgets.

The initial experiments were
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unsuccessful (270) and evaluation of the present
Resource Management Initiatives has concluded that it is too
early to pass judgement (271).

Comparison of

capitation-based payment through Health Maintenance
Organisations with fee for service care in the US suggests
that appropriate as much as inappropriate services are
restricted by the new payment system (272).
At a national level, changes in payment systems such as
the introduction of prospective payment have had a clear
effect of clinical behaviour (273).

However recent

figures have shown the desired effects have not been
maintained, as providers have adjusted to the new system
(274).

In Denmark, the introduction of item-of-service

payments to GPs was associated with changes in behaviour
(275).

The use of targets in the 1990 contract for GPs

in the UK has had comparable effects.

The release of Trusts

from compulsory Whitley Council employment conditions may
provide similar opportunities within hospitals.

Conclusions about effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of
methods for changing behaviour
There is general agreement that knowledge about
effective methods for inducing specific changes in clinical
behaviour is rudimentary (276,277).
When effectiveness is uncertain, by definition costeffectiveness must also be so.

Some individual studies

contain details of costs and benefits, but the extent to
which these findings can be generalised is doubtful.

For

example, Scheffler in his multivariate analysis of
utilisation review programmes calculates that when scaled up
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contrast a survey of one hundred UR firms concluded that
their cost saving ability was very variable (278) .
One factor in cost-effectiveness calculations which is
known is that overall costs in the US are large.
Massachusetts Peer Review Organisation has an annual budget
of $70 million (32), and this is only one part of the
quality assurance "industry".

Identified expenditure on

audit in the UK is proportionately lower (£90 million in
92/93) but the effectiveness of this expenditure is unknown
The literature suggests that simple peer review, even if
combined with traditional medical education, is usually
ineffective.

The best methods involve a high degree of

personal participation in the design and conduct of audit
together with one-to-one education sponsored by respected
opinion leaders.

The precise conditions under which one

method works and another fails are unknown.

1.4

Plan of thesis
The key findings of the literature review are:

1)

Audit is a poorly defined term used in a number of

different senses.

The Government has successfully

established the principle that all doctors should be
involved, but control is firmly held within the profession.
2)

Effectiveness of audit as a means to change practice

and improve quality is highly contingent on local factors,
which are not well-understood.
3)

Cost-effectiveness of audit is largely unexplored.
The objectives of the thesis were to answer the

following questions:
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1)

What are the difficulties of performing comparable

audit of a common medical problem across several hospitals?
2)

To what extent can the value of audit in each hospital

be measured in terms of effectiveness and costeffectiveness?
3)

What differences emerge as the Scune audit plan is

implemented in different district general hospitals?
4)

How useful are such quantitative approaches in

evaluating audit, compared to other alternatives?
The main constraints upon the design of the study were
the need to complete the entire project within three years,
to avoid duplicating or interfering with other audit
activities taking place or being developed, and to use an
approach acceptable to the participating consultants and
other hospital staff.

It was decided at the start to

restrict attention to the care of patients with suspected
myocardial infarction as this topic forms a substantial part
of the workload of general medicine in every hospital.
Chapter 2 describes the preliminary work undertaken to
set up the study including the pilot data collection.
Chapter 3 gives details of the methods for the main study,
and Chapter 4 describes the results.

The methods and

results of the economic evaluation are given in Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 discusses the results and suggests conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2;

THE PRELIMINARY PHASE

The preliminary phase consisted of three stages:
(1)

development of the study protocol;

(2)

recruitment of participating hospitals; and

(3)

pilot study and feedback of results.

Each stage will

be described in turn.

Development of the study protocol
Based on the aims and objectives described at the end
of the previous chapter, a draft protocol was written.

This

was modified with advice from clinical and public health
colleagues in the Region.

In particular, clinicians were

asked for ideas about which aspects of the care of patients
with suspected myocardial infarction would be suitable for
audit within their own hospitals.

A short list of potential

options for the main part of the study based on these
responses was included in the protocol.
The draft protocol was submitted to the Department of
Health, who referred it to the Royal College of Physicians
Research Unit for review. After minor changes suggested by
the review, the modified protocol was accepted by the
Department of Health.

Financial support was provided from

central funds reserved for medical audit.

Selection of participating hospitals
A list of potential participants was obtained from the
consultant in Public Health Medicine responsible for
implementing medical audit in North West Thames Region.

At

this time, in early 1990, most hospitals in the Region had
begun some sort of medical audit, but progress on
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implementation was variable.

The criteria used to select

hospitals were:
(1) consultant physicians not known to be actively hostile
to audit;
(2) no ongoing local initiative for audit of chest pain in
the hospital concerned;
(3) within easy travelling distance of central London; and
(4) district general hospital rather than teaching hospital.
A short list of five hospitals was drawn up and the Regional
consultant suggested a named consultant in each to approach.

Approach to potential participants
The study protocol with a covering letter was sent to
the identified consultant in each hospital, suggesting a
one-to-one preliminary meeting.

At these meetings, an offer

was made to visit the hospital again to meet all the
consultant physicians as a group, if this would help them
reach a decision about participation.

Outcome of approaches
One hospital chose not to take part in the study.

The

protocol was discussed by the consultant physicians, who
felt that the potential benefits did not justify the
possible inconvenience and extra work created for junior
medical staff.
In the other four hospitals, the protocol was
circulated by the Lead Consultant to his colleagues, and
agreement to participate was obtained in writing after a
discussion within each hospital.

Potential participants

were made aware of the other hospitals which had been
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approached but there was no evidence of inter-hospital
discussions.
The offer I made to meet the consultant physicians as a
group was taken up by only one hospital.

The subsequent

meeting was also attended by the District Director of Public
Health.

Some degree of scepticism about the value of

medical audit was expressed by the clinicians but written
confirmation of their willingness to participate was
received three days later.

The pilot studv

Aims and Objectives
The aims of the pilot study were:
(1)

to obtain a general impression of the similarities and

differences of the care for chest pain admissions in each
hospital;
(2)

to test the feasibility of using case-note abstraction

to document various aspects of the process of care; and
(3)

to collect enough information about the process of care

to enable the participants to choose one aspect for repeated
audit in the main phase of the study.
The objectives were:
(1)

to abstract a range of predetermined items of data from

the case-notes of 25 randomly selected chest pain admissions
in each hospital; and
(2)

to obtain an overview of the structure and process of

care for patients presenting with chest pain through
informal interviews with medical and nursing staff.
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Methods
There were three parts to the pilot study:
(1)

interviews with hospital staff to collect background

information;
(2)

design of proforma for data collection from case-notes

and construction of sampling frame; and
(3)

collection and analysis of data.

Interviews to collect background information
Semi-structured interviews were conducted in each
hospital.
(1)

Questions were chosen on the basis that:

the information could probably be obtained from an

interview with a relevant member of the hospital staff;
(2)

the information would help to assess the feasibility of

any particular medical audit; and
(3)

the information could if necessary be independently

verified. Pure opinion and exploration of personal values
were excluded.
The interviews covered all relevant areas to a level of
detail which allowed similarities and differences between
the hospitals to be identified.
in Appendix 1.

The proforma used is shown

Additional information was recorded when

volunteered by staff if it seemed relevant.
The main areas covered were the number and grades of
medical staff; the number and type of beds for chest pain
admissions; the frequency and type of complications of MI
seen; and estimates of the proportion of chest pain
admissions receiving pre-hospital care from GPs or ambulance
crews.
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No formal sampling frame was used as there was no
intention to survey a representative group of staff, but
rather to obtain the information as readily as possible.
The people approached in each hospital included one or more
medical registrars, the CCU Sister and A&E nursing officer.
Unless the first respondent expressed doubts, information
was not checked with subsequent respondents.

Design of proforma for case-note abstraction
A comprehensive extraction of all pertinent data for
each admission was not attempted, as this would have
required a much longer proforma than was practical to use in
the time available.

Instead, a short list of particular

aspects of care was constructed, so that the proforma was
restricted to items concerned with these aspects only.
Selection was made on the basis of clinical importance,
suitability for quality assurance and expectation that the
relevant information could be found in the case-notes.
Questions were designed to be objective, closed rather than
open, and requiring only limited medical knowledge for their
completion.
The overall length of the proforma was restricted to
two A4 sides. The average completion time was fifteen
minutes per set of case-notes and data collection at each
hospital was completed in about three working days.
Drafts of the proforma were sent to the Lead Consultant
in each hospital for comments. No pre-pilot was undertaken,
as the main purpose of the exercise was to test feasibility,
rather than obtain accurate data.
shown in Appendix 2.
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The final version used is

Sampling frame
The main objective was to obtain a representative
series of chest pain admissions from each hospital.
The Accident & Emergency (A&E) register in each
hospital was used as the primary source of information.

In

each case, the A&E receptionist recorded name, address and
type of presenting problem for every attender, including
those arriving by ambulance and those referred by their GP
directly to the medical registrar. In two of the hospitals,
some elderly patients directly referred for admission to the
geriatric team bypassed the A&E department, and so were
missed.

This was accepted for the pilot study, as few of

these patients were thought likely to be presenting with
chest pain due to suspected MI.
A list of admissions was obtained in the following
manner.

Beginning on an arbitrary date approximately nine

months beforehand, details were recorded of every subsequent
attendance which had resulted in admission with 'chest
pain',

'angina', 'MI', or 'heart attack' recorded by the

receptionist.

Approximately 50 consecutive cases meeting

these conditions were noted, to allow for the fact that some
case-notes would be unavailable.
Although selection of admissions from nine months in
the past meant that significant changes could have occurred
in the process of care in the interim, this was considered
unlikely.

The advantage of this retrospective approach was

that a higher proportion of the case-notes were expected to
be found in the medical records library than for a more
recent series.
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Having obtained a list of admissions, their case-notes
were searched for in turn until 25 had been located.

Notes

which contained no details for the admission recorded in the
A&E register were excluded.

Collection and analysis of data
Data were extracted from the case-notes using the
proforma, then summarised and tabulated.

Frequency

distributions for each item were prepared and data comparing
the four hospitals were generated using a standard graphics
package for presentation to the Lead Consultants.
Notes were made during interviews and an aggregate
profile produced for each hospital.

Results; Interviews with staff
The four hospitals were similar in terms of overall bed
numbers, medical beds and medical staff.

Each hospital

included a consultant with a special interest in cardiology
on its staff.

The perceived catchment population varied

from 150,000 to 290,000 but there was no corresponding
variation in the average number of emergency chest pain
admissions expected each day: this was three to four in all
cases.
The provision of primary or immediate pre-hospital care
showed little variation.

Use of commercial deputising

services within catchment areas was reported to be low, but
GPs were rarely able to do ECGs before admission.

Except at

Hospital 1, GPs were unable to admit suspect infarcts
directly to the ward.

Radio contact with ambulance crews
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was not routine and few ambulance staff were fully trained
paramedics.
These findings suggested that pre-hospital care would
not be a suitable aspect for audit because the potential to
modify practice seemed limited within the timescale of the
study.
Care on arrival in the A&E department was also similar
across the four hospitals.

No A&E doctors were given

responsibility to admit patients before assessment by the
medical registrar.

In three out of four hospitals

thrombolysis was sometimes started in A&E and such patients
might be admitted to an ordinary ward rather than to the
intensive care unit.

Apart from the supervision of such

infusions, A&E nurses appeared to have a limited role.
These findings suggested that there was scope to
improve quality in A&E if this was of local interest.
The use of intensive care seemed to be the most
significant difference between the hospitals.

None of the

four had a dedicated coronary care unit, but in cases there
was a common intensive care facility shared by all
specialities.

In the fourth, one bay of a medical ward had

been adapted for continuous EGG monitoring.
variations in access to intensive care:

There were also

in one hospital,

suspected infarcts "quite often" had to go to an ordinary
ward when ICU was full of surgical cases.

In another,

access was judged to be substantially better because
existing ICU patients could be moved elsewhere if necessary.
There were parallel variations in the extent to which
the consultant with a special interest became involved in
the care of suspected infarcts.
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In the hospital with the

least access to ICU, the cardiology consultant saw only
about 30% of infarcts, despite a daily ICU ward round.
Transfer of care to the specialist consultant was unusual in
all four hospitals.
These findings suggested that audit might uncover
important variations in intensive care.

However, there were

obvious constraints on achieving change within specific
hospitals because the arrangements involved sharing
resources with other specialists.
Information collected about special investigations and
specific procedures revealed variations not only between
hospitals but also between individual consultants within the
same hospital.

However the average frequency of such

investigations and procedures, including tertiary referral,
was too low to allow sufficient numbers of events to be
found within the data capture period envisaged by the study
design.
To summarise, the most suitable aspects of care for
audit were routine activities applicable to all admissions
rather than elective interventions chosen only for some.

A

study of A&E activity seemed feasible, whereas pre-hospital
care involving GPs or the ambulance service looked
unsuitable.

As a result, it was decided to focus the pilot

case-note abstraction exclusively on patients with chest
pain who were admitted rather than sent home.

Results ; case-note abstraction
Table 2.1 gives details of the sample of case-notes
examined in each hospital.

The number of sets of notes

which had to be looked for in order to achieve the required
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sample size of twenty-five varied from 39 to 61,
representing a successful retrieval rate of 41 to 65%.
Table 2.1;
Hospital

Pilot studv sample, bv hospital
Time
period

Total
identified

No (%)
found

Estimated
admissions
per month

HI

1 Mar 18 Apr 90

#39

25 (64)

26

H2

1 Jan 31 Mar 90

*43

25 (58)

29

H3

3 Mar 12 Apr 90

61

25 (41)

45

H4

1 Mar 29 Mar 90

43

24 (58)

43

186

99 (53)

Total

* Surnames beginning A-L only etc.
# Main study included additional direct GP admissions.

Data for each hospital is shown in Table 2.2, except
for details of the medication on admission and discharge
which is shown in Table 2.3.

Medication on admission and

discharge was analysed only for patients whose chest pain
was considered to be due to ischaemic heart disease.
Some items whose abstraction from case-notes was
attempted could only be found in a small number of cases,
and so these are not included.

These include the mode of

arrival at hospital and the times of arrival, admission and
commencement of thrombolysis.

Socio-demoaraphic factors
The age and sex distributions of patients sampled in
each hospital were similar.

60-64% were male and the mean

age ranged from 61 to 66 years.
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Table 2.2:

Pilot studv - results
Hospital
HI
No (%)

H2
No (%)

H3
No (%)

H4
No (%)

Sociodemographic data:
Male
Female

15 (60)
10 (40)

16 (64)
9 (36)

15
10

60)
40)

15 (62)
9 (37)

Source of referral:
Self
GP
Other

14 (56)
10 (40)
1 ( 4)

15 (60)
9 (36)
1 ( 4)

18
5
2

72)
20)
8)

7 (30)
16 (64)
1 ( 4)

*In A&E seen by:
Casualty SHO
Medical Registrar
Medical other
Medical unknown

17
3
3
10

17
1
7
3

(68)
( 4)
(28)
(12)

14
9
4
8

56)
36)
16)
32)

9
3
4
12

Admitted to:
ecu/ICU
Monitored ward bed
Ordinary ward bed

16 (64)
3 (12)
5 (20)

7 (28)
11 (44)
7 (28)

7
5
13

28)
20)
52)

— —

*Initial diagnosis:
MI
Angina
Chest pain ? cause
Other diagnosis
None stated

11
8
2
5
1

10
5
3
2
7

(40)
(20)
(12)
( 8)
(28)

7
6
6
3
3

28)
24)
24)
12)
12)

11
3
4
8
1

^Discharge diagnosis:
MI
Angina
Other

15 (60)
2 ( 8)
9 (36)

14 (56)
3 (12)
8 (32)

6
4
15

24)
16)
50)

7 (30)
2 ( 8)
15 (62)

11
17
9
9
3

(44)
(68)
(36)
(36)
(12)

12
20
19
4
3

48)
80)
76)
16)
12)

— —•

—

15
20
12
2
4
1

5 (20)
——

2
5

Investigations:
Cardiac enzymes
Chest X-ray
OP appointment
Exercise ECG
Tertiary referral
Readmitted
Died in hospital
Thrombolysis given

8
19
20
3

(68)
(12)
(12)
(40)

(44)
(32)
( 8)
(20)
( 4)

(32)
(76)
(80)
(12)

— —

2 ( 8)
2 ( 8)
6 (24)

8)
20)

(37)
(12)
(17)
(50)

16 (67)
8 (33)
(46)
(12)
(17)
(33)
( 4)

(62)
(83)
(50)
( 8)
(17)
( 4)

— —

2 ( 8)

♦ Some patient seen by more than one doctor and/or given
more than one diagnosis.
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Table 2.3:

Pilot studv - medication on admission and
discharge
Hos]pital
H4

HI

H2

No. of admissions
confirmed as
angina/ MI

17

17

10

9

No information of
medication on
admission

2

——

——

——

Died in hospital

2

5

2

15
13

17
12

10
8

N o . with
medication history
- on admission
- on discharge
No (%) prescribed
aspirin:
- on admission
- on discharge

H3

9
9

1 ( 7)
11 (85)

0 ( 0)
11 (29)

1 (10)
5 (62)

2 ( 22)
9 (100)

B blockers:
- on admission
- on discharge

1 ( 7)
4 (31)

6 (35)
5 (42)

2 (20)
2 (25)

1 ( 11)
2 ( 22)

Anti-anginals:
- on admission
- on discharge

2 (13)
9 (69)

3 (18)
5 (42)

3 (30)
5 (62)

2 ( 22)
8 ( 89)

Other CVS agents:
- on admission
- on discharge

2 (13)
3 (23)

6 (35)
4 (33)

3 (30)
3 (31)

2 ( 22)
4 ( 44)

Referral method
The proportion of admissions who had been referred by
their GP varied from 20-70% (Figure 2.1), suggesting a
difference in access to primary care in an emergency.
However, overall numbers were small and these results may
have occurred by chance.

There was less evidence suggesting

a difference in case-mix: the proportion given an initial
diagnosis of MI varied from 28-45% (Figure 2.2), and the
proportion already prescribed anti-anginal medication at the
time of admission from 15-30% (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.1:

80%

Pilot study; source of referral

percentage

60% -

40% -

20%

-

■
OP

ECO department

unknown

ether

source of referral
HI

Figure 2.2;

H2

H3

H4

Pilot studv; initial diagnosis

percentage

angina
HI

cp 7 cause

H2

H3

NB: eome patiente had more than one
Initial diagnoala
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other Dx

H4

none stated

Figure 2.3:

Pilot studv: anti-anginal medication on
admission and discharge
(only cases with initial diagnosis of
ischaemic heart disease)

percentage

100 %

on admission

Figure 2.4:

on discharge

Pilot studv; location of initial care

percentage
70%

monitored ward bed

CCU/ICU

HI

H

H2

U 3 H3
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ordinary ward bed

B

H4

Type of bed admitted to
There was no difficulty abstracting these data and
considerable variation was observed, particularly in the
proportion of case admitted to intensive care, which varied
from zero to 65% (Figure 2.4).

Such differences were

consistent with the interview data.

Investigations
The percentage of patients undergoing common
investigations showed little variation except for cardiac
enzymes (35-62%).

The use of special investigations and

tertiary referral was more variable but as expected from the
interviews numbers were too small to make a repeated audit
practicable.

Treatment with thrombolvsis
The proportion of patients prescribed intravenous
thrombolysis varied from zero to 24% (Figure 2.5).

The

finding in one hospital that no patients had received
thrombolysis was surprising, but not

beyond normal

possibility given the small sample size.

Discharge diagnosis
A discharge diagnosis of MI was made in 20-55% of cases
(Figure 2.6), representing a wider range than that for an
initial diagnosis of MI (28-45%).

The frequency of a

confirmed diagnosis on admission ie, one which was unchanged
on discharge, varied from 40-70%.
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Figure 2.5:

Pilot studvt proportion receiving Intravenous
thrombolvsis

percentage

25%

■IM

20%
15 %

'

10 %
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#00

thrombolysia
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■

H2
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E H H3

NB: denominator includes all chest
pain, not just Ml/angina

Figure 2.6;

Pilot studv; discharge diagnosis

percentage

angina

cheat pain
H2

EZJ H3
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other Dx
■

H4

none found

Management after discharge
The main feature was a variation in the proportion of
cases seen once or more in outpatients after discharge, from
28-80% (Figure 2.7).

The number of réadmissions and deaths

varied but numbers were too small to interpret.

Figure 2.7:

Pilot studv; events after discharge

percentage

100%

80%
60%
40%
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H4

Presentation of results to Lead Consultants
The Lead Consultant from each hospital, together with
the Regional Consultant Physician responsible for audit and
the Director of the Royal College of Physicians Research
Unit were invited to a meeting at the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.
The main objective of the meeting was to reach a
consensus about which particular aspect of care should be
chosen as the topic for the main phase of the study.
Subsidiary objectives were to agree ground rules for the
sharing of audit data between hospitals, and to finalise the
timetable.
The meeting was attended by the four Lead Consultants
and the Regional Consultant, together with the research team
consisting of a Senior Lecturer in Public Health Medicine,
the author and the research assistant.
chaired by the Senior Lecturer.

The meeting was

Only two out of the four

Lead Consultants had a special interest in cardiology, the
others specialising in chest medicine and gastroenterology.
Although difficulty in reaching a consensus had been
anticipated, in practice this was not so.

The general

atmosphere was courteous and businesslike.
Before the results of the interviews and case-note
abstraction were presented, ground rules for the sharing of
data were discussed.

The suggestion was made that each

hospital would be referred to by a number known only to the
Lead Consultant of that hospital, the other three remaining
anonymous.

This was readily accepted.

After a twenty

minute presentation including a summary of the qualitative
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data and audit results , a short list of possible topics was
suggested by the research team.
(a)

This consisted of:

the use of investigations, such as measurement of

cardiac enzymes and exercise testing;
(b)
diagnosis
(c)

prescription of prophylactic medication after a
of MI or ischaemic heart disease; and
use of intravenous

thrombolysis.

The

short list was justified as follows:

(1)

there was a body of scientific literature concerning

each topic which could support the establishment of
criteria;
(2)

Information regarding each topic could be abstracted

from case-notes with sufficient frequency to make threemonthly audit cycles feasible; and
(3)

each topic was of practical importance, either in terms

of outcome or resource use.
A consensus rapidly emerged that the third topic,
use of intravenous thrombolysis, was the best choice.
reasons were expressed in the meeting.

the
Two

First, the observed

rates of use (from zero to 24%) were considerably lower that
the Lead Consultants expected, and second, the use of
thrombolysis was known to be associated with a reduction in
mortality.

Further explanations for this decision and the

surprising ease which it was made are discussed below.
The possibility of auditing the use of aspirin
as well as intravenous thrombolytic agents was raised,
because these drugs are usually given in combination.

The

idea was rejected, because aspirin is routinely given by A&E
nursing staff to suitable patients on arrival but not
consistently recorded in the case-notes.
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It was considered

unlikely that there was any significant under-use of the
drug, and that an apparent increase in use associated with
audit was likely to be due to better recording rather than
an actual change in behaviour.
The remainder of the meeting was concerned with the
methods to be used in the main phase of the study, as
described in the following chapter.

The meeting lasted

about one hour.

Why was the use of thrombolvsis selected so readily?
The ease with which the Lead Consultants agreed upon
thrombolysis as the topic for repeated audit surprised the
investigators and warrants further consideration.

Although

the reasons expressed in the meeting are valid, similar
arguments could have been used to justify the choice of
either of the two other short-listed topics:

(1)

the prescription of aspirin and beta-blockers for

secondary prevention of ischaemic heart disease is well
established, and the case-note audit revealed considerable
potential for increased use;
(2)

audit of the role of investigations in the management

of chest pain has no obvious effect on outcome but addresses
a key component of 'technical' quality and might generate
resource savings.
There are two less obvious explanations for the choice
of thrombolysis.

The first is that intravenous thrombolysis

was a particularly prominent new development in the field of
general medicine at the time of the meeting in February
1991.

Over the previous twelve months, three major trials
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had been reported in the Lancet (279,280,281).
Several supporting articles were published here or in the
British Medical Journal (282,283,284).

Reports

of adverse effects of the drugs also appeared in these
journals (285,286).

In comparison, there was only

one paper in these two journals during the same period
concerning secondary prophylaxis (287).
British Heart Foundation surveys of physicians in 1987
and 1989 showed a considerable increase in the use of
thrombolytic therapy at this time, but little change in the
use of other treatments (288).

Thus the study appears

to have coincided with a surge of interest in this type of
therapy.
The second explanation concerns the nature of deciding
whether or not to prescribe thrombolytics.

Unlike decisions

concerning investigation or discharge medication the
prescription of thrombolytics usually occurs immediately the
diagnosis of suspected MI is reached.

In published trials,

the sooner the drug has been given, the larger the observed
reduction in mortality.

It is unlikely that the consultant

himself will be directly involved, and the Lead Consultants
may have felt it was especially important to audit an aspect
of practice over which they had little direct control.
A less altruistic explanation is that the consultants
chose such an aspect to avoid close examination of their own
individual clinical decision-making, as has been suggested
by other observers of the audit process in general medicine
(289,290).
Whatever the underlying reasons, the ease with which a
consensus was reached was encouraging, because it suggested
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that the topic would readily acquire a sense of ownership in
every participating hospital.

Thus the conditions existed

in which the audit could be expected to be effective.
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CHAPTER 3;

METHODS

This chapter describes the methods used to measure the
quality of care and to set up a medical audit cycle in each
hospital.

The methods used to assess the costs and benefits

of the audit process are described in Chapter 5.

This

chapter consists of four parts:
1)

Description of the approach adopted to each part of the

audit cycle:
agreement of criteria
setting of standards
data collection and feedback to clinicians
design and implementation of interventions.
2)

Details of the design of the data collection form.

3)

Construction of the sampling frame.

4)

Statistical methods and further data analysis not

presented at audit meetings, including the recruitment of a
control hospital.

3.1

The overall timetable
Figure 3.1 shows the overall timetable for the study.

There were three stages:
1)

September 1990 - January 1991: recruitment of

participating hospitals; collection of background
information; and the pilot study which culminated in a
meeting of Lead Consultants in January 1991 to agree the
topic for the main phase of the study.

This stage has been

described in Chapter 2.
2)

February 1991 - August 1991: agreement of criteria;

design of data collection form; collection of baseline data
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and presentation at audit meetings in each hospital; and
the setting of local standards and agreement about
interventions in each hospital.
3)

September 1991 - July 1992: three follow up audit

cycles in each hospital, consisting of data collection,
feedback of results to an audit meeting, and adjustment of
the standards and/or the intervention as judged necessary by
the clinicians.
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3.2

Approach adopted to each part of the audit cvcle
The four processes of agreeing criteria, setting

standards, designing data collection and feedback methods,
and agreeing and implementing interventions overlapped to
some extent.

A diary showing how these activities were

combined in chronological order is shown in Appendix 3.

3.2.1

Agreement of criteria
The first step after selection of the audit topic was

to prepare a literature review for circulation to all
participating consultants to provide scientific evidence to
inform discussions about criteria.

Ideally, the review

would have contained enough evidence about the effectiveness
and adverse consequences of intravenous thrombolysis that no
difficulty would be encountered in reaching a consensus as
to the correct criteria for judging the quality of care.
In order to obtain a list of relevant articles, the
Medline database was searched from 1989 onwards.

The

initial search was restricted to review articles listing
'streptokinase' or 'thrombolytic therapy' together with
'myocardial infarction' amongst their key words.

Further

relevant publications were discovered from lists of
references in the review articles and a manual search of
recent issues of the British Medical Journal and the Lancet.
Only a minority of the located publications contained
information about the appropriateness of intravenous
thrombolysis.

The majority dealt with the mechanism of

action of thrombolytic agents or their use in combination
with invasive procedures such as coronary angiography.
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The completed review (Appendix 4) was circulated to the
Lead Consultants in each hospital together with a list of
possible criteria (Appendix 5) and a draft data collection
form (Appendix 6).

Copies were provided for all other

participating consultants in each hospital, seeking their
comments.
Two weeks later, no responses had been received, so the
Lead Consultants were sent a more definite statement of
criteria summarising indications and contraindications for
thrombolytic therapy (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1;

Initial statement of criteria

Thrombolytic therapy should be given to patients with an
initial diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction or
unstable angina:
a) admitted to hospital within six hours of the
onset of pain unless excluded by any of the
following:
Current anticoagulant therapy
Known bleeding diathesis or chronic liver disease
Major trauma or surgery within previous week
Vigorous
cardiopulmonary
resuscitation
within
previous 24 hours
Previous stroke or intracranial tumour
Active internal bleeding
(overt bleed within
previous six months)
Proliferative diabetic retinopathy
Possibility of pregnancy or nursing mother
b) admitted to hospital between six and 24 hours
after the onset of pain unless excluded by:
Current anticoagulant therapy
Known bleeding diathesis or chronic liver disease
Major trauma or surgery within past month
Transient ischaemic attack within previous six
months
Vigorous
cardiopulmonary
resuscitation
within
previous 24 hours
Increased likelihood of preexisting left heart
thrombus
Shock (systolic BP < 80 mmHg)
Severe head or spinal surgery within previous six
months
Uncontrolled hypertension (BP > 200 systolic or 110
diastolic)
Non compressible arterial puncture within previous
week or imminent need for central venous access
Previous stroke or intracranial tumour
Active internal bleeding
(overt bleed within
previous six months)
Proliferative diabetic retinopathy
Possibility of pregnancy or nursing mother
Serious organic or psychiatric disease

This statement generated comments only from the two
Lead Consultants who had a special interest in cardiology
Both suggested that patients with a diagnosis of unstable
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angina could not be included with those who ought to receive
thrombolysis because there was too little evidence of
effectiveness.

The first respondent suggested an expansion

of the list of contraindications whereas the second thought
that the stated list was already too extensive.

Both

questioned the partition of cases into two groups based on
the duration of chest pain before admission.

Table 3.2:

Revised statement of criteria

North West Thames Thrombolvsis Audit Studv
Criteria of quality for chest pain admissions
(revised 18 July 1991)
Thrombolytic therapy^ should be given to patients with a
provisional diagnosis of definite or possible acute
myocardial infarction, admitted to hospital within 24
hours of the onset of pain unless excluded by any of the
following:
Current anticoagulant therapy
Known bleeding diathesis or chronic liver disease
with abnormal coagulation tests
Major trauma or surgery within previous month
Vigorous
cardiopulmonary
resuscitation,
or
intrathoracic vessel puncture within previous 24
hours
Stroke within last six months
Active internal bleeding (not uncomplicated peptic
ulceration) within previous three months
Untreated proliferative diabetic retinopathy
Possibility of pregnancy or nursing mother
Other serious pathology.
^Thrombolytic
therapy
should
commence
with
the
administration of oral aspirin as soon as the decision
is made that it is indicated.

Based on these comments, a simplified statement was
prepared for discussion in each hospital at the first audit
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meeting, immediately before the presentation of the baseline
results.

During these meetings, which are described in the

next chapter, a few other modifications were suggested.

As

a result a further draft of the statement of criteria was
prepared (Table 3.2).

This was circulated to Lead

Consultants for their approval as the final version.

No

further comments were received, either in writing or during
discussion at subsequent meetings.

3.2.2

Setting of standards
The setting of standards in each hospital (ie the

proportion of eligible cases who would be expected to
receive thrombolysis) was a more complicated task than had
originally been anticipated.

The initial intention was that

each hospital should agree a provisional standard at the
meeting held to present the baseline results, and
subsequently the Lead Consultant should confirm this in
writing.

As described in the next chapter, the initial

meetings in each hospital focused on interpretation of the
baseline data and the conduct of further audits, rather than
the standards which would indicate acceptable quality of
practice.

As a consequence, after the meetings the Lead

Consultants were sent a letter which included a comparison
of the performance of the four participating hospitals and
requested them to set standards for their own hospital
(Appendix 7).

Three separate standards were requested: one

for patients with definite, one for likely, and one for
possible myocardial infarction on admission.
About two weeks later Lead Consultants were contacted
by phone to enquire about progress and at similar intervals
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thereafter until a response had been obtained.

In the case

of one hospital a series of two meetings took place with the
Consultant and Senior Registrar on the cardiology firm, at
which the standard setting process was discussed.

Delays in

the agreement of standards occurred because Lead Consultants
wished to involve their colleagues and there were a series
of holiday absences over the summer months.

Eventually, all

participants set standards before the second round of
meetings took places, but these were not disseminated to
junior staff until then.

The results of the standard

setting process and the difficulties encountered are
described in the next chapter.
At each audit meeting, participants were reminded that
the original standards could be modified.

One hospital used

this opportunity after the second feedback meeting, and
another would have done so after the fourth and final round,
if the study had been continuing.

3.2.3

Data collection and feedback to clinicians
The starting date of the study period in each hospital

was fixed as follows:
Baseline

audit:

1 April 1991

2nd

audit:

1 September 1991

3rd

audit:

1 January 1992

4th

audit:

1 May 1992

The finishing date varied between hospitals depending on how
long it took for the hospital to admit 50 eligible cases.
The required timespan varied from about four weeks in the
busiest hospital to eight weeks in the quietest.
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Feedback meetings after each period of data collection
were arranged allowing at least two weeks to analyse the
data.

This period was shortened for the fourth and final

audit so that feedback meetings could take place before the
junior staff changed on 1st August.

The difficulties of

coordinating audit cycles with the turnover of junior staff
are further discussed in Chapter 6.
For the first round of meetings, cases were divided
into groups on the basis of the initial diagnosis.

Data

were tabulated by hand and pie charts were constructed using
a computer graphics programme.

The problem with this

approach was that there were a large number of different
categories, such as: "MI", "?MI"
"exclude MI".

"1. Angina 2. MI"

The numbers in any single category were small

so that variations in the proportion of cases given
thrombolysis could not be distinguished from random
variations.

Another problem was that there was no clear

distinction between some of the categories.

It appeared

that classification was highly dependent on the personal
judgment of the admitting doctor.
To overcome these problems, the results from the first
audit were reanalysed by classifying the cases into three
groups :
1)

'Definite' Mis: myocardial infarction was the admission

diagnosis.
2)

'Likely' Mis: myocardial infarction was the first, or

most likely, differential diagnosis.
3)

'Possible' Mis: myocardial infarction was included in

the differential diagnosis, but not considered the most
likely diagnosis.
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This classification was used for standard setting and
feedback of subsequent audits.

The process of classifying

each case was carried out by the author, on the basis of the
'verbatim' initial diagnosis recorded on the data
abstraction form, supplemented by any additional information
recorded by the research assistant.
This classification still had limitations.
no initial diagnosis was recorded at all.

Sometimes

At other times

the ECG report and other clinical findings were inconsistent
with the initial diagnosis given.

For example, a typical

history of chest pain and classical ECG changes were
associated with an initial diagnosis of "probable M I ”.

In

such cases the author classified the case according to the
clinical information rather than using the initial
diagnosis.

3.2.4

Agreeing and implementing interventions
The term intervention is used here to mean any action

taken by clinicians to help achieve the agreed standards.
It was considered important that each hospital should
decide for itself what, if any, intervention was appropriate
at each stage.

At the same time, it was important that the

participants were aware of the full range of possible
interventions and were provided with the necessary support
to implement these. The absence of external instruction as
to which intervention to use meant that each hospital might
have chosen the same intervention thus eliminating the
opportunity to compare the effectiveness of different ones.
This risk was accepted so as to preserve as much sense of
ownership amongst the participants as possible.
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The following approach was adopted.

In the first round

of audit meetings after the baseline results had been shown
a five-minute presentation of different types
intervention was made.
was encouraged.

of

Discussion of possible interventions

When the Lead Consultants were subsequently

contacted to enquire about progress on standard setting, the
question of interventions was again raised with advice and
support being offered.

At the second and third audit

meetings, participants were reminded that any interventions
could be modified or new ones introduced.
The responses to these suggestions are described
separately for each hospital in the next chapter.
At the final audit meeting, no such reminders were
made, as the study was officially coming to an end.

Another

reason for not encouraging new interventions at this stage
was to set up the opportunity to return to the hospitals at
a later date to determine if any effect of the audit had
been sustained.

Such observations have not been carried out

at the time of writing, but are under discussion.
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3.3

Design of data collection form
The desired characteristics of the data collection form

were that it should:
(1)

be reliably completed by a research assistant without

specialised medical knowledge;
(2)

be short enough to allow an average abstraction rate of

five cases per hour;
(3)

collect details of those indications which were known

to determine the appropriateness of thrombolytic therapy,
such as duration of chest pain before admission;
(4)

allow assessment of the speed with which thrombolytics

were administered after arrival in the hospital;
(5)

collect information which might help to explain the

level of compliance with the agreed criteria, such as the
grade of doctor first seeing the patient, the admitting
Consultant, the time of day, and the type of bed to which
the patient was admitted.

Poor quality notes might be

associated with a low compliance rate because relevant
information was missing, so a check on the completeness of
the clerking was included; and
(6)

suitable for coding for entering the data onto a

computer.
The Lead Consultants were asked to comment on an early
draft (Appendix 6).

As a result, more details about the

timing of various events between the onset of pain and the
admission of thrombolytic therapy were added.
The revised form (Appendix 8) was piloted in one
hospital.

The author and the research assistant completed

the first ten forms together and then each abstracted a
further ten cases separately.

No inconsistencies were found
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between the observers in this small sample so further
reliability tests were not performed.

During the first

abstraction session at each hospital, the author and the
research assistant worked side by side and discussed any
ambiguities.

It was agreed that the initial diagnosis or

impression should be transferred verbatim to the data
collection form rather than in a standardised form.

After

these initial sessions, all the data abstraction was carried
out by the research assistant.
After the first round of data collection and feedback
to clinicians the data collection form was revised (Appendix
9).

Suggestions made by the participants were included

whenever feasible to encourage a sense of ownership and
control over the audit.
(a)

One request was that the admission ECG should be
included as its correct interpretation was considered
an important part of high quality care.

However, this

could not be done because the research assistant was
not trained to read ECGs and photocopying every
patient's ECG was impractical.

As a compromise, any

ECG report in the patient's notes was recorded verbatim
in the same manner as the diagnosis.
(b)

The first data collection period revealed several cases
where the first and second doctor to clerk the patient
differed in their opinion as to the appropriateness of
thrombolytic therapy.

The form was therefore expanded

to cover both opinions.
(c)

Details which were rarely in the notes, such as the
patient's ethnicity or the actual time of onset of
pain, were dropped.
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(d)

Items which were always found to be present, such as
the ordering of cardiac enzymes, occupation and smoking
history were also excluded.

No further alterations were made to the data collected
during the remainder of the study as this would have
affected the comparability of the results.

The principal

discharge diagnosis as coded on the Hospital Episode System
was added where this could be found.
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3,4

Construction of sampling frame
In choosing a sampling frame, the main objectives were

to avoid selection bias and to obtain a comparable sample
from each hospital and for each time period.

Selection bias

was considered likely if the audit was restricted to those
case-notes which could be found without difficulty.

The

original intention was to use A&E registers in each hospital
as a sampling frame as this had proved suitable for the
pilot study (Figure 3.2a)

Closer inspection suggested that

this approach would not be satisfactory for the main study,
for these reasons.
First, when a patient's GP had contacted the on-call
medical team to arrange for an opinion in advance of the
patients arrival, the A&E register often gave no details of
the presenting problem, recording this as "medical
referral".

Sometimes the register was even less precise,

recording "GP referral" without indication of the specialty
concerned (Figure 3.2b).
Second, in one hospital, the computerised system for
registering A&E attenders had broken down several months
before the main study.

Although the previous manual system

used for the pilot study had recorded the presenting
problem, the temporary manual system introduced to replace
the computer did not (Figure 3.2c).

In this hospital use of

the A&E records would have meant searching for individual
record cards of every admission during the study period to
determine which were due to chest pain.
Third, the sample obtained by selecting admissions who
had been recorded by A&E reception staff as presenting with
chest pain included a substantial minority in whom chest
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pain was not due to suspected MI.

These cases were not

relevant to an audit of the use of intravenous thrombolysis
Conversely a significant proportion of Mis eligible for
thrombolysis were recorded as 'collapsed', rather than as
chest pain (Figure 3.2d).
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Figure 3.2:

Ideal sampling frame, and problems in realltv

Key to symbols I
eligible patients included by sampling frame
eligible patients missed by sampling frame
other patients (only shown where relevant)
clinical
term

(a)

basis for sampling frame

Ideal situation

presenting
symptom

A&E register

initial
clerking

cardiac
chest pain

chest pain/MI/
angina

suspected
MI

1

unspecified

symptoms

(b)

other
collapse
GP referral

C>
r

Other
problem

“I

Problem with GP referrals

presenting
symptom

A&E register

cardiac
chest pain

chest pain/MI/1
angina
|

initial
clerking

^

suspected
MI

unspecified
other
symptoms

other
collapse
GP referral
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other
problem

(c)

Problem with unspecified A&E register

presenting
symptom

A&E register

cardiac
chest pain

chest pain/MI/1
angina
1

initial
clerking

— — suspected
MI

unspecified
other
symptoms

(d)

other
collapse
GP referral

other
problem

Problem with recording of chest pain

presenting
symptom

A&E register

initial
clerking

cardiac
chest pain

chest pain/MI/
angina

suspected
MI

unspecified
other
symptoms

other
collapse
GP referral
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other
problem

These problems were overcome by certain modifications
to the method of sampling frame construction.

For

convenience. Table 3.3 summarises the changes made in each
hospital, before a more detailed

Table 3.3;

discussion follows below.

Modifications to basic method of sampling
frame construction, bv hospital

hosp problem with A&E
register

modification

HI

many non-specific "GP ward registers used instead
referrals"

H2

no details of
presenting problem

H3

many non-specific "GP include "GP referrals" if aged
referrals" and
> 30 and admitted to medical
ward
inadequate ward
registers

H4

many non-specific "GP A&E "trolley" register used
instead
referrals"

H5

many non-specific
entries and no ward
registers

include all admissions to
medical wards aged > 30 unless
clearly not for chest pain/MI

all

significant
proportion of serious
Mis recorded as
"collapse" not chest
pain

include "collapse" as well as
chest pain/angina/MI if
admitted to ICU

(a)

ward registers used instead

GP referrals
In one hospital (H4), a separate register of A&E

patients nursed on trolleys was maintained by nursing staff
in addition to the main register for all attenders completed
by the reception staff.

It was assumed that all patients

admitted with chest pain due to suspected MI would be
included in this secondary register (Figure 3.3d).

The

presenting problem was recorded whether or not the admission
had been pre-arranged by the GP.
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Figure 3.3;
(a)

Solutions adopted in each hospital

Hospital 1

presenting
symptom

A&E register

cardiac
chest pain

chest pain/MI/
angina

initial
clerking

suspected
MI

ward
registers

MI/
angina

unspecified
other
symptoms

(b)

other
collapse
GP referral

Hospital 2

presenting
symptom

A&E register

cardiac
chest pain

chest pain/MI/
angina
unspecified

other
symptoms

(c)

other
problem

initial
clerking

/

other
collapse
GP referral

suspected
MI

ward
registers
M I/

«Iangina
absent

other
problem

other
Dx

Hospital 3

presenting
symptom

A&E register

cardiac
L w s ^ . chest pain/MI/
-►
chest pain k
angina

initial
clerking
suspected
MI

unspecified
other
symptoms

other
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MI/
angina
absent

other
problem

collapse->ITU
GP ref >30yrs
to wards with
no register

ward
registers

other
Dx

(d)

Hospital 4

presenting
symptom

A&E register

cardiac
chest pain

chest pain/MI/
angina

"trolley"
register

Si

initial
clerking

suspected
MI
MI/
angina

unspecified

/

other
symptoms

other/
absent

other
problem

GP referral

(e) Hospital 5
presenting
symptom

A&E register

cardiac
psmsMsmmsn»- chest pain/MI/
chest pain
angina

initial
clerking

suspected
MI

unspecified
other
collapse->ITU
GP ref> 30yrs
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other
problem

In the other hospitals, no such secondary register
existed.

The sample obtained from A&E was supplemented by

reference to ward registers, where these existed.

Ward

registers were maintained by nursing staff to show
admissions and discharges during each 24 hour period.

The

presenting problem was not invariably recorded, so there was
a risk that some patients with chest pain would not be
identified either from the A&E register or the ward
register.
In every hospital the intensive care unit maintained a
detailed register including the reason for admission, so it
is unlikely that any severe cases were missed.

In Hospital

1, the other medical wards also kept full registers, so ward
registers were used throughout in place of the A&E register
(Figure 3.3a). In two hospitals (H3 and H5), most other
wards did not maintain adequate registers.

In these

hospitals, every "medical referral" and every "GP referral"
over the age of 30 admitted to these wards was included in
the initial sample.

Cases which were nothing to do with

chest pain were excluded when the case-notes were obtained.
Some cases were identified from ward registers in H3 (Figure
3.3c) but none at all in H5 (Figure 3.3e).
When this sampling method was first used, a spot check
was made in one hospital (H3) to assess its success.

As the

record cards were filed in weekly batches, it was possible
to compare the number of eligible cases found by inspecting
each record card in turn (the "gold standard") with the
number identified from the A&E register as described above.
During a one week period 16 cases were found from the cards,
of which 15 were identified from the register.
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This level

of completeness was judged to be adequate and so only the
register was used from then on.
A more rigorous check of the validity of the sampling
method was undertaken in all five hospitals using a list of
patients with a discharge diagnosis of MI as the 'gold
standard'.

(b)

This is described in Section 3.5.

Hospital with no record of presenting problem in the

A&E register
In this hospital (H2) it was necessary to depend
entirely on ward registers, which fortunately were well
maintained (Figure 3.3b).
A spot-check was made at the start of the first audit
similar to that described above.

During a 12-day period, a

total of 17 admissions with chest pain due to suspected MI
were identified.

10/17 were found by searching for the A&E

record cards of every patient noted in the A&E register as
an admission.

15/17 were found from ward registers.

Although neither method detected all cases, the ward
registers were better and were used for the remainder of the
first audit and the subsequent audits.

(c)

Heterogeneitv of admissions with chest pain
To avoid the inclusion of cases where chest pain was

due to pleurisy or trauma, the sample in the pilot study was
restricted to those cases where cardiac enzymes had been
requested.
Analysis of the results from the pilot study showed
that this restriction failed to prevent inclusion of
irrelevant cases, because cardiac enzymes were used as a
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routine investigation in almost all cases of chest pain,
except when a non-cardiac cause was established beyond
doubt.

The restriction was therefore tightened to include

only cases where angina, infarction or ischaemic heart
disease were mentioned as possible causes of the chest pain.
Regarding the practice of recording a seriously ill
patient with chest pain as 'collapsed', two alterations were
considered.

The first was to exclude 'collapse' from the

list of eligible presenting problems.

This would imply that

a substantial proportion of the most seriously ill patients
with infarcts would be excluded from the audit.

However

randomised controlled trials (291,292) have
suggested that this sub-group has more to gain from
thrombolytic therapy than the less severely ill so their
exclusion seemed unwise.

On the other hand it could be

argued that under-use of thrombolysis was less likely in
this group.
The second option was to include 'collapse' with other
relevant diagnoses such as chest pain and angina.

The

problem with this option was that 'collapse' was used in a
very non-specific manner in the A&E registers.
Corresponding medical diagnoses ranged from syncope to
cerebral haemorrhage.

Inclusion of all 'collapses' would

have increased the burden of finding case-notes which were
not relevant to the aspect of practice being audited.
A compromise was decided upon: to include only those
'collapsed' patients who were admitted to ICU.

This avoided

the inclusion of most of the non-cardiac cases, but may have
missed some elderly patients with Mis who were not admitted
to ICU despite being "collapsed".
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Modifications considered after baseline audit
As a result of the experience gained during the first
audit and arising from suggestions made by clinicians at the
first round of meetings, certain modifications to the
methods were considered.

1.

Restrict to ICU cases only
In each hospital, the majority of cases given

thrombolysis were admitted to the ICU rather than the
general wards.

Several clinicians suggested examining the

proportion of ICU cases given thrombolysis, rather than the
proportion of all suspected infarcts, wherever they were
located.
the audit.

This would have considerably reduced the cost of
Every ICU had a complete register, so it would

have been unnecessary to go back to the A&E register.

Most

published audits of the use of thrombolysis have adopted
this approach (151,293,294,295,296).
From a public health viewpoint, however, such audits
are difficult to interpret.

ICU registers do not include

all suspected infarcts (297).

Whilst the quality of

care of infarcts nursed in ICUs might be excellent, that for
the population as a whole might be quite different if access
to ICU was restricted.

For this reason and because there

were sufficient resources, the more costly alternative of
identifying and abstracting details of all suspected Mis was
pursued.

The consequences of adopting the lower-cost

approach were investigated by a subsidiary analysis as
described on page 119.
One time-saving manoeuvre was introduced in the second
and subsequent rounds of audit.
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A case-note abstraction

form was not completed for those cases were MI was suspected
but not considered the most likely diagnosis (so-called
'possible Mis').

Such cases were usually admitted to

hospital to 'rule out' myocardial infarction and very rarely
received thrombolytic therapy unless their condition
changed.

Basic demographic information, date of admission

and the name of the consultant were recorded so that such
cases could be included in the relevant denominators.
Whenever an apparently straightforward 'rule out' type
of admission did turn out to have an infarct or there was
any other complication, the usual data collection form was
completed.

This reduced the number of completed forms by

about one-third and allowed a larger number of more serious
cases to be included in the time available.

2.

Use raised cardiac enzvmes as a supplementarv sampling

frame
In the hospital without a functioning A&E register
(H2), the possibility of using a list of patients with
raised cardiac enzymes was suggested as a supplement to the
ward registers in constructing the sample.
The clinical pathology laboratory was approached and
supplied a list of all patients having raised cardiac
enzymes during the second study period.

Most of these

patients had already been identified from the ward registers
or suffered from other conditions, such as congestive
cardiac failure and septicaemia, known to be associated with
raised enzymes (298).

Only three new eligible cases

were identified, and the exercise was not repeated during
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further audits because the yield of new cases was not
considered to justify the time required.

3.

Use pharmacy records to ensure capture of all cases

given thrombolysis
Two hospitals (H3 and H4) suggested that pharmacists
might keep records of the use of thrombolytic agents, as
these were low-volume items.

The sample obtained from A&E

and ward registers could be checked to ensure it included
all patients given thrombolysis.

Although such enhancements

could not help detect under-use of the drug, further
investigations were made.
1)

Two problems emerged:

Although records are kept of the stocks of

streptokinase in each hospital, it was not dispensed on a
named-patient basis.

Hence the number of vials consumed was

known, but not the number of names of patients treated.
2)

Streptokinase is also used, mainly by orthopaedic

surgeons, for the treatment of peripheral arterial
thrombosis (299).
Despite these problems, an ad-hoc data collection
exercise was attempted in one hospital (H3).

Nurses were

requested to complete a list stating the names of patients
being treated whenever streptokinase was removed from the
fridge.

This was unhelpful in practice because there was

insufficient time for the nurse always to do this.

In

Hospital 4, monthly figures of streptokinase use were
compared retrospectively to the numbers recorded in the
audit.

This was unsatisfactory because the audit periods

did not consist of whole months and because streptokinase
was used for other problems besides suspected MI.
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Validation of sampling frame
Despite the modifications described above being used,
there was still uncertainity about the completeness of the
sample obtained using A&E and particularly ward registers. A
validation exercise was undertaken which is described in the
next section.
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3.5

Statistical methods and additional data analysis,
including control
Results for feedback at audit meetings were tabulated

by hand, but to facilitate the production of aggregate
figures and cross-tabulations the data were subsequently
entered onto a database.

The 'Epi Info' statistical package

(300) was used for data entry, supplemented by Dbase
III Plus for data manipulation and analysis.

Confidence

intervals were calculated using the normal approximation to
the binomial distribution.

Data were imported to a

spreadsheet for this purpose.

Graphics for presenting data

to clinicians were prepared by importing data from the
spreadsheet to "Harvard Graphics".

The Epi Info package was

used to calculate the Chi square for trend in the
proportions across the four audit periods.
The following additional analyses were performed but
the results were not fed back to clinicians:
1)

Validation of the sampling frame by comparison of

audited sample with all cases coded as Mis admitted during
the same period.
2)

Reanalysis of the rate of use of thrombolysis based on

discharge diagnosis and calculation of an "appropriateness
index".
3)

Effect of simplifying the sampling frame to a more

easily identified subgroup.

1.

Validation of the sampling frame
A list was obtained from the Hospital Episode System in

each hospital of all patients admitted during the first
three audit periods whose principal discharge diagnosis was
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coded as "410", the ICD category for acute myocardial
infarction.

Similar information was not sought for the last

audit period because of the delay this would have involved.
The case-notes of all patients so listed who had not been
audited were examined to see if they had presented with
chest pain and so ought to have been included.
This list did not provide a true 'gold standard'
against which the audit sample could be judged because it
only contained those patients who were finally diagnosed as
Mis.

Some chest pain admissions although suitable for

thrombolysis turned out not to have suffered an infarct and
so would not have been covered.

Despite this limitation,

the list of discharged Mis did allow an estimate of the
extent of under-enumeration.

2.

Reanalvsis based on discharge diagnosis
As a result of the validation exercise, the data were

reanalysed using the discharge rather than the admission
diagnosis.

Two subgroups were created, those in whom the

discharge diagnosis was MI and those with other discharge
diagnoses.
An appropriateness index was then calculated, using the
following formula:

^
proportion of ^
apprj=prlateness^ dischargedwfs
> 1other cases
given thrombolysis
given thrombolysis,

Thus a group where thrombolysis had been given to all
patients later confirmed as suffering an infarct but no
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patients in whom the diagnosis was not confirmed would score

100%.
The disadvantage of such an index is that it does not
clearly distinguish under-utilisation and over-utilisation.
Under-utilisation will result in the first term being small
whilst the second is close to one.

Conversely with over

utilisation the first term will be close to one whilst the
second will be smaller.

However the index avoids the

difficulties inherent in the classification of admissions
into definite, likely and possible infarcts in the face of
incomplete information and non-uniform clinical notation.

3

Simplification of sampling frame
Inexpensive audits of myocardial infarction use a list

of patients with a discharge diagnosis of MI (297), or a
register of CCU admissions (296), as their sampling frame.
As indicated above, the group of patients eligible for
thrombolysis, those with an admission diagnosis of suspected
myocardial infarction, overlaps but does not correspond to
these more readily constructed samples.
Another method of reducing the cost of an audit is to
stop searching for case-notes once a preset proportion of
the sample has been located.

In order to assess the

validity of these options for simplification, the time
series of treatment proportions for each hospital was
recalculated using each method.

The resulting trends were

compared with those for the entire sample in each hospital.
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Selection of control hospital
To help assess whether changes in the use of
thrombolysis were due to the audit process or other factors,
a control hospital was included.

To avoid any Hawthorne

effect, no attempt was made to recruit a control until the
active phase of the study was complete.

It was then

possible to collect all the data from the control hospital
retrospectively.

Potential control hospitals needed to be

similar in size and type to the study hospitals and located
within the same health region, so that regional policies and
guidance on medical audit were comparable.
Two suitable hospitals were identified.

Preliminary

examination of a sample of thirty case notes from one showed
a high rate of use of thrombolysis during the baseline
period with little room for improvement during the
subsequent audits.

This hospital was therefore unsuitable.

The other hospital showed a lower, more typical rate of
use of thrombolysis and was therefore selected.

Results

from the control hospital were analysed in the same manner
as the study hospitals but no information was fed back and
no specific interventions took place to try and influence
the prescription of thrombolytics.
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CHAPTER 4;

RESULTS

Presentation of the results is divided into four
sections :
1)

Summary of the main quantitative findings comparing

different hospitals;
2)

Qualitative data on the organisation and attitudes to

audit in each hospital;
3)

Investigation of the reliability of classification of

diagnoses of MI; and
4)

Subsequent analysis not presented to clinicians,

following methods set out in section 3.5.

4.1

Summary of main findings
The purpose of this section is to provide a general

perspective of the results to set the more detailed
descriptions in the following section in context.
The summary results are presented in four parts, as
follows :
1)

Baseline;

2)

Standards ;

3)

Interventions; and

4)

Subsequent observations.

Baseline observations
Table 4.1 shows the results of the baseline audit as
presented to the Lead Consultants to inform the setting of
standards.

Figure 4.1 provides a graphical representation

of the same data.

Hospitals 2,3 and 4 did not give
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Table 4.1:

Baseline results as presented to clinicians

North West Thames Thrombolysis Audit Study
Anonymised results of first round of data collection
Hospital:

HI

H2

H3

H4

17
14 (82)

14
7 (50)

12
8 (75)

5 (83)

49
34 (69)

6
2 (33)

7
1 (14)

20
4 (20)

8
0 ( 0)

17
0 ( 0)

45
1 ( 2)

Total

Group 1: Patients with a single definite
diagnosis of myocardial infarction:
Number audited
Number (%) receiving thrombolysis

6

Group 2: Patients in whom myocardial
infarction was the most likely diagnosis:
Number audited
Number (%) receiving thrombolysis

1

6

0 ( 0)

1 (17)

Group 3: Patients in whom myocardial
infarction was one of a number of
possible diagnoses:
Number audited
Number (%) receiving thrombolysis

9
1 (11)

11

0 ( 0)

Totals
Number audited
Number (%) receiving thrombolysis

27
16 (59)
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31
8 (26)

27
10 (37)

30
6 (20 )

114
39 (34)

Figure 4.1:

Results of baseline audit

% given thromboiyeis (all cases)

100%

definite

likely

I Z ) possible

thrombolysis to any patients in the "possible " category and
HI had only one eligible patient in the "likely" category.
The denominator used to calculate the proportions included
all cases whether or not eligible for thrombolysis, as the
intention was to encourage the participants to set standards
for the whole population.

A more refined indicator of the

baseline level of performance is shown in Table 4.2, which
excludes cases with contraindications from the denominator,
and includes those whose case-notes were found after the
first audit meeting.

Standards
Table 4.3 shows the initial standards set by the four
hospitals.

Two of the hospitals (HI and H3) did not set a

standard for all patients within a group, but limited
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Table 4.2:

Baseline results including late observations

Hospital:

H4

HI

H2

H3

17
1
18
2
16
16 (100)

14
2
16
6
10
8 (80)

12
0
12
1
11
9 (82)

6
3
9
1
8
7 (87)

0)

6
1
7
2
5
1 (20)

6
4
10
2
8
2 (25)

7
0
7
1
6
1 (17)

4)

11
19
30
0
30
1 ( 3)

8
9
17
1
16
0 ( 0)

17
9
26
1
25
1 ( 4)

GrouD 1: "definite" Mis
Included in initial feedback (as Table 4.1):
Late observations
Total audited
Contraindications and/or delayed presentation
Total eligible
Number (%) given thrombolysis
GrouD 2: "likelv" Mis
Included in initial feedback (as Table 4.1):
Late observations
Total audited
Contraindications and/or delayed presentation
Total eligible
Number (%) given thrombolysis

1
0
1
0
1
0 (

GrouD 3: "oossible" Mis
Included in initial feedback (as Table 4.1):
Late observations
Total audited
Contraindications and/or delayed presentation
Total eligible
Number (%) given thrombolysis
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9
20
29
4
25
1 (

Table 4.3;

Initial standards, bv group and hospital

Hospital:

HI

H2

H3

H4

Mean

82
100*

50
90

75
100*

83
85

69

0
100*

17
10

33
90*

14
15

20

0
0

2

Group 1: Patients with a sinale definite
diagnosis of myocardial infarction:
Observed receiving thrombolysis (%)
Locally agreed standard
Group 2: Patients in whom mvocardial
infarction was the most likely diagnosis:
Observed receiving thrombolysis (%)
Locally agreed standard
Group 3: Patients in whom mvocardial
infarction was one of a number of
possible diagnoses:
Observed receiving thrombolysis (%)
Locally agreed standard

11
0

0
0

0
5

♦'Technical' standard, ie, proportion of cases without contraindications rather the proportion
of whole group.
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themselves to considering only those without definite
contraindications to thrombolysis.

This type of standard

may be called a 'technical' standard, as opposed to a
'population' standard which covers an entire group.

The

population standards set by Hospitals 2 and 4 are therefore
not directly comparable to the technical standards set by
Hospitals 1 and 3.
For group 1, 'definite' infarcts, there was general
agreement that all eligible patients should receive
thrombolysis.

The population standards were less than 100%

to take account of those patients who presented
hours

more than 24

after the onset of pain or had some other

contraindication.
In group 2, however, there was a wide divergence
between the population and technical standards which could
not be explained by the expected prevalence of
contraindications and appeared to represent a real
difference between hospitals.

One hospital, H2, set a

standard which was lower than the initial observation, but
this was based on
For group 3,

only six cases.
'possible' infarcts, all but onehospital

set a

zero standard.

It was generally believed that such

cases

should only be treated when investigations or other

findings after admission changed the initial diagnosis.
setting of this standard depended more on the expected
frequency of such

an occurrence rather than theuse of

thrombolysis, and

so was excluded from further

consideration.
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The

Interventions
Table 4.4 summarises the interventions made by the
hospitals to ensure that standards would be achieved,
divided into those made after the baseline audit, and after
subsequent audits.

Table 4.4;

Interventions made bv hospitals
Intervention(s) after
second and subsequent
audits

Hospital

Intervention(s ) after
first audit

HI

Notes on diagnosis and
management of MI
issued to junior
staff.

H2

Guidelines for
thrombolysis issued to
junior staff and
posted in A&E and ICU.

Minor revision of
guidelines and
resetting of standard
for 'likely' infarcts
after second audit.

H3

Data collection form
to supplement initial
clerking introduced in
A&E department.
Guidance notes printed
on back of form.

Use of form
discontinued after
second audit.

H4

none

Extra audit meeting to
examine individual
cases after second
audit.
Revision and
recirculation of
"policy for use of
thrombolytic agents"
originally agreed
before study began.

After the baseline audit, one hospital, H4, considered that
no intervention was necessary although higher treatment
rates had been observed elsewhere.

The other three

hospitals issued written material to junior staff composed
by the hospital consultant with the most interest in
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cardiology.

The scope of this material varied from a narrow

focus on the use of thrombolysis itself (Hospital 2) to
wide-ranging advice on all aspects of management including
patient education (Hospital 1).

The material was described

as 'notes' in Hospital 1 and 'guidelines' in Hospitals 2 and
3.

Similar material which had been produced in Hospital 4

before the study began was referred to as a 'protocol'.
The basic pattern of issuing written material to junior
staff was supplemented by other activities, such as holding
an extra meeting to examine specific cases where
thrombolysis had not been given (Hospital 4) and using a
data collection form to clarify the initial diagnosis
(Hospital 3).

Apart from one period at Hospital 4, feedback

of information alone was not regarded as sufficient to
ensure standards would be met.

Subsequent observations
Figure 4.2 shows the results of the baseline and three
subsequent audits in each hospital.

Definite and likely MI

patients have been combined to provide a single treatment
proportion, and the error bars represent 95% confidence
limits.

Table 4.5 shows the numbers and proportions for the

two groups separately.
The time trends in each hospital show three different
patterns:

(1) Baseline at a relatively high level and no

significant change in subsequent audits (Hospital 1);

(2) A

lower baseline and considerable improvement in the second
audit, sustained over the remainder of the study (Hospitals
2 and 3);

(3) A lower baseline, with a less marked

improvement over time (Hospital 4).
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The confidence bars in Figure 4.2 show that some of
these changes may have been due to random variation.

The

chi square test for trend (301) showed a significant
result for Hospitals 2 and 3 only (Table 4.6).

Table 4.5:
Group

Time series of results bv group and hospital
Hosp

Audit
number

Total
number
admitted

Number
elig.

Number (%)
treated

HI
22
21
33

H2

16
20
25

definite
infarcts
H3

20
29

26

100
100
95
90

10
15
19
23

14
16
23

80
93
84
100

13
13

82
93
100
100
87
78
94
91
56
91
67

19

12
16
15
21

11
14

21
24
24

18
22

14
15
20

12
15

11

10

19

H4

HI

H2

20
78
75
60

10
"likely"
infarcts

10

H3

10

25
84

17

89

10
17
50
67

H4
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Figure 4.2:

Treatment rates, bv hospital and audit period

thrombolytit (•liglblt cm### only)
100%

00 %

00 %

40 %

to%

I 9 B « olimlto

Apr / M o y 91
EH) A p r / M o y 92

Jon/Fob 92

Table 4.6%

Audit
Hosp.

H3

H2

HI

H4
E H topt/Oot 91

Test of trend for treatment of all suspected
infarcts, bv hospital
No.
eligible

No.
treated

Significance
test

HI

1
2
3
4

17
28
31
35

16
24
29
30

Chi square for
linear trend =
0.30
p value * 0.58

H2

1
2
3
4

15
24
23
28

9
21
19
26

Chi square for
linear trend *
5.12
p value = 0.02

1

H3

1
2
3
4

19
26
21
38

11
23
20
36

Chi square for
linear trend =
11.6
p value < 0.01

1

H4

1
2
3
4

14
22
19
26

8
16
17
20

Chi square for
linear trend ■
2.0
p value « 0.15
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4.2

Qualitative results
The principal aim of the study was to quantify the

costs and benefits of audit as far as this was possible, and
the major part of the research effort employed methods
relevant to this.

However, it was also possible to collect

qualitative data, some of which was obtained in an
opportunistic rather than systematic manner.

There are

three main reasons for including this:
1)

To inform a discussion of why audit appeared more

effective in some hospitals than others.
2)

To expand consideration of the costs of benefits of

audit beyond those which could easily be measured, to
encompass intangible factors such as educational impact.
3)

To record details of the process of implementation

which provide lessons for subsequent work in this field.

Sources of data
The systematic part of the qualitative data was a
series of interviews with consultants and junior staff
undertaken by the research assistant to explore their
attitudes to, and experience of medical audit in general
(290).

The majority of these took place shortly after the

baseline data had been presented which was too early for the
participants to have formed judgements about thrombolysis
audit itself.

A smaller number of interviews were performed

later which do include some relevant data.

The research

assistant also made notes during and after the audit
meetings themselves.

The final source of data was a series

of diary notes made by the author during the setting up of
the study.
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Information about the control hospital was collected by
means of brief interviews with relevant staff at the end of
the study.

Explanations of effectiveness
There are a number of overlapping factors which might
explain variations in audit effectiveness.

The study was

not designed to test any specific hypothesis so the results
can only be suggestive.

The issues considered are those

which seemed most relevant to the author.

These are: (1)

the extent of previous experience with audit and support
from audit staff; (2) the standing of the Lead Consultant;
(3) the apparent team spirit between consultants; (4) the
process for agreeing standards and interventions; and (5)
the conduct of the meetings themselves.

Another

investigator might have chosen a different set of factors,
depending on their initial understanding of the audit
process.

Intangible effects
A similar difficulty arises in defining a series of
intangible effects, in that they depend on subjective
judgements.

To address this, a small number of informal

interviews were conducted with clinicians and researchers as
part of the preparatory work for this study.

Commonly

identified intangible effects were as follows:
1)

Educational effects, for example the encouragement of

self evaluation and identification of gaps in knowledge.
2)

Changes in job satisfaction, either positive or

negative.

For example, increased satisfaction resulting
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from a demonstration of high quality or decreased
satisfaction because of reduced contact time with patients.
3)

Improved communication between consultants and junior

doctors, by providing a new forum to air grievances or seek
advice.
4)

Enhanced accountability and effectiveness of

management.
The available data provided only the most general
pointers to these effects, as indicated for each individual
hospital below.

Implementation details
The most efficient way to implement audit is likely to
be highly dependent on individual features of the health
care institution under consideration, but where the
individual approach adopted appeared to be particularly
successful or unsuccessful, this is noted for future
reference.
Each hospital is now considered in turn:

4.2.1

Hospital 1
Hospital 1 demonstrated a high level of use of

thrombolysis in the baseline audit, leaving little room for
further improvement.

There was no significant change over

the subsequent audits, so in simple terms the audit could be
judged to have had no effect.

Previous experience and support from audit staff
Previous experience of audit was limited.

The

programme within general medicine had been introduced with
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help from a senior registrar in public health medicine about
six months before the present study began, and had consisted
mostly of random case-note review.
The hospital had appointed an Audit Facilitator who had
been preoccupied with setting up the necessary
administrative and information systems rather than offering
active support to specialty groups.
In contrast to the limited experience of audit itself,
there was considerable familiarity with thrombolysis because
the senior consultant, who had a special interest in
cardiology, had participated in the ISIS-2 and ISIS-3 multi
centre trials.

The three registrars rotated on-call cover

for the four consultants so each registrar had been involved
in recruiting suitable patients for these trials.

This was

generally believed to explain why the baseline rate of use
was higher than that of the other hospitals.

The standing of the Lead Consultant
The Lead Consultant had a special interest in gastro
enterology.

He was an active member of the Regional

gastroenterology group and had helped to design an audit of
gastrointestinal haemorrhage for proposed implementation
across several hospitals.

He was also chairman of the

hospital-wide audit committee and manager of the audit
facilitator.

Team spirit amongst the Consultants
The four consultants appeared to function as an
effective team.
referrals.

Junior staff said that other firms welcomed

Two out of the four audit meetings were attended
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by all the consultants, and there was only one absence at
the others.

The formal agreement of standards was delayed

until a meeting at one consultant's home that the other
three were all able to attend.

Agreement of standards and interventions
A technical standard was agreed in the audit meeting
itself at which the baseline results were presented.

When

this was followed up by a letter (Appendix 7) asking for
separate population standards for 'definite' and 'likely'
infarcts, there was considerable delay because the Lead
Consultant wished to involve all his colleagues.

In the

meantime, a letter from one of these colleagues was
forwarded to the author arguing against population
standards, and in the end, ideal technical standards of 100%
were set for both groups.
With regard to the intervention, the process was much
more straightforward.

The consultant with a special

interest in cardiology agreed at the first meeting to
produce guidelines for junior staff, and with the help of
the audit facilitator, these were issued in due course
(Appendix 10).

Conduct of audit meetings
The meetings were held at 8.30am in a tutorial room in
the hospital's postgraduate centre.

The style was informal,

with consultants and junior staff sitting close to one
another.

The second and subsequent meetings included brief

presentations by junior staff of cases who had been
identified as eligible but had not received thrombolysis.
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These stimulated active discussion during which junior staff
felt able to contribute.

Lessons were drawn out such as the

importance of repeating the ECG after two hours in
undetermined situations but no formal recording of such
conclusions was made.

The meetings always finished promptly

at 9.30am to allow clinical work to begin.

Intangible effects
There were too few specific comments from the
interviews to draw any definite conclusions.

The author's

own impression was that the consultants, in particular the
Lead Consultant, had been stimulated to consider the purpose
of audit, but retained a fairly narrow view, dominated by
technical aspects.

The audit facilitator found the study

beneficial in that it helped to demonstrate the potential
for detailed scrutiny of a specific topic, given the
necessary resources to analyse the data.

Lessons for implementation
The setting of the audit meetings in a small tutorial
room rather than in a large lecture theatre as occurred in
one other hospital stood out as a successful policy.

The

atmosphere was less formal and the differences in hierarchy
appeared to be lessened by all staff sitting together in a
confined space.

In other hospitals informal conventions

appeared to have developed such as all consultants sitting
at the front and junior staff at the back, which were absent
here.
The other notable feature was that the two consultant
geriatricians were not invited to the audit meetings,
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despite their registrar taking a one-in-three part in the
on-call rota.

Relationships with the Geriatric Department

appeared to be strained and their exclusion from the peer
group was an unresolved issue.

4.2.2

Hospital 2
Hospital 2 demonstrated a significant increase in the

use of thrombolysis after the baseline audit which was
sustained throughout the remainder of the study.

Previous experience and support from audit staff
Medical audit was established within the hospital
before the NHS reforms by one of the consultant surgeons.
He was a well known 'product champion' for audit both
regionally and nationally.
Audit within general medicine appeared to have followed
in the wake of these earlier developments in surgery.

Two

audit support staff had been appointed and they reluctantly
supported the general medicine audit group by organising the
meetings and producing minutes, a service not provided to
other audit groups.

Their justification was that the Lead

Consultant was very busy and if they did not provide this
support nothing would happen.

Standing of the Lead Consultant
The Lead Consultant was the most junior amongst the
physicians, and his special interest was cardiology.

Unlike

his colleagues, he was interested in working with managers
and was described by the audit facilitator as an "unofficial
clinical director".

However, when the hospital became a
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second wave trust another physician was appointed as medical
director.

The Lead Consultant was also Clinical Tutor and

an active member of the National Association for Clinical
Tutors.

He was frequently described as 'very busy' and

seemed somewhat isolated from his colleagues.

Team spirit amongst the consultants
Hospital 2 had the smallest establishment of physicians
in the study, namely three consultants in general medicine
and one in geriatric medicine, which might be supposed to
facilitate team working.
this.

However there was evidence against

Attendance by consultants at the audit meetings was

variable, with only one out of the three general medical
consultants present on two occasions and only two out of the
three at the other meetings.

Two of the consultants were

rumoured never to talk to each other and one of them did not
refer cardiological problems to the Lead Consultant except
in emergencies.

Agreement of standards and intervention
In keeping with the situation described above, there
was no evidence that the agreement of standards and the
intervention has been made collectively.

The decisions

appeared to have been taken by the Lead Consultant alone.
However, other colleagues were invited to take part in the
validation exercise described in Section 4.3, so there was
some degree of cooperation.

Guidelines were produced by the

Lead Consultant on his own word processor (Appendix 11).
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Conduct of meetings
The meetings were held in the main room of the
postgraduate centre at lunchtimes and chaired informally by
the Lead Consultant, except on one occasion when he realised
at 48 hours' notice that he had double-booked himself.

The

results were received with passive acceptance rather than
enthusiasm about how quality could be improved or
maintained.

Discussion focused on possible refinement or

extension of data collection rather than on potential
changes in practice.

Intangible effects
The Lead Consultant and his registrar were interviewed
about a month after the last audit meeting.

Neither was

certain that the observed changes were due to audit, but
acknowledged that this was possible.

The Lead Consultant

highlighted that communication with junior staff had been
improved.

Lessons for implementation
The timing of meetings at lunchtime appeared to prevent
a high rate of attendance, because some junior doctors were
too busy with clinical duties.

The involvement of audit

staff in organising the meetings may have prevented
attendance being even lower, but their effectiveness was
unclear.

Attendance levels were no higher than rates seen

in other hospitals without this additional support.
and sandwiches were provided.
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Coffee

4.2.3

Hospital 3
Like Hospital 2, Hospital 3 showed a significant rise

in the use of thrombolysis after the intervention which was
sustained throughout the study.

Experience of audit and support from audit staff
The Lead Consultant claimed that the hospital had been
doing audit for a number of years, and that it was
traditional to meet at 8am on a Monday morning for audit
meetings.

There was no concrete evidence such as guidelines

or minutes to support this.

An audit facilitator and three

audit officers came into post in the year before the study,
but general medicine was one of the last specialties they
began working with, about six months after this study began.

Standing of the Lead Consultant
The Lead Consultant was a chest physician, an active
member of the British Thoracic Society, and an enthusiast
for audit.

He appeared to get on well with his colleagues

and was appointed as medical director when the hospital
became a second-wave trust.

Before this, he was Chairman of

the District Audit Committee.

Team spirit amongst the consultants
There were seven consultants in general medicine and
one in geriatric medicine who shared the on-call rota,
constituting the largest team amongst the participating
hospitals.

Most of the consultants only worked part-time in

the hospital, several having part-time contracts at a nearby
postgraduate teaching hospital.
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Despite this, five out of

the seven general medicine consultants attended three or
more of the meetings and were present at a consultants'
business meeting at which standards were discussed.

The

research team's overall impression was of a good team
spirit, perhaps helped by the close association with a
postgraduate hospital.

Agreement of standards and intervention
The author was invited to a private meeting of the
consultants, also attended by the hospital manager to
discuss other business.

The meeting agreed to delegate the

consultant with a special interest in cardiology to agree
standards on their behalf outside this meeting.

This

consultant had a supernumerary senior registrar from the
postgraduate hospital attached to his firm on a temporary
basis to enhance his general medical experience.

This

senior registrar offered enthusiastic support to the author
as he had been intending to conduct an audit of thrombolysis
himself.

At the senior registrar's suggestion, a form was

designed to complement the initial clerking by providing
explicit details of the clinical findings, diagnosis, and
judgement concerning the appropriateness of thrombolysis
(Appendix 12).

A meeting was subsequently held with the

senior registrar and his consultant to finalise this form
and agree standards.

Guidelines on the diagnosis of

infarction and the use of thrombolysis were printed on the
reverse of this form.

As in Hospital 1, there was an

unwillingness to set population standards.

The numbers

observed in the baseline audit were considered too small to
form the basis on an empirical standard and the alternative
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technical standard which could be set on theoretical grounds
was considered to be more precise.
The launch of the data collection forms was announced
by the senior registrar at the next audit meeting, held to
discuss an unrelated topic.

The forms were printed on

brightly coloured paper to aid identification and a supply
was placed in the doctor's office in the A&E department.
The audit officer agreed to check periodically and replenish
this as necessary.

The junior staff were informed that a

prize draw from all completed forms would take place at the
next meeting, and details were added to the end of the form
to encourage compliance.
Despite these efforts, only a minority of junior staff
completed the forms. The next meeting nevertheless revealed
a significant improvement in the use of thrombolysis so the
use of the form was abandoned.
During preparation for the second meeting the senior
registrar and his consultant expressed concern about
possible delays between arrival in hospital and commencement
of thrombolytic therapy.

There was pressure to change the

subject of the audit from the proportion of chest pain
patients receiving thrombolysis to the speed of
administration of the drug.

Some information on this aspect

of care had been collected, and the results showed average
door-to-needle times in excess of 120 minutes, much longer
than published reports from elsewhere (293).
It was encouraging that the clinicians felt sufficient
ownership of the study to suggest such a change of emphasis,
but complying with their request would have lessened the
opportunity to make comparisons with the other hospitals.
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After discussion it was agreed that a separate audit would
be conducted by the hospital's own audit staff of the timing
of administration overlapping with the study described here.
This audit of timing required no special input from
medical staff, but it may have had an indirect effect on the
proportion of cases treated in the third and fourth
observation periods.

Separate audit meetings took place

during these periods at which the results of the timing
audit were presented.

This was not designed as an

intervention to increase the use of thrombolysis, but may
have had that effect.

Conduct of meetings
Meetings were held in a small, untiered lecture theatre
within the hospital at 8am on Monday mornings.

Despite

taking place outside normal working hours, attendance levels
were as high as in other hospitals.
were provided.

Coffee and croissants

The junior staff included four registrars

who were appointed on rotation with the nearby postgraduate
teaching hospital, who could therefore be regarded as
particularly able.

The meetings, however, followed a

familiar pattern in that most of the discussion was
initiated by the consultants and junior staff tended to
speak only when spoken to.

The

junior staff did however

show greater assertion than their contemporaries elsewhere
outside the meeting by conveying a message to the author
that he clearly had not worked in an A&E department for
years and invited him to accompany them whilst on take!
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Intangible effects
Interviews with two junior doctors at the end of the
study suggested few intangible benefits.

The audit

programme was relatively well developed and it was
impossible to form an impression of the impact of the
thrombolysis audit in particular.

Lessons for implementation
The limited success of the data collection form to
supplement the initial clerking was disappointing, as
similar forms had been successfully used within the Region
to audit gastrointestinal haemorrhage.

The intervention in

this study was however limited to one hospital and promoted
by a temporary senior registrar, whereas the gastro
enterology version was sponsored by a regional group of
consultants across several hospitals.

The acceptance of an

increased administrative burden by hard pressed junior staff
may be highly dependent on the perceived importance of its
sponsors, rather than on its clinical merit alone.

4.2.4

Hospital 4
Hospital 4 started with a comparable rate of use to

Hospitals 2 and 3.

Although there was some increase, this

was not statistically significant.

Previous experience of audit and support from audit staff
Medical audit was introduced relatively early to the
hospital thanks to active public health physicians.

An

audit facilitator was established in post before the study
began and had helped a registrar in public health medicine
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undertake an audit of chest pain attendances at the A&E
department.

This has been presented to the physicians about

six months before the first audit of this study began, but
there was no evidence that this had resulted in any changes
in practice.
The audit facilitator said that the priority had been
working with enthusiasts in other specialties and that there
had been 'no real audit' in general medicine before the
present study.

Standing of the Lead Consultant
Colleagues in public health medicine within the
district suggested the clinical tutor as an appropriate Lead
Consultant, but he referred the author to his colleague with
a special interest in cardiology who also worked part-time
at a nearby specialised unit.

The Lead Consultant was happy

to cooperate with the author in setting up the study but did
not express the degree of enthusiasm for audit shown by some
of the other Lead Consultants. Another indication of his
priorities was that he failed to turn up to two out of
four scheduled meetings.

the

On the first of these occasions he

was unavoidably delayed elsewhere but did not relay a
message to the meeting.

On the second he was actually in

his office and found the letter reminding staff of the

date

of meeting under other papers later the same day.
Colleagues were mildly embarrassed by these unexpected
absences but made light of them.
A further event which suggested a lack of commitment
was that during the second meeting, over six months after
the study began, there was reference to the 'thrombolytic
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protocol' issued to all junior staff but unknown to the
author.

The Lead Consultant had not mentioned its existence

during the setting up of the study, but a junior doctor
produced a copy dated August

1990 written by the Lead

Consultant himself.
Although such events cast doubt on the commitment of
the Lead Consultant to this study, there was no sign that
colleagues were unhappy with their own relationships with
him or that they questioned the quality of his own practice.

Team spirit amongst the consultants
The establishment consisted of six general physicians
and two consultants in geriatric medicine.

The overall

impression was of a lack of cohesion and communication.

The

senior consultant was active in the Royal College and had
given advice to the Regional public health department
the introduction of medical audit.

about

However he expressed no

particular interest in the present study and did not attend
the first feedback meeting.

Attendance by consultants at

the meetings was generally poor compared to other hospitals,
apart from the final meeting when six of the eight were
present.

The consultants seemed to regard the study as

belonging to the Lead Consultant himself rather than
themselves as a group.

Agreement of standards and interventions
At a preliminary meeting when the aims and methods of
the study were explained, there was considerable scepticism
expressed by consultants about their ability to set
meaningful standards for particular aspects of care.
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This

was reflected by the Lead Consultant when pressed by the
author to respond to the standard setting questionnaire.
With persuasion, he agreed to set nominal standards just
above the level of the baseline observations, but cast doubt
on their significance.

This appeared to be a completely

unilateral decision taken without consultation.

In keeping

with this attitude, the Lead Consultant saw no reason
initially to carry out any intervention as he was happy with
the level of performance shown in the baseline audit.

At

the second meeting the existence of a 'thrombolytic
protocol' written approximately 12 months earlier by the
Lead Consultant was revealed (Appendix 13).

There were

suggestions from junior staff that this needed updating, and
its exclusion criteria differed from those agreed at the
beginning of this study.

As the Lead Consultant was not

present, an extra meeting was arranged which took place four
weeks later.

The Lead Consultant agreed to revise and

reissue his protocol although this did not happen until four
months later after the third meeting.

This was justified on

the basis that the protocol was only guidance and junior
staff were not expected to adhere to it completely.

During

the writing up of the study, six months after the last audit
meeting, a further revision was issued.

The main alteration

was to omit advice to administer hydrocortisone before
streptokinase which had first been suggested as
inappropriate at the second audit meeting some 12 months
previously.
The impression formed by the author was that the Lead
Consultant regarded written guidelines or protocols as
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unimportant to actual clinical practice but necessary to
conform with others' expectations.

Conduct of meetings
The meetings were in general conducted in a similar
manner to other hospitals.

Junior staff accepted the

results impassively and volunteered little positive or
negative reaction.
An extra meeting was held shortly after the second
round of feedback because the results showed a decrease in
use and the Lead Consultant had not been present to discuss
this.

At this meeting a series of cases were briefly

presented which appeared eligible for thrombolysis but had
not been treated.

The emphasis of the presentations and

subsequent discussion was to justify why thrombolysis had
not been given, as if the staff felt it necessary to defend
their actions to the research team.

This seemed in complete

contrast to the attitude taken during equivalent discussion
of similar cases in some of the other hospitals, where the
emphasis was on identifying improvements to the overall
system of care rather than to justify individual management
decisions.
A similar defensive attitude emerged at the final
meetings when results were presented which showed Hospital 4
had shown no significant increase in use, in contrast to
Hospitals 2 and 3.

Consultants doubted the relevance of

statistical significance of the relatively small numbers and
emphasised individual cases, not within this study, which
had shown adverse reactions to thrombolysis.
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Intangible effects
Interviews were conducted with a slightly larger number
of junior doctors than other hospitals in light of the less
favourable reception of the study at the meetings.

Although

no definite benefits could be identified, the general
attitude of junior staff towards audit was more enthusiastic
than elsewhere. Of the two registrars interviewed, one
thought that the audits had changed his practice and the
other that it extended his education.

Unfortunately no

consultants were readily available to give their opinions
and it was felt that arranging formal appointments for
follow up interviews after the last meeting would be
counter-productive.

Lessons for implementation
The audit officer produced minutes of all meetings
apart from the first and circulated these to all those who
attended.

This was an ineffective method of ensuring issues

raised in one meeting were readdressed on subsequent
occasions, because the minutes were written in a nonspecific
and diplomatic manner.
Meetings were held in a large tiered lecture theatre,
which encouraged different groups of staff to separate
themselves and added formality to the proceedings.

This

contrasted most noticeably with arrangements in Hospital 1,
where meetings were held in a small tutorial room.

Coffee

and sandwiches were provided.
The delegation of the role of Lead Consultant to the
individual with a special interest in the condition appeared
to discourage a more general sense of ownership amongst the
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staff.

This seemed best developed in the two hospitals

where the Lead Consultant was selected for his enthusiasm
for audit and who could then involve the colleague with the
most technical expertise in a complementary fashion.

4.2.5

Hospital 5
Hospital 5 was only recruited into the study after the

last audit period, to reduce the chance of a Hawthorne
effect.

Brief interviews were held with the consultant

physician responsible for audit and the hospital's audit
officer, to determine whether the hospital's own audit
programme had considered the use of thrombolysis during the
study period.
The hospital itself was a similar size to the study
hospitals, but had no dedicated intensive care ward.
Suspected infarcts were admitted to monitored beds on
ordinary wards.

The consultant with a special interest in

cardiology had participated in the ISIS-3 trial, but unlike
Hospital 1, the medical registrars did not rotate between
the consultants so this may have had less impact.
In April 1991, around the time of the first
observations, the hospital pharmacist undertook a review of
all cases given thrombolysis during the previous six months,
to determine the frequency of adverse events.

The data were

presented to the physicians to inform a discussion about
whether thrombolysis should be given in the A&E department.
No minutes were made of this meeting "because it was in the
early days of audit", and information collected from
subsequent periods suggested no change of practice had
resulted.

The question of what proportion of eligible cases
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were being treated was apparently raised, and the
possibility of guidelines was discussed, but no further
action was taken.
The only other meeting related to thrombolysis took
place about two months later, when the consultant with a
special interest in cardiology talked about the initial
results of the ISIS-3 trial.

Implications of qualitative results
The implications of the qualitative findings are
discussed in the Chapter 6.
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4.3

Reliability of the diagnostic classification
The results presented at the second and subsequent

round of meetings showed considerable variations between
hospitals in their use of thrombolysis, particularly in the
group of 'likely' M i s .

Participants at Hospitals 2 and 3

independently suggested that some of this variation might be
due to unreliability of the classification process, so a
study was performed.

The aim was to measure the reliability

of the allocation of cases to 'definite', 'likely', or
'possible' categories.

Method
12 cases were selected from the total of about 300 for
which data collection forms had been completed during the
first two audits.

Two of the cases were purposively

selected because their classification was not
straightforward and the other ten comprised a stratified
random sample designed to include at least two cases from
each hospital.
Two sets of patients' case-notes, both from the
randomly selected group, could not be found.

The admission

notes of the remaining ten cases were photocopied and
identifying features such as the name and address of the
patient and the doctor's signature were removed.

ECGs were

also copied from the case-notes for reference but not used
in the exercise itself, to reproduce the manner in which the
classification was performed by the researchers.
A package was prepared, consisting of an instruction
sheet, copy of the classification algorithm used in the main
study (Figure 4.3), an answer form, and the set of ten
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Figure 4.3

Instructions for case-mix classification

Procedure to be followed:
1.

Id e n tify the chest pain and ECG findings recorded on admission and
classify as shown below:
Chest Fain
‘ classical chest pain'
OR
“other chest pain"
OR
"no chest pain"

2.

ECG
"ST elevation ♦ Q waves"
OR
"other abnormality/no report"
OR
"normal"

Use the table below to identify which box correlates with the clinical
findings in I .
I f only one classification is shown, this classification should be assigned
to the patient. The procedure is finished.
I f two or more classifications are given go on to step 3.

ST e le v a tio n
+ Q Waves
other
abnorm ality/
no report
normal
3.

^classical
chestjrain
definite

definite
^possible
likely
pPsalKl»

lik e ly

no chest
pain
definite
K k & lj

likely
pDUHlltl

possible

other chest
pain

possible

Id e n tify the diagnosis or 'impression* recorded on admission by the
Doctor. Use the table below to determine patient classification.
Diagnosis/impression recorded in notes
A . I f no diagnosis or impression is recorded, select the Group
highli^tcd in bold text in the table above.

C lassification
As marked in
almüov tyjm
Box 2
above

B .MI or M I followed by another entry,eg "M I ?unstable
angina"

Definite

C.? M I alone, or ?M1 followed by another,
eg "?MI ?angina"

Likely

D . Some other term, followed by M I eg "angina ?MI" or
"ischaemia - exclude M l" or "chest pain 7MI" or any other
that mentions angina but no M I eg "unstable angina" or "chest
pain ?angina"

Possible

Classical chest pain « chest pain with mny lu o of the following characteristics: retrosternal; central;
crushing, radiating to arm or neck: associated w ith nausea or sweating.

LkCTttrCmt
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anonymised case-note extracts.

Packages were sent to each

Lead Consultant, with a covering letter asking for these to
be distributed to a range of senior and junior staff,
targeting those who were thought most likely to reply.
In this way it was hoped to obtain the views of 24
respondents.

Results
15 doctors responded, a response rate of 64%.

Table

4.7 shows the distribution of responses by hospital and
grade.

Two thirds of the respondents were consultants.

Only poor participation was obtained from Hospital 4.

Table 4.7;

Distribution of responses to validation
studv. bv hospital and grade
HI

Hospital
Grade;
Consultant 4
Junior
2
Total
(response
rate)

6 (100%)

H2

H4

H3

Total

2
2

3
1

1
0

10
5

4 (67%)

4 (67%)

1 (17%)

15 (64%)

Table 4.8 shows the author's classification of each of
the ten cases together with the opinions of the fifteen
respondents.

The two cases which were purposely selected as

difficult to classify, numbers 2 and 8, are marked by an
asterix.

Three groups of cases can be identified, depending

on the extent of agreement with the author's classification.
In six cases, there was a considerable degree of agreement.
In one case, there was an intermediate amount, and in three
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cases no more than could be expected by chance.

This last

group included the two 'difficult' cases.

Table 4.8;

Case
no.

Author's classification of each case and
respondents' opinions

Author's
classification

No. of respondents
classifying as
likely

definite

possible

1

possible

—

1

14

*2

possible

4

8

3

3

definite

12

2

1

4

definite

14

1

—

5

possible

—

7

8

6

possible

—

1

14

7

possible

—

1

14

*8

likely

3

5

7

9

likely

2

10

3

possible

-

3

12

10

Note: cases marked with an asterix (*) were purposively
selected as difficult to classify
Table 4.9;

Group

definite
likely
possible

Extent of agreement bv group, and statistical
significance.
No.
of
cases

2
2
6

Chi square
(p value)

Number of
responses
def.

lik.

pos.

26
5
4

3
15
21

1
10
65

18.2 (p<0.001)
2.7 (p=0.26)
34.4 (p<0.001)

Table 4.9 shows the distribution of opinions for each
group within the author's classification, and the
probability that this could have occurred by chance alone.
The 'definite' and 'possible' cases showed a significant
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amount of agreement, 87% and 72% of responses agreeing with
the author respectively.

However within the group of

possible cases there was a subgroup of two cases for which
the level of agreement was only 50%, not significantly
different from the 33% expected by chance.

The 'likely'

cases showed no significant degree of agreement.
Subsidiary analysis showed no difference between the
extent of agreement with the author by grade or hospital of
the respondent, although small numbers meant that the power
to detect such differences was limited.

Discussion and conclusions
The optimum sample size for the validation exercise was
difficult to judge: if it was too large, the response rate
was likely to be low because the task would be unduly time
consuming for busy clinicians; if it was too small,
statistical power would be low, and a random sample might
not include any cases which were difficult to classify.

The

compromise adopted was to add a couple of difficult cases to
an otherwise small random sample.
The exercise supported the suspicion of some
participants that the results might have been affected by
classification bias.

This possibility could have been

further investigated by measuring the test-retest
reliability of the author himself.

Given the lack of

agreement amongst the clinicians, such further tests seemed
of little value.
Some cases were classified consistently, ie 'definite'
infarcts and a subgroup of 'possible' infarcts.

However,

these were the least important for sensitive measurement o^
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the quality of care:

'definite' infarcts were almost always

treated if eligible and 'possible' infarcts were not.

The

middle range, which was least well classified, was the most
variable.
Two related factors explain the poor reliability
observed in certain cases.

First, the case-notes did not

always include a clear record of the type of chest pain, ECG
findings or initial diagnosis.

If these had been

consistently recorded in a uniform fashion there would have
been no difficulties with classification.

Second, and in

response to poor record keeping, the algorithm itself was
complicated, involving three separate steps.

Much effort

was made to try and simplify this, but it was impossible to
do so without generating nonsensical results in certain
cases.

The complexity of the algorithm led to speculation

that the participants were not following its instructions,
but using clinical judgement instead.

This possibility was

investigated by asking a small number of the non-clinical
staff within the Health Services Research Unit to perform
the exercise themselves.

If the inconsistencies were due to

clinicians not using the algorithm it was expected that the
non-clinical staff would show a better result.

In practice

their answers showed less agreement with the author than
those of the participants.
As a result of these findings, the results were re
analysed using the discharge diagnosis as a means of
classification, as described in section 4.4.4.
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4.4

Further analysis
This section describes the results of data analyses

which were not fed back to the participants at audit
meetings.

The aims of these additional analyses were as

follows :
(1) To identify any systematic difference in the samples
between hospitals or between audits which might have biased
the results.
(2) To confirm that analysis based on discharge diagnosis
would not have provided a different impression of audit
effectiveness than that actually used.
(3) To investigate whether any simplification of the
sampling frame was possible without introducing bias.
The results are presented in the following order:

Sampling frame
Total numbers and duration of each observation period;
proportion of case-notes found; proportions found but
excluded completely or not audited in detail.

Characteristics of sample
Age and sex distribution; case-mix judged by classification
into definite, likely and possible infarcts; proportion
excluded from thrombolysis due to late presentation or other
contraindication.

Completeness of sample
Completeness as proportion of all coded infarcts, and as
proportion of all infarcts presenting to A&E with chest
pain.
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Appropriateness index
Time series of results for each hospital, expressed using
appropriateness index for definite and likely infarcts only,
and for all eligible cases.

Simplification of sampling frame
Effect of restricting observations to:
i)

cases with discharge diagnosis of MI;

ii)

cases coded as MI (within two months of discharge);

iii) cases passing through intensive care or coronary care
iv)

the most easily found half or three quarters of the

total eventually found

4.4.1

Sampling frame
The overall frame contained 2593 patients admitted over

968 days.

Table 4.10 shows these figures by hospital and

audit period.

The ratio of patients included to days of

observation was much higher in Hospital 5 (7.5:1) than
elsewhere (average
much less specific.

1.6:1), because the sampling frame was
Excluding Hospital 5, there were still

significant differences in this ratio between the hospitals,
reflecting differences in the frequency of chest pain
admissions.

Within each hospital there were no significant

differences between audit periods although the baseline
audit tended to be smaller than the others.
Originally it had been intended to study at least 50
eligible cases from each hospital for each audit, but this
would have required observation periods of approximately
twice as long as those actually used, and prevented feedback
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Table 4.10:

Size and duration of sampling frame, bv
hospital and audit period

Audit period
HI

H2

Hospital
H4
H3

Total
H5

Apr/May 1991
number
durât ion (days)

63
46

66
40

56
18

63
33

267
33

515
170

Sep/Oct 1991
number
durât ion (days)

78
63

54
39

75
36

96
46

341
49

644
233

Jan/Feb 1992
number
duration (days)

93
60

52
59

89
51

81
50

403
50

718
270

Apr/May 1992
number
duration (days)

98
61

71
77

90
55

101
53

356
49

716
295

Overall
number
duration (days)

332
230

243
215

310
160

341
182

1367
181

2593
968

1.4

1.1

1.9

1.9

7.6

Chi square within
each hospital(df=3)

1.5

7.8

4.1

1.0

0.7

p value

0.68

0.05

0.21

0.79

0.88

n o ./day

at quarterly intervals.

Some increase in efficiency was

possible between the baseline and subsequent audits as the
research assistant became more familiar with the procedures
and staff involved.
Across all four audits in the five hospitals, 2456/2593
(95%) of the case-notes sought were found.

Table 4.11 shows

this proportion disaggregated by hospital and audit period.
There were no significant differences between the four study
hospitals (chi square =1.09, df =3 p =0.60), but the
detection rate at the control hospital was slightly lower
(92% compared to average of 97% at other hospitals: chi
square =35.3, df =1, p =0.0001).

Over time, there was a

marginal decrease in the detection rate because there was
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longer for missing notes to be found from the earlier rather
than the later audits.

Table 4.11;

Proportion of cases in sampling frame who
notes were located bv hospital and audit
period
Hospital

Audit
no.
HI
no (%)

H2
no (%)

Total
H4
no (%)

H3
no (%)

H5
no (%)

no (%)

1

63(100)

66(100)

54(96)

63(100)

249(93)

495(96)

2

76(97)

54(100)

72(97)

94(98)

323(95)

619(96)

3

91(98)

50(96)

86(97)

80(99)

373(93)

680(95)

4

94(96)

68(96)

87(97)

97(96)

316(89)

662(92)

total 324(98)

238(98)

299(96) 334(98)

1261(92) 2456(95)

Of the 2456 notes located, 1164 (47%) were excluded
completely from further consideration because there was no
suggestion that the chest pain was due to ischaemic heart
disease.

Table 4.12 shows the exclusions by hospital and

audit period.

As before. Hospital 5 stands out.

73% of

located case-notes were excluded on initial inspection,
compared to an average of 20% elsewhere, because of the lack
of specificity in the sampling frame in the control
hospital.
Between the study hospitals themselves there were also
statistically significant differences (chi square =21.0, df
=3, p <0.0001).

Exclusion rates were higher in Hospitals 3

and 4 than Hospital 1 and 2.

These differences were also

due to the specificity with which the nature of the
presenting problem was recorded in the primary data source.
In Hospital 4, this was a register of trolley patients in
A&E completed by nursing staff as the patient arrived.
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In

the other three hospitals, ward registers were used which
were generally better, the patient already having received a
provisional diagnosis before transfer to the ward.

In

Hospital 3, however, the ward registers were less complete
and the A&E register had to be used as a supplement, so more
cases without chest pain were included in the sampling
frame.

Table 4.12:

Case-notes excluded on initial inspection
because no suggestion of ischaemic heart
disease, bv hospital and audit period

Audit HI
Total
H2
H3
H4
H5
no.
no (%) no (%) no (%) no (%) no (%)
no (%)
1
15 (24) 13 (20) 15 (28) 21 (33) 165 (66) 229 (46)
2

9 (12) 11 (20) 11 (16) 29 (31) 237 (73)

297 (48)

3

18 (20)

7 (14) 22 (26) 14 (17) 288 (77)

349 (51)

4

13 (14)

4 ( 6) 15 (17) 32 (33) 225 (71)

289 (44)

Total 55 (17) 35 (15) 63 (21) 96 (29) 915 (73) 1164 (47)
Note: percentages are proportion of case-notes found, as
shown in Table 4.11
The trend over time of the proportion excluded in the
study hospitals showed a statistically significant decrease
from 26% in the first audit to 18% in the last (chi square
for trend =4.2, df =1, P <0.05).

This was probably due to

the research assistant's increasing familiarity with the
primary data sources and ability to recognise unsuitable
cases.

Within individual hospitals, however, the trends

over time showed no consistent pattern (Appendix 14).
In the first round of data collection, all cases
mentioning ischaemic heart disease as a possible cause of
chest pain were audited in detail, even when an actual
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infarction was unlikely.

This meant that a large proportion

of time was spent on cases where there was no question of
thrombolysis being appropriate.

In order to increase

efficiency in subsequent audits, no data collection form was
completed if the research assistant was sure the case fell
into the 'possible' infarct category.

If the case did turn

out to be an infarct on discharge or had been given
thrombolysis the data were collected in the usual manner.
In total, 487 cases were not fully studied for this
reason.

Table 4.13 shows these by hospital and audit

period.

They formed a fairly constant proportion of all

eligible cases, ranging from 35-48%, except in Hospital 5,
and in the second audit of Hospital 2, which was the first
to be performed using this modification.

As a result, the

overall proportion for Hospital 2 was significantly lower
than the other three study hospitals combined (chi square
=9.4, df =1, p <0.01).

There were no significant

differences between the three audit periods in which the
modification was used in the study hospitals (chi square
=2.5, df =2, p =0.29).

In Hospital 5, the modification was

used in all four audits because these were performed at the
end of the study.

The proportion of notes excluded was

about double that in the study hospitals, and showed no
significant change across the four observation periods.
This higher rate occurred because the data were not being
fed back to the clinicians and the research assistant had
developed greater ability to recognise 'possible' infarcts
with confidence.
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Table 4.13;

HI
no
(%)

Cases suggesting ischaemic heart disease but
not audited in detail

H2
no
(%)

H3
no
(%)

H4
no (%)

H5
no (%)

Total
no (%)

0 ( 0)

0 ( 0)

0 ( 0)

0 ( 0)

53 (63)

53 (20)

25 (37)

6 (14)

22 (36)

23 (35)

41 (48)

117 (36)

27 (37)

16 (37)

31 (48)

30 (45)

47 (55)

151 (46)

34 (42)

23 (36)

25 (35)

29 (44)

55 (60)

166 (44)

86 (32)

45 (22)

78 (33)

82 (34)

196 (57)

487 (38)

Note: percentages are proportion of cases found suitable for
audit, ie number found (Table 4.11) - number excluded
(Table 4.12)
In summary, 137 (5%) of the case-notes in the initial
sampling frame were not found, 1164 (45%) were found but
excluded, leaving 1292 suspected infarcts suitable for
audit.

Of these 1292, 487 (38%) were not audited in detail

because initial inspection of the case-notes showed only a
"possible" MI.

4.4.2

Characteristics of the sample

Age distribution
Table 4.14 shows the age distribution of the sample by
hospital.

There were no significant differences.

Within

each hospital there were no significant differences between
the audit periods (Appendix 15).

Table 4.15 and Appendix 16

present corresponding data for sex.
relevant differences.
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Again there were no

Table 4.14;

Age
group

Age distribution of audited sample, bv
hospital

Hospital

Total

HI
no (%)

H2
no (%)

H3
no (%)

H4
no (%)

H5
no (%)

<55

29( 16)

34( 21)

40( 25)

27( 17)

29( 19)

158

55-64

51( 28)

39( 25)

36( 23)

33( 21)

46( 31)

205

65-74

62( 34)

52( 33)

44( 28)

51( 33)

38( 25)

249

>75

41( 22)

33( 21)

48( 24)

45( 29)

37( 25)

194

Total 183(100)

158(100)

158(100)

156(100)

150(100)

805

no

Chi square = 13.5; df = 12; p value = 0.33

Table 4.15;

Sex distribution, bv hospital

Sex

Hospital
HI
no

(%)

H2
no (%)

Total
H4

H3
no

(%)

no

H5
(%)

no

(%)

no

M

124( 68)

111( 70)

115( 73)

100( 64)

108( 72)

559

F

59( 32)

47( 30)

43( 29)

41( 36)

42( 28)

247

183(100)

158(100)

158(100)

156(100)

150(100)

805

Tot

Chi square = 3.7; df = 4; p value = 0.45
Diagnostic mix
With regard to the distribution of cases into definite,
likely and possible infarcts, it was necessary to consider
the 487 'possible' infarcts on which no data form was
completed as well as the main sample of 805.

Table 4.16

shows the distribution of these 1292 cases into definite,
likely and possible categories by hospital.
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Table 4.16:

Diagnostic mix distribution, bv hospital

group

Hospital
HI
no

H2
(%)

no

Total

H3
(%)

no

H4
no

(%)

H5
(%)

no

(%)

no

def.

94( 35)

80( 39)

64( 27)

78( 33)

73( 21)

389

lik.

34( 12)

28( 14)

51( 22)

21(

24( 10)

168

141( 52)

95( 47)

121( 51)

139( 58) 239( 69)

735

Total 269(100) 203(100)

236(100)

238(100)

1.3

3.7

pos.

ratio
def :
lik

2.8

2.9

9)

346(100) 1292
2.1

Chi square = 53.0; df = 8; p value < 0.0001
The distribution is significantly uneven (p <0.001).
Hospital 5 stands out for having a higher proportion of
'possible' infarcts (69%) than elsewhere (range 47-58%,
average 52%) and a lower proportion of 'definites'.
Hospital 3 is noticeable for a low ratio of 'definite' to
'likely' infarcts.

Apart from a classification bias by the

investigators, which seems unlikely, there are two possible
explanations for these differences:
1)

Underlying differences in the diagnostic mix presenting

to each hospital.

For example, it is possible that the

population served by Hospital 3, which included a large
ethnic minority, genuinely produces fewer 'classical'
presentations of myocardial infarction than native
populations.
2)

Variation in the amount of diagnostic uncertainty

expressed by junior staff.

For example, junior staff in

Hospital 3, rotating from a postgraduate teaching hospital,
might have felt more comfortable with an expression of
uncertainty in borderline situations.
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These differences

illustrate the difficulty of reliably measuring diagnostic
mix from unstructured medical records.
Table 4.17 shows how the overall diagnostic mix
distribution varied between audit periods, and Appendix 17
the same information stratified by hospital.

Table 4.17:

Diagnostic mix distribution bv audit period

group

Audit period
Apr/May
1991
no (%)

Total

Sept/Oct Jan/Feb Apr/May
1992
1992
1991
no (%)
no (%)
no (%)

no

(%)

def.

65( 24)

102( 32)

100( 30)

122( 33)

389( 30)

lik.

36( 13)

48( 15)

41( 12)

43( 12)

168( 13)

165( 62)

172( 53)

190( 57) 208( 56)

735( 57)

Total 266(100)

322(100)

331(100)

po s .

373(100)

1292(100)

Chi square = 7.6, df = 6, p =0.27

The only significant finding was in Hospital 1, where the
first audit contained significantly fewer 'likely' infarcts
and more 'possible' infarcts than expected (Appendix 17).
This was of concern because the data abstraction form used
in the first round of audit was slightly less detailed than
that used subsequently (see Chapter 3, page 101).

In order

to check that this had not introduced a classification bias,
a random sample of 20 cases from the first audit was
selected, and the notes were sought for re-abstraction using
the revised form and blind to the original classification.
18/20 case-notes were located and in 16/18 the
reclassification was unchanged.

In two cases, 'definite'

infarcts were reclassified, one as 'likely', the other as
'possible'.

This was not relevant to the observation of
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excess 'possible' and deficient 'likely' infarcts so the
original distribution was considered a chance event rather
than one due to systematic bias.

Prevalence of contraindications
Some cases were unsuitable for thrombolysis, either
because they presented more than 24 hours after the onset of
pain or because of some other contraindication.

91/805

(11%) of cases were so affected.

Table 4.18 shows the type

of contraindication by hospital.

Distribution across

hospitals and audit periods was unremarkable.
Table 4.18 shows differences between hospitals in the
pattern of contraindications, but small numbers make
interpretation difficult.

In some cases insufficient detail

was provided in the case-notes to be sure whether or not a
given finding constituted a contraindication as defined in
the agreed statement.

For example, a past medical history

of stroke might be given without any indication of how
recently it had occurred.

Such findings were counted as

acceptable contraindications when there was an explicit
statement that thrombolysis had not been given for this
reason.

Similar problems arose with peptic ulceration and

gastro-intestinal bleeding, when it was often unclear
whether the problem was active or inactive.

A more rigorous

definition of acceptable contraindications would have
reduced the overall rates of use but not altered the trends
shown in Figure 4.2, because uncertainties were evenly
distributed.
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Table 4.18;

Contraindications to thrombolysis. bv
hospital

Type of
contra
indication
> 24hrs since
onset of pain

Hospital
HI
(%)
13( 57)

no

H2
no (%)

H3
no (%)

8( 38)

5( 36)
1(

Bleeding

2(

9)

-

Cardiopulmonary
resuscitation/
pacing

1(

4)

7( 33)

4( 29)

Stroke

3( 13)

2( 10)

Recent surgery/
anticoagulation

2(

-

1(

9)

Shock/
hypertension
Other serious
pathology

H4
H5
no (»)
no (»)
9( 45)
5( 38)
6{ 33)

5{ 38)

1(

5)

2( 15)

2( 14)

1(

5)

—

—

-

—

—

1(

5)

-

-

5)

—

—

-

-

1(

8)

-

-

-

7)

9)

3( 14)

2( 14)

2( 10)

Total with c/i

23(100)

21(100)

14(100)

20(100)

13(100)

Total audited

183

158

158

156

150

2(

Chi square = 3.2, df = 4, p =0.52

Cases eligible for thrombolysis
In order to calculate a single figure for the
proportion of cases given thrombolysis in any one audit, it
was necessary to define those cases which were eligible, ie
'definite' and 'likely' infarcts without contraindications.
'Possible' infarcts were omitted because three out of the
four study hospitals set a standard of zero for use in such
cases.

Table 4.19 shows the number of eligible cases, by

hospital and audit period, together with the estimated
annual number of such cases in each hospital.

These

estimates were used in the calculation of cost-effectiveness
described in the next chapter.
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Table 4.20;

Estimated annual number of eligible cases, bv
hospital

hospital audit
period
HI

1
2
3
4

total
H2

1
2
3
4

total
H3

1
2
3
4

total
H4

1
2
3
4

total
H5

1
2
3
4

total
Note:

eligible
cases

length
(days)
46
63
60
61

17
28
31
35

230

111

40
39
59
77

15
24
23
28

215

90

18
36
51
55

19
26
21
38

160

104

33
46
50
53

14
22
19
26

182

81

33
49
50
49

19
28
24
25

181

96

annual
number
eligible

176

153

237

162

194

annual number eligible
=

total eligible in all four audits
365
total length of all four audits

4.4.3

Completeness of the sample
As explained in the previous chapter, the construction

of a sampling frame to include all patients who might
benefit from thrombolysis was not straightforward.
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In order

to judge the completeness of the final sample, the number of
infarcts included in the audit was compared to the number
recorded by the Hospital Episode System (HES) for admissions
during the same time period.

Because of the delay involved

in obtaining this information, only the first three audits
were studied.

Table 4.21:

Proportion of infarcts recorded on hospital
episode system fHESI included in audit, bv
hospital and time period

Audit
period

Hospital
HI

Apr/May
1991

Sep/Oct
1991

Jan/Feb
1992

H2

Total coded
on HES
no (%)
included in
audit

31

Total coded
on HES
no (%)
included in
audit

44

37

36(82)

Total coded
on HES
no(%)
included in
audit

56

35

H3
24

17(54) 26(74) 18(75)

32

H4
23

H5
n/a

14(61)

38

39

32(86) 24(75)

33(86)

23(59)

37

36

52

33(92)

31(60)

26

38(68) 24(65) 16(62)

Note: n/a - not available
Table 4.21 shows that the proportion of infarcts
recorded in the HES included in the sampling frame varied
from 54 to 92%.

There were no significant variations

between hospitals.
identify some cases,

To investigate this apparent failure to
the case-notes of infarcts apparently

missed by the sampling frame at the study hospitals were
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sought, and the reason identified.

Results are shown in

Table 4.22.

Table 4.22;

Distribution of reasons for non-inclusion of
coded infarcts in audit samples, bv hospital

Reason

Hospital
HI

H2

H3

H4

H5

Excluded in error on
initial inspection
Not presenting with
chest pain
Miscoded
No reason

1

4

0

0

4

15
10
9

4
4
10

12
1
6

10
2
4

]
)29
)

Case-notes not found

5

5

5

1

4

40

27

24

17

37

Total

In 9/145 (6%) of missed cases, the patient had been
identified within the initial sampling frame, but not
audited in detail because initial inspection of the casenotes suggested that MI was only a "possible" diagnosis.
In 41/108 (38%) of missed cases in the study hospitals,
the patient was ineligible for the audit because they had
not presented with chest pain, and in 17 (16%) because the
discharge diagnosis had been miscoded as MI.

This arose

either because the infarct was an old problem, or because
the true diagnosis, such as cerebral infarction, was easily
confused with MI.
In 29/108 (27%) there was no obvious reason why the
patient had not been included in the audit.

As has been

explained in Chapter 3, the sampling frame relied on A&E or
ward registers which were sometimes incomplete.
Revised estimates of sampling completeness, taking
account of the fact that some coded Mis were legitimately
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excluded, are shown in Table 4.23.

Notes which had not been

found were divided into chest pain and other presentations,
in proportion to that actually observed in those cases which
were found.

The cases from the control hospital were

assigned in a similar fashion using the average of the other
four hospitals.
be 86%.

The overall completeness was estimated to

The rate in the control hospital was significantly

lower than in the study hospitals (77% compared to an
average of 88%) reflecting the greater difficulty
constructing a sampling frame in this hospital.
Table 4.23;

Estimated true sample completeness

Hospital:

H2

HI

H3

H4

H5
Total

Potential cases:
Included in audit
Others: identified
Others : inferred
(see text)

91
10
3

82
14
3

58
6
3

80
4
1

54
4
12

365
34
22

Total potential
cases
No (%) included in
audit

104

99

67

85

70

425

82
(82)

58
(87)

80
(94)

54
(77)

4.4.4

91
(87)

365
(86)

Appropriateness index
The reliability study described in Section 4.3

suggested that the differences observed between hospitals
could have been affected by bias in the classification of
diagnoses.

To investigate this, the data were reanalysed

using discharge diagnosis rather than the "definite-likelypossible" classification.

Patients with agreed

contraindications were excluded.
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An index of

appropriateness was calculated as defined in Chapter 3.

Two

different denominators were used:
(1)

Only those cases classified as 'definite' or 'likely'.

(2)

All suspected Mis including those not audited in detail
because the probability of infarction appeared with
hindsight to be low.

The first method has the advantage that it constitutes the
same group of patients as those used for the simple
treatment proportions, but the disadvantage that its lower
boundary relies on distinguishing 'likely' from 'possible'
infarcts.

The second method avoids this uncertainty, but

includes a greater diversity of cases, and so is a less
specific indicator.
Discharge diagnoses were classified into three groups:
(1)

MI

(2 )

not MI

(3)

'possible MI', 'small' MI, or unknown discharge

diagnosis.
Table 4.24 shows the distribution of eligible cases
into these groups by hospital.

'Definite/likely' and

'possible' infarcts are separated.

Appendix 18 shows a

further level of disaggregation, by audit period within each
hospital.
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Table 4.24:

Reclassification of eligible cases usina
discharge diagnosis, bv hospital
'definite and 'likely' infarcts:
Total
eligible

Hosp

HI
H2
H3
H4
H5

96
78
81
64
79

Total

398

Other
%

%

Not MI
no
%

no

87)
87)
78)
71)
82)

12
10
12
14
14

(
(
(
(
(

11)
11)
11)
17)
15)

3
2
11
3
3

( 3)
( 2)
( 11)
( 4)
( 3)

111
90
104
81
96

( 83)

62

( 13)

22

(

482 (100)

MI
no
(
(
(
(
(

4)

(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)

'possible' infarcts:
Hosp

Total
eligible
MI
no

HI
H2
H3
H4
H5

18
20
17
26
37

Total

118

%

Not MI
no
%

13)
22)
14)
19)
15)

112
69
96
103
199

( 16)

57

(
(
(
(
(

no

Other
%

83)
75)
81)
75)
84)

5
3
15
8
1

(
(
(
(
(

4)
3)
4)
6)
0)

135
92
118
137
237

( 81)

22

(

3)

719 (100)

(
(
(
(
(

The distribution was similar throughout.

(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)

The diagnosis

of infarction was confirmed on discharge in about 80% of
'definite/likely' cases and 15-20% of 'possibles'.

This

latter figure may be an underestimate, because 487/719 (68%)
of 'possible' Mis were not audited in detail.
Identification of a discharge diagnosis of MI amongst these
487 cases relied on this being recorded on the Hospital
Episode System.
Tables 4.25 and 4.26 show the number and proportion of
cases in each group which were treated and the resulting
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appropriateness index.

Cases with an unknown or unclear

discharge diagnosis have been omitted.

Separate tabulations

are shown for 'definite/likely' infarcts only (Table 4.25)
and for all eligible cases (Table 4.26).

Table 4.25;

hosp

Proportions treated and appropriateness
index, for definite and likelv cases only

audit

MI
no

%

Not MI
%
no

appropriateness
index

HI

1
2
3
4

13
21
26
27

(100)
( 88)
( 96)
( 90)

3
2
3
3

75)
100)
100)
100)

0.75
0
0
0

H2

1
2
3
4

7
19
18
24

(
(
(
(

78)
90)
95)
92)

2
1
1
2

22)
5)
5)
7)

0.61
0.86
0.90
0.86

H3

1
2
3
4

11
17
19
25

(100)
( 90)
( 95)
( 96)

0
1
1
6

0)
100)
100)
86)

1.0
0
0
0.13

H4

1
2
3
4

8
15
17
15

(100)
( 83)
( 89)
( 79)

0
1
0
3

0)
33)
0)
60)

0.80
0.56
0.89
0.32

H5

1
2
3
4

8
16
15
15

(
(
(
(

2
1
1
1

50)
20)
50)
33)

0.26
0.58
0.33
0.48

53)
73)
75)
72)

The index using definite and likely cases only shows
little correlation to the simple treatment proportions.

The

main problem is that the number of such cases in the "not
MI" column is small, so the index is very sensitive to
individual treatment decisions.
The index based on a wider group of patients (Table
4.26) includes a larger number of "not MI" cases and so the
treatment rate, and appropriateness index, are not subject
to such wide fluctuations by chance alone.
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Table 4.26:

hosp

Proportions treated and appropriateness
index, for all cases

audit

MI
no

Not ]MI
no
%

%

appropriateness I
index
|

HI

1
2
3
4

13
21
27
28

(
(
(
(

93)
73)
79)
76)

4
2
3
3

( 15)
( 7)
( 10)
( 8)

0.75
0.68
0.71
0.70

H2

1
2
3
4

8
19
18
24

(
(
(
(

44)
73)
82)
75)

2
1
1
2

( 8)
( 10)
( 5)
( 8)

0.40
0.66
0.78
0.69

H3

1
2
3
4

11
18
20
26

(
(
(
(

58)
78)
77)
87)

0
1
1
8

( 0)
( 4)
( 3)
( 24)

0.58
0.75
0.75
0.66

H4

1
2
3
4

8
16
17
15

(
(
(
(

67)
59)
68)
58)

1
1
0
3

(
(
(
(

4)
3)
0)
3)

0.64
0.57
0.68
0.56

H5

1
2
3
4

8
17
15
18

(
(
(
(

35)
53)
50)
58)

2
1
1
1

(
(
(
(

3)
2)
2)
2)

0.34
0.52
0.49
0.57

Figure 4.4:
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H4
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H5

Figure 4.4 shows the relationship between the time
trends for the treatment rate and this index.
terms the two indicators correspond.

In general

In four out of five

hospitals, the index moves in the same direction over the
course of the study as the proportion treated.
In one hospital, H4, the proportion treated increased
but the index showed little change.

In this hospital, the

index reflected the author's subjective impression better
than the time series of treatment proportions.
In Hospitals 2 and 3, the last audit showed a sustained
high treatment proportion, but a lower index, because
treated group included a substantial proportion of non
infarcts.

In these cases, the index showed more sensitivity

to change in performance than the simple proportion.

Figure 4.5:

Correlation between treatment of confirmed
Mis and other cases

proportion other cases treated

25%

20% -

15% -

10% -

5% -

m
0%

0%

20%
40%
60%
80%
proportion confirmed Mis treated

Note: line ehowe linear regreaelon
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100%

As correct initial diagnosis of ischaemic chest pain is
not always possible, it is reasonable to expect that high
levels of treatment of confirmed infarcts will be associated
with some treatment of non-infarcts.

This possibility was

explored by plotting the proportion of infarcts treated
against the corresponding proportion of non-infarcts as
shown in Figure 4.5.
0.35

The correlation coefficient was only

but the regression coefficient was significant (t=3.1,

df=18, p<0.01).

4.4.5

Simplification of sampling frame
Because the construction of a complete sample of

eligible cases for this study was time-consuming and might
not be feasible in more typical audit settings, the effect
of a number of simplifications was examined.
The simplifications considered were
(1)

Restricting the sample to cases with a discharge

diagnosis of MI.

This would allow a future sample to be

drawn from a file of discharge summaries, providing this was
maintained by the consultants concerned.
(2)

Restriction to cases coded as myocardial infarction,

allowing a list of cases to be obtained from the Hospital
Episode System.

The proportion of cases identified depends

on how long after discharge the computer search is
performed.

In this study searches were carried out just

before each audit meeting, on average about two months after
discharge.
(3)

Restriction to cases admitted to intensive/coronary

care, allowing the sample to be drawn from the admissions
book usually kept on such units.
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(4)

No change to the sampling frame, but terminating data
collection when a fixed proportion (half or threequarters) of the total possible had been found.

Table 4.27:

Hosp

Effect of simplifications on number of
eligible cases, bv hospital

Total
eligib

No (%) eligible with simplifications
Discharge Coded
Dx = MI
Dx - MI

HI
H2
H3
H4
H5

111
90
104
81
96

106
78
81
64
79

Total

482

398 (83)

(95)
(87)
(78)
(79)
(82)

54
39
45
30
33

Admitted
to
ICU/CCU

(*71) 102 (92)
(*63) 80 (89)
(*68) 94 (90)
(*55) 48 (59)
(*79) — (— )

201 ( 42) 324 (67)

Fixed proportion
half
51
48
49
35
53

threequarters

(48)
(53)
(53)
(42)
(55)

80
70
76
58
68

(75)
(78)
(73)
(72)
(71)

236 (49) 352 (73)

* Proportions of first three audits only, as coding status
not determined in last audit.
Table 4.27 shows the reduction in the number of
eligible cases (definite and likely infarcts with no contra
indications) produced by these simplifications.

Figures 4.7

to 4.11 show the proportion of eligible cases treated in
each audit as measured by the reduced samples.

Equivalent

tables are shown in Appendices 19,20,21,22 and 23.

A

picture of the entire sample is shown in Figure 4.6 for
comparison purposes.

The effect of each simplification will

now be considered in turn.

Discharge diagnosis of MI only
Table 4.27 shows that this method captured at least
three quarters of the entire sample in every hospital.
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Figure 4.6:
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Comparison of Figure 4.7 with Figure 4.6 reveals that the
reduced sample provides an accurate representation in four
out of the five hospitals.

In Hospital 4, however, the

reduced sample shows a clearly decreasing trend in the rate
of use whereas the full sample shows the opposite.

A large

part of this difference can be explained by the first audit,
when all of the cases later confirmed as infarcts were
treated, but none of the others.

It is debatable which

indicator provides a better measurement.

Figure 4.8:

Sample restricted to cases with coded as Mis
within two months of discharge
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Coded Diagnosis
Table 4.27 shows that this approach does not capture
such a large proportion of cases as the discharge diagnosis,
because all cases were not coded within two months of
discharge.

A further request for coding, made approximately

another two months later, increased the proportion of
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discharged Mis detected from 201/398 (51%) to 245/398 (62%).
Figure 4.8 shows results only for some audits, because
computer searches were not performed for the last audit, and
data were unavailable from the first audit in the control
hospital.

Comparison with the entire sample (Figure 4.6)

shows higher treatment rates than the entire sample, but to
no greater an extent than discharge diagnosis (Figure 4.7).
The discrepancy is greatest for Hospital 4, because coding
identified a smaller proportion of potential cases than in
other hospitals.

The impression that a sample based on

coding is no less representative than one based on discharge
diagnosis is important because drawing a sample from coding
is generally easier.

Figure 4.9

Sample restricted to cases admitted to
CCU/ICU onlv
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Cases admitted to CCU/ICU onlv
This sampling frame is used in most published studies
of thrombolysis.

Table 4.27 shows that it included about

90% of all potential cases in the first three hospitals, but
only about half in the fourth, and none at all in the
control hospital.

As might be expected, the sample admitted

to intensive care is not representative of all chest pain
cases.

Figure 4.9 shows that an audit based on such cases

alone provides a consistently high impression of the rate of
use of thrombolysis in all four hospitals.

The distortion

of the underlying picture is particularly severe in the
hospital, H4, which only admitted two-thirds of eligible
cases to intensive care.

This suggests that results from

audits based on such samples require knowledge of the
proportion of eligible cases cared for elsewhere for correct
interpretation.

The percentage of diagnosed Mis provides a

reasonable proxy for this, and is available from routinely
collected data through the hospital episode system.

Terminating the search for case-notes after a target
proportion have been located
This analysis was undertaken to test the hypothesis
that the most difficult case-notes to find will be most
revealing about the quality of care.

The cases for each

audit were ordered as they were located, and the treatment
rates calculated on the first half and the first threequarters of the total finally discovered.

The corresponding

figures in Table 4.27 are not exactly 50% and 75%, because
all 805 audited cases were included in the ordering process,
not just the 482 eligible cases considered here.
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Figure 4.10:

Sample restricted to first half of cases
found for each audit
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Figure 4.11:
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Figure 4.10 shows that the most easily located half of
the sample gives a fairly accurate picture in three out of
the five hospitals.

However, in Hospital 1 it suggests an

increasing trend, and in Hospital 5 a fluctuating pattern,
neither of which is apparent in the full sample.

The wide

confidence limits of the smaller sample indicate that these
differences are probably due to random variation rather than
actual bias.

The three-quarter sample (Figure 4.11)

provides a much more similar picture to the full sample, and
suggests that the hypothesis about case-notes which are
difficult to locate is incorrect.
The importance of these findings for the design of
future audits is discussed in the Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5;

ECONOMIC EVALUATION

The first section of this chapter briefly explains the
purpose of an economic evaluation and the reason for
conducting this for medical audit.

The viewpoint taken and

the type of analysis used are also described. The second
section describes the methods used to measure and value the
costs and consequences of the audits in each hospital, and
the manner in which the results were calculated.

The third

and fourth sections describe the results, and the
conclusions derived from these.

These conclusions are

specific to the economic evaluation alone.

The wider

implications, taking account of all the evidence collected
throughout the study, are discussed in Chapter 6.

5.1

Introduction

What is an economic evaluation?
Economic evaluation has been defined as "the
comparative analysis of alternative courses of action in
terms of both their costs and consequences" (302).

The

purpose of undertaking such an evaluation is to allow
decision-makers to choose a course of action which maximises
benefits for a given cost, or produces a given benefit at
minimum cost.

In the field of health care, such rational

decision-making is difficult because the ultimate
consequences in terms of better health are often unknown.
Unless the effectiveness of an intervention has been
measured, the scope of an economic evaluation is limited to
a comparative analysis of costs.
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why undertake an economic evaluation of medical audit?
The justification for an economic evaluation of medical
audit was discussed in the first chapter of this thesis
which reviews previous studies and the current state of
implementation.
o

In summary there are two reasons:

the value for money of medical audit in terms of its

ability to improve health care is uncertain; and
o

substantial sums of money are being spent on medical

audit, resources which could otherwise be used to provide a
greater volume of health care.
Further reasons to justify an economic evaluation,
which arise from Drummond's list of questions to be asked
when contemplating a study (302) are as follows %
o

there is a definite opportunity for the results of an

evaluation to influence policy.

The NHS Management

Executive has clearly stated that the ring-fencing of funds
for medical audit is a temporary measure.

When Health

Authorities receive these funds as part of their general
allocation in the future, purchasing managers will have
discretion to increase or decrease support for audit.

At

the time of writing, the ring-fencing of funds has not been
confirmed beyond 1994/95.
o

the design of the present study provides an opportunity

to measure the effectiveness of medical audit directly,
rather than having to rely on published evidence, as is
common in many other situations.

The ability to measure

effectiveness overcomes one of the main difficulties of
applying economic evaluation to health care.
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What viewpoint should be taken?
When considering costs and benefits, the definition of
each depends on the viewpoint of the assessor.

For example,

time lost from work and travel expenses to attend hospital
are important costs from the patients' viewpoint but may not
be of direct concern to hospital managers.

Similarly

benefits in terms of reduced need for long term medication
following thrombolysis may be relevant to the NHS as a whole
but not to patients exempt from prescription charges.
Conventional advice is to consider as general a
viewpoint as practicable, in other words that of society as
a whole (302).

However in the following analysis

consideration of benefits is restricted to that of the NHS
and the individual patient given thrombolysis.

With regard

to costs, the analysis has been further simplified by
considering only costs to the NHS, because the cost to
patients themselves are negligible.

The main reason for

omitting the costs and benefits to society at large is that
they are difficult to define and estimate.

This is not a

serious limitation because in practice decisions about the
allocation of funds within the NHS generally ignore the wide
perspective.
In line with most previous economic evaluations, only
immediate costs directly associated with the treatment are
included.

Thus, later costs of providing ongoing medical

care for an increased number of survivors of infarction are
excluded.

Strictly, these should be included as negative

consequences (disbenefits) but are difficult to predict.
The need for additional health care can be estimated, but
the extent to which this will actually be met is unknown.
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For example, increased numbers of survivors will need
coronary artery surgery, but this only constitutes a future
cost if an increase in the number of such operations were to
actually occur.
The implications of this short term view of health care
costs are discussed further at the end of this chapter.

Tvpe of economic evaluation undertaken
Four types of economic evaluation are usually
recognised: cost minimisation analysis, cost-effectiveness
analysis, cost-utility analysis, and cost-benefit analysis
(302).

The classification depends on the approach taken to

the measurement of the consequences of the intervention
being evaluated.

The correct approach depends on the

specific questions the evaluation sets out to answer, and
the data which are available.

In this study there were two

specific questions and so two types of analysis were
undertaken:
(1)

how did the audits in the four hospitals compare with

each other and with other potential methods of quality
assurance?; and
(2)

how did the return on the investment of resources in

these audits compare with that which could be expected from
the same investment in direct patient care?
To address the first question, a cost-effectiveness
analysis was undertaken.

Costs were defined as those

arising from the audit itself.

Effectiveness of audit was

measured in terms its ability to increase the use of
thrombolysis.

The final comparison between hospitals was

made in terms of the cost of audit per extra case given
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thrombolysis, above and beyond those cases expected to
receive thrombolysis without audit.
This analysis could be criticised on the grounds that
the measure of effectiveness used is a process rather than
an outcome measure.

However, as described in Chapter 2,

randomised controlled trials have shown a clear relationship
between the process of giving thrombolysis and its outcome
in terms of reduced mortality, hence the common error of
using process measures to judge the effectiveness of care
does not apply.

The use of a process measure can also be

defended on the grounds that it reduces the number of
assumptions which have to be made in the calculations and so
produces a more robust result.

It also provides a bench

mark which could be used to compare the audits described
here with others.
The second question, regarding the value of investment
in audit rather than in direct patient care, was addressed
using a cost-utility analysis.

The consequences were

expressed in terms of the estimated extra quality-adjusted
life years (QALYs) produced as a result of the audit in each
hospital.

Although the consequences of the alternative

investment were not measured in this study, a tentative
comparison can be made with those types of direct patient
care for which costs per QALY have been published
(303).

This type of comparison between studies is less

secure than comparison within a study because of differences
in methods and timing but it provides a basis for
discussion.
The division of the economic evaluation into two parts
allowed a specific comparison of different examples of audit
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to be made as accurately as possible whilst not ignoring the
wider issue of whether resources should be used for audit at
all.

The Leicester study
Before discussing details of the methods used, it is
necessary to describe a piece of work undertaken by
economists and others at Leicester University (304),
because this provided a foundation for the cost-utility
analysis.

The aim of that study was to estimate the cost-

utility of different types of thrombolytic therapy for
suspected myocardial infarction.

The data used for the

calculations were:
(1) a summary of clinical records showing the distribution
of suspected infarction cases by age group and duration of
chest pain admitted to a Leicester coronary care unit over a
three year period;
(2) results from the ISIS-2 trial which quantified the
relationship between the duration of chest pain and
effectiveness of thrombolysis in reducing mortality;
(3) a standard life-table of survival of the general
population; and
(4) a series of clinical estimates and assumptions including
the variation in short term survival with age and the
frequency and cost of adverse reaction to streptokinase.

A

full list of these assumptions and estimates is shown in
Table 5.1.
These four types of data were combined into a
spreadsheet to calculate the cost per QALY of giving
streptokinase for various subgroups defined by their age and
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duration of chest pain before admission.

A copy of the

spreadsheet was obtained from the authors so as to gain a
full understanding of the assumptions they made and to allow
application of their results to the present study.

The key

variables obtained from the spreadsheet for use in the
present study were:
(1) the costs of thrombolysis, comprising the cost of the
pharmaceutical product itself, its adverse effects, and the
extra days in hospital and out-patient follow-up of
survivors due to thrombolysis; and
(2) the cost per QALY of thrombolysis used for each
subgroup.
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Table 5.1;

1

Major assumptions used to produce estimates
of QALYs in the Leicester study

Probability of surviving from 35 days to 1 year
after infarction by age
< 45 years
45-65 years
> 65 years

2

0.9
0.87
0.85

Probability of surviving from admission to 35 days
with no treatment
< 54 years
53-64 years
> 65 years

0.95
0.86
0.78

Increase in survival due to aspirin and
streptokinase from ISIS-2 trial
3

Distribution of quality of life amongst survivors
Description
factor
'good'
'fair'
'poor'

Proportion of survivors
50%
35%
15%

Quality
0.995
0.956
0.7

Quality of life assumed constant from year to year
until death.
4

Probability of surviving second and subsequent
years post-infarction
= 0.95 X equivalent probability for person of same
age in general population
(from English life table)

5

Effectiveness of streptokinase dependent on
duration of chest pain before administration (ISIS2 results) but not on age (no published data from
ISIS-2)

The manner in which these variables from the Leicester
study were combined with results from this study is
described in the section 5.2.

The time period for evaluation
In any economic evaluation, the results depend on the
length of time after an intervention during which costs and
benefits are considered.
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In this study, direct observations only lasted for 12
months after the first audit, but the effectiveness of the
audit programme would not suddenly have ceased at this point
in time.

In a similar fashion, costs associated with audit

and the increased use of thrombolysis will have continued.
To take these future effects into account, certain
assumptions were necessary:
1)

The increase in the use of thrombolysis observed during

the 12 month study period was assumed to continue at the
same rate until all eligible cases were being treated.
2)

The effect of audit was assumed to persist until the

rate of increase observed in the control hospital would also
have resulted in complete coverage of all suspected
infarcts.
3)

The future costs which were included were those of

extra patient care associated with audit, and of continuing
to hold regular feedback meetings but less often than during
the study period itself.
The details of these assumptions are described in the
next section.
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5.2

Methods
The methods used to define and measure costs,

effectiveness and utility are described separately.
Estimates rather than precise measurements were sought
because obtaining accurate measurements would have involved
considerable inconvenience to the staff concerned without
greatly adding to the results.

For each aspect, the

approach adopted is first described in terms of the ideal
information desired; second, any simplifications and
assumptions which were necessary; and finally the actual
methods used.

5.2.1

Costs

Ideal information desired
The ideal situation would be to identify, measure and
value the resources consumed as a result of the audits which
would otherwise have been available for other activities.
The costs of undertaking the evaluation itself and setting
up the audits as a research study would therefore be
excluded.

Costs borne by individual patients are considered

negligible and would therefore be ignored.
In compiling a list of the costs that would ideally be
included, a distinction would have to be drawn between on
the one hand the direct costs of the audit, and on the other
the costs of extra patient care resulting from changes in
clinical behaviour brought about by the audit.

Table 5.2

shows the costs identified as theoretically desirable for
inclusion.
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Table 5.2;

Types of costs identified

Type of cost

Audit itself

Resulting patient
care

Labour

Time required by
various staff to set up
audit programme e.g.
meetings to agree
criteria, and to obtain
access to registers and
case-notes.

Nursing and
medical time
associated with
additional use of
thrombolysis e.g.
setting up
infusions,
treating side
effects.

Preparation for each
audit meeting.
Attendance at audit
meetings.
Time required by
medical staff to comply
with audit intervention
e.g. form-filling,
extra history and
examination.
Supplies

Overheads

Equipment

Nurs ing/medical
time required to
look after
increased numbers
of survivors of MI
associated with
additional
thrombolysis.

Extra doses of
thrombolytics.

Paper and overheads for
analysing and
presenting observations
and implementing agreed
changes e.g.
circulation of
guidelines.

General supplies
associated with
hospital stays of
extra survivors.

Consumption of extra
heat & lighting.

Extra heat and
lighting.

Cost of occupying
physical space e.g.
lecture theatres for
audit meetings, desks
for case-note
abstraction etc.

Increase in
overheads due to
additional beddays.

Faster wear and tear on
photocopiers, medical
records and computers.

Wear and tear on
ward and nursing
equipment.

Simplifications
The ability to measure and value the desired items
listed was constrained by a number of factors.
1)

Routine information systems to monitor the costs of

direct patient care, as proposed by the Resource Management
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Initiative (305), were not implemented in any of the
participating hospitals at the time of the study.
2)

Medical staff agreed to take part in the study on the

condition that minimal disruption would be caused to
hospital staff.

This meant that there was no real potential

for ad-hoc data collection, such as the maintenance of a
diary of audit-related activities.
3)

Most of the available time for the research assistant in

each hospital was taken up with case-note abstraction.
For these reasons, no attempt was made to measure
directly the costs of extra patient care, and figures from
the Leicester study described above were used without
modification.

Some of the audit costs shown in Table 5.2

were left out, either because they were likely to be trivial
(wear and tear of equipment) or because the audit was taking
up unused capacity rather than displacing other work
(physical space).

Overheads were omitted because they

constitute a small and fairly constant fraction of hospital
expenditure.

Methods used
Methods were designed to give an estimate of the costs
involved and a sensitivity analysis was undertaken to
explore the uncertainty of these estimates.
The first stage was to make a judgement as to which
items were likely to be the most significant so that most
effort should be focused upon these.

Labour costs were

judged likely to be much larger than any other type.

It was

therefore decided to keep a log of the amount of time spent
by the author and the research assistant on audit as opposed
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to research-related activities, and where possible to record
by direct observation the amount of time spent by medical
staff on relevant activities.

Some activity by medical

staff, such as meeting to set standards and complying with
agreed interventions could not be directly observed, so
estimates were made after questioning the relevant staff and
the Lead Consultant in each hospital was asked for his
comments on the completed cost analysis.
The value of labour was calculated from basic annual
salaries, taking the mid-point of the relevant scales.
Consultant salaries were inflated to take account of the
average prevalence of merit awards within the specialty of
the General Medicine as reported by the Department of Health
(306).

Audit officers, who were involved in setting up

meetings in some of the study hospitals, were assumed to be
paid at the same rate as the research assistant.

Market

values were used for the cost of materials, which in any
case were a small fraction of the total.

Sensitivitv analvsis
Three factors were considered for the sensitivity
analysis :
(1) The time spent attending audit meetings
Including the cost of medical staff time assumes that the
relevant member of staff would have taken part in some other
activity if the audit had not occurred.

With regard to time

spent attending audit meetings, this is not necessarily so,
because meetings either took place early in the morning or
at lunchtime.

Such use of time had no immediate cost to the

NHS and so could arguably be considered a free good.
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However in the longer term, audit cannot rely on unpaid
overtime if it is to become routine.

The full cost was

therefore used throughout, and this was not included in the
sensitivity analysis.
(2)

The time spent by doctors complying with guidelines

The "compliance time" was the most uncertain of all labour
estimates because junior doctors were unable to give an
estimate themselves.

In reality some juniors doctors may

have experienced no change to their pattern of work whilst
others may have been much more affected.

This was tested in

the sensitivity analysis by using a lower estimate of one
half the most likely figure and the upper estimate of three
times this amount.

The upper estimate was increased more

than the lower estimate was decreased because it was
considered more likely that the compliance time had been
under- rather than over-estimated.
(3)

The frequency of audit meetings
This was quarterly during the year of direct

observation of the study hospitals.

Three possibilities

were considered for the frequency of audit meetings needed
during subsequent years to maintain the increased rate of of
thrombolysis.

The central estimate was that one meeting

would occur annually; the optimistic assumption was that no
further meetings would be required; and the pessimistic
assumption was that quarterly meetings would need to
continue.
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Calculation of overall costs
A spreadsheet was constructed using Lotus 1-2-3 release
3 software, to combine diary estimates, observed attendance
rates, and salary scales as shown in part in Appendix 24.
The period of time over which the cost-effectiveness
and cost-utility analysis were performed were chosen by
comparing the rate of increase of use in the control
hospital with that in the study hospitals.

It was then

possible to calculate how many years would elapse before the
two rates were the same.
explained below.

This calculation is further

Costs incurred after the first year were

discounted at the standard rate of 6% per annum.
The sensitivity analysis was performed by recalculating
the costs for each hospital using the most optimistic and
the most pessimistic set of parameters as described above.
Numerous other constants in the spreadsheets could have been
altered as well, but the effects on total costs would have
been small.

The estimated total costs together with their

upper and lower limits for each hospital were combined with
similar figures for effectiveness and utility as described
below, to give the cost of audit per additional case treated
and an overall cost per QALY.

5.2.2

Effectiveness
As described above, effectiveness was defined as the

ability to increase the rate of use of thrombolysis above
and beyond the rate which could be expected without audit.
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Ideal information desired
The ideal information on effectiveness would compare
the rate of use of thrombolysis in a study hospital that in
an identical control hospital without audit.

The usual

method for overcoming the fact that no two hospitals are the
same is to organise a randomised controlled trial amongst a
group of hospitals.

Such studies have been undertaken in

the United States (157).

However, there are methodological

and practical problems in using a randomised design to study
audit.

One of the principles of audit is that clinicians

themselves have to decide what action to take to meet their
own standards, otherwise there is no sense of local
ownership of the audit process and the value of peer review
is diminished.

This implies that each hospital in the

intervention arm of a trial would actually carry out a
different intervention.

In combining the results from

different hospitals, it would be unclear exactly what was
being compared with the controls.
Given these difficulties with a randomised trial, the
determination of what would have happened without audit in a
given hospital is problematic.

Similar difficulties were

faced by the evaluators of the Resource Management
Initiative (307).

In essence there are two possible

approaches: a geographical comparison of two or more
hospitals some of which undertake audit and others which do
not; and a time series analysis of changes at a single
hospital after introducing audit.

The approach used here

was to combine both of these, by making a series of
observations over time at five similar hospitals, one of
which acted as a control.
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other desirable factors concerning the measurement of
effectiveness are that the operational definition of a
'suspected infarct' should be reliable and valid, and that a
complete or unbiased random sample of such cases should be
obtained in each hospital.

The extent to which the actual

methods used met these criteria were discussed in the
previous chapter.
A final consideration concerning ideal information for
measuring effectiveness is that the sample sizes should be
sufficiently large that clinically important variations
could not be obscured by random variation.

In practice a

ceiling on sample sizes was imposed by the desirable length
of the audit cycles.

This is a constraint of general

importance to many types of medical audit and is further
discussed in Chapter 6.

Simplifications
Due to constraints of time and resources, only one pre
intervention measurement was made in each hospital and only
one control hospital was studied.

It was assumed that the

rate of increase of use of thrombolysis in the study
hospitals would have been the same as that actually observed
in the control hospital if no audit had been introduced.
It was also assumed that the use of thrombolysis would
increase in a linear fashion, with the rate of improvement
indicated by the gradient of a straight line.

The changes

observed in the control hospital were similarly modelled on
an underlying straight line.
To calculate the gradient of the straight lines which
best represented the observations made in each hospital,
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logistic regression was used.

This allowed the calculation

of 95% confidence limits of the difference between audit and
control gradients.

Calculation of confidence limits in this

manner assumed that the proportion of cases given
thrombolysis followed a binomial distribution (301).

Methods of calculation
The proportion of patients receiving thrombolysis
during each audit was calculated using the number of
'definite' or 'likely' infarcts on admission, excluding
cases with contraindications.

Further details of case

definition have been given in the previous chapter.
For the purpose of the regression analysis, each
proportion was considered to have occurred at a single point
in time, defined as the mid-point of each audit. Lotus 1-2-3
spreadsheet software was used to find this date and convert
it to a numerical form suitable for the statistical
analysis.

The 'Nanostat' statistical software package

(308), was used for the statistical calculations, and
the regression coefficients and standard errors were
transferred back into the spreadsheet for further steps in
the calculations.
As both study and control hospitals showed increasing
rates of use with time, the size of the difference between
them depended on which point in time this was assessed
(Figure 5.1).

The difference between the two diverging

lines increases with time until the rate in the study
hospital is predicted to have reached 100%, after which the
difference decreases with time until the control hospital
has also reached 100%.
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Figure 5.1;

Model used to Quantify audit effectiveness

Predicted trends In thrombolysis rates
with and without audit
% given thrombolysis

100 %

shaded
predicted
rate with audit

00%
predicted
rate without audit

If

80% -

70%

difference at one year
• measure chosen as indicator

60%

50%

0

1

2

3

4

5

years from start of audit programme
The approach which best measures the total increase in
use of thrombolysis due to audit is the
two lines (shaded in Figure 5.1).
indicator is arbitrary.

area between the

However, the choice of

To simplify calculations, the

difference between the audit and control rates at 1 year was
used.

This was calculated on the spreadsheet by using the

initial observation in each hospital and the control and
audit gradients to predict the proportions one year later.
Upper and lower limits for these proportions were
calculated in the same manner using the control gradient and
95% confidence limits for the difference between the control
and audit gradients.

Where these calculations suggested a

negative effect for audit this was ignored and the lower
bound for the additional effect of audit was set at zero.
The proportion so considered to receive thrombolysis
because of audit was multiplied by the estimated annual
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number of eligible cases to produce a figure for the number
of extra cases treated as a result of audit.

5.2.3

Utility
The aim of medical treatment is to improve patient

outcomes, both in terms of length of survival and quality of
life.

Although it is difficult to measure these effects on

a single dimension, this is desirable because it

allows the

value of life-extending and quality-enhancing interventions
to be directly compared.

Attempts to do this are known as

'measurements of utility' the best known unit of measurement
is the "quality adjusted life year" (QALY).

Ideal information desired
The ideal situation would involve measurement of each
individual's change in survival and quality of life with and
without audit.

The same difficulties of predicting what

would have happened in a study hospital without audit apply
as with the measurement of effectiveness.

However with

utility there is the additional problem that different
people will face different values on the same state of
health.

Even if it were possible to ask each individual

patient to assess their own change in health this would not
solve the problem because decision-makers have to consider
the values not only of the individuals whose health care may
be directly affected but those of the rest of society as
well.
There is no correct answer as to whose judgements
should ideally be used.

Previous investigations have asked

patients themselves, informed members of the general public,
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or health professionals.

Fortunately "most investigations

have found no difference among different groups, a few have
found small differences, and none have found large
differences" (302).

However, this uncertainty about

valuation needs to be taken into account when the results
are interpreted.
If the two problems of predicting what would have
occurred in a given hospital without audit, and setting a
value on different states of health care are laid aside,
there remains the difficulty of measuring health status
after thrombolysis (or lack of thrombolysis).

The ideal

approach would be to identify subgroups within the
population of suspected infarcts with a uniform change in
health status with and without treatment and to measure
changes in use of thrombolysis with and without audit in
each subgroup.

Such a classification would require a

detailed knowledge of the natural history of suspected
myocardial infarction and the effectiveness of thrombolysis
for different sorts of patients.

Some such information is

available from the large randomised controlled trials of
thrombolysis and epidemiological studies of coronary heart
disease.

This has been used in the model constructed for

the Leicester study already described (304), but, as the
list of assumptions shown in Table 5.1 demonstrates, there
are still considerable gaps in knowledge.

Simplifications
The problems of how to measure the effects of
thrombolysis on health status and how to value these were
not directly addressed in this study because estimates were
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available from the Leicester study.

QALYs per case given

thrombolysis for each of twelve subgroups defined by age and
duration of chest pain, derived from that study are shown in
Table 5.3.

Table 5.3:

QALYs generated per case treated, bv ace
group and duration of pain
duration of pain before treatment

AGEGROUP
(years)

0-3 hours

4-6 hours

7-24 hours

20 TO 45

0.077

0.053

0.033

45 TO 54

0.070

0.048

0.030

55 TO 64

0.172

0.117

0.073

65+

0.212

0.145

0.090

Note:

average across all subgroups, weighted for
frequency in Leicester study = 0.1325

Methods of calculation
In essence the calculation of QALYs generated during
each audit should have been a simple matter of multiplying
the number of cases in each subgroup by the relevant QALY
per case figure from Table 5.3, and then adding these twelve
products to give an overall total.

There were a number of

difficulties implementing this approach:
1)

The size of the audits varied.

Some audits generated

more utility because they included a larger number of
eligible cases.

This problem was overcome by converting

actual numbers to rates per hundred eligible cases.
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2)

The case-mix of patients included in each audit varied.

Taking an extreme case, an audit which contained only people
over 65 years treated less than 3 hours after the onset of
pain would generate about seven times more QALYs than a
group of people aged 45-54 treated 7-24 hours after the
onset of pain.
3)

The numbers receiving thrombolysis in each audit were

relatively small, ranging from 8 to 30.

Furthermore, in a

substantial minority of cases there was no clear record of
duration of chest pain, and when the remaining cases were
divided into the twelve subgroups, many cells contained no
cases at all.
Various attempts were made to try and overcome these
problems including the redistribution of cases with unknown
duration of pain and direct standardisation of results to a
fixed cohort of patients.

The advantage of these methods

was that they allowed for variations in case-mix but the use
of small numbers amplified random variations and so reduced
statistical precision.

The degree of imprecision was

assessed by making incremental changes to the data and
observing large changes in the overall results.

As a

result, these methods were abandoned and a simplified
approach was employed using a single average value for QALYs
per case across all subgroups.

5.2.4

Comparison of the study and control hospitals
The next stage of the analysis was to take the values

of total QALYs per 100 eligible cases calculated for each
audit period in a given hospital and use regression to
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define the best straight line relationship between QALYs per
100 eligible cases and time in that hospital.
The timing of observations was handled in the same
manner as for effectiveness.

The regression calculations

followed the same pattern, except that simple linear
regression rather than logistic regression was used.

95%

confidence limits for the difference between audit and
control rates were calculated as before.

All calculations

were performed within Lotus 1-2-3.
It was assumed that audit could not have a negative
effect on the generation of QALYs and the regression output
was adjusted accordingly.

This assumption was made because

no participant ever suggested that thrombolysis was over
utilised and the standards set were always greater than the
observations.
The estimated rates of increase of QALYs per 100 cases
in each of the four study hospitals were used to calculate
how many years would elapse before reaching the maximum
value possible, when all cases were being treated.

A

similar calculation was performed to work out the equivalent
number of years required if the rate of increase observed in
the control hospital applied (Figure 5.1).
This time period represented the number of years for
which the audit could be assumed to produce extra utility.
The total amount of extra QALYs due to the audit was
estimated by reading off the difference between the 'audit
line' and the 'control line' at yearly intervals, and then
multiplying each difference by the annual number of
suspected infarcts treated in that particular hospital.
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QALYS generated in future years were discounted in the
standard manner.
For example:
say: QALYs per 100 cases expected from audit in Year 2
= 12.0
QALYs per 100 cases expected without audit
= 11.5
then:
if:
then:

difference due to audit

= 0.5 per 100 cases

annual number of eligible cases = 200
total QALYs due to audit in Year 2
= 0.5 X 200
100
1
discounted to present day
(assuming 6% discount rate).

=

1
---------- 1.06 X 1.06
0.93

In this way, the total extra QALYs due to audit discounted
to the present were estimated for each hospital.

The

calculations were repeated to give optimistic and
pessimistic estimates using confidence limits from the
regression analysis.
To calculate the extra treatment costs associated with
these changes, estimates of the number of extra cases given
thrombolysis were required at yearly intervals.

These were

obtained by converting the increase in QALYs obtained back
into a number of cases, as follows :

number of extra cases due
to audit for costing
purposes

=

extra QALYs due to audit from
regression analysis
------------------ -----------QALYs per case treated
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The total treatment cost in each year was then obtained by
multiplying the number of extra cases by cost per case.

The

stream of annual costs was discounted in the usual manner.
The derivation of discounted total costs was repeated for
optimistic and pessimistic estimates in each hospital.
The final stage of the calculations was to combine
estimates of QALYs generated and estimates of total costs
(audit costs and treatment costs) to give a cost per QALY.
Besides the central value calculated from the central values
of each component, upper and lower levels were worked out as
follows :
Upper level =

Upper limit
for audit costs

treatment costs of
+ pessimistic estimate of
utility

pessimistic utility estimate

Lower level =

Lower limit
for audit costs

treatment costs of
+ optimistic estimate of
utility

optimistic utility estimate
The values so obtained were compared with similar figures
for other interventions from a recent review article
(309).
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5.3

Results

5.3.1

Costs
Table 5.4 summarises the costs of audit in each

hospital over the twelve-month observation period.
24

Appendix

is an extract from the spreadsheet used to produce this.

Table 5.4;

Summarv of first-vear audit costs in each
hosDital

hospital

HI

H2

H3

H4

preparation time
attendance time
materials
compliance time

£374
£285
£5
£328

£367
£282
£5
£188

£498
£410
£5
£288

£425
£283
£5
£297

total

£992

£842

£1,201

£1,010

4

4

4

4

costs per meeting:

number of meetings
total costs of meetings
initial set up costs

£3,966
£323

£3,370
£323

£4,803
£354

£4,040
£323

overall cost of audit

£4,290

£3,693

£5,157

£4,363

Most of the individual cost items were similar across
the four hospitals.

Preparation time for obtaining case-

notes and abstracting data varied by a factor of 1.5,
reflecting differences in the degree of organisation and
ease of location of record folders in the medical records
library.
Attendance at meetings varied by a factor of 1.8,
reflecting differences in the number of doctors attending.
These were due to differences in the sizes of the medical
establishments in general medicine rather than in the
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proportion attending audit meetings, which was fairly
constant across all hospitals.
Table 5.5 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis
for audit costs shown in Table 5.4.

This examined the

effect of changing the compliance time per admission.

The

upper estimate varied from 146%-116% of the lower, but the
ranking of hospitals by expense of audit was little changed.
Hospital 3 was the most and Hospital 2 the least expensive
throughout.

Table 5.5;

Sensitivitv analvsis of first-vear audit
costs

hospital

HI

H2

H3

H4

overall cost of audit

£4,290

£3,693

£5,157

£4,363

upper limit
(compliance
time per case x3)

£5,745

£4,156

£6,109

£5,332

lower limit
(compliance
time per case x 0.5)

£3,926

£3,577

£4,918

£4,121

Treatment costs depended on the number of extra cases the
audit was considered to have induced.

Table 5.6 shows these

costs using lower, central and upper estimates of audit
effectiveness.

In all hospitals the lower estimate was that

there was no underlying difference between audit and control
rates and so no extra treatment costs.

For Hospital 1, this

remained so for central and upper estimates also.
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Table 5.6:

Discounted treatment costs of extra cases due
to audit

hospital:

HI

lower limit
central estimate
upper limit

£0
£0
£0

H2
£0
£2,481
£4,503

H3

H4

£0
£6,029
£7,955

£0
£2,648
£5,683

note: for details of calculations see Appendix 25
Table 5.7 shows the overall costs for each hospital.

The

figures are not the simple sum of audit costs from Table 5.5
and treatment costs from Table 5.6 because they include the
costs of audit in the second and subsequent years.

Three

assumptions about audit costs in future years were used
ranging from a pessimistic assumption that quarterly
meetings would continue to be needed, to an optimistic
assumption that no further meetings were required.

Details

of the calculation of total audit costs are shown in
Appendix 26.

The numbers in Table 5.7 are the sum of these

figures and the treatment costs from Table 5.6.

Table 5.7:

Total costs

hospital:
lower limit
central estimate
upper limit
note: total cost =

HI
£3,926
£6,108
£13,017

H2
£3,577
£7,718
£14,836

H4

H3
£4,918
£13,387
£22,870

£4,121
£8,863
£18,421

audit costs (Appendix 26) + treatment
costs (Table 5.6)

Table 5.7 shows a three to five-fold variation within each
hospital between the upper and lower limits of total costs.
This degree of variation is the summation of uncertainties
about each individual component of the total cost.
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The

largest source of uncertainty is the frequency with which
audit meetings need to be held in the future to maintain the
improvement in the use of thrombolysis.
The variations between the hospitals in Table 5.7 were
mostly due to differences in the size of the medical
establishment, reflected in audit costs and the throughput
of cases, reflected in the treatment costs, rather than
inherent variations in efficiency or organisation.
Adjustments for concomitant differences in volume have been
made in the final analysis by calculating the costeffectiveness and cost-utility per case.

5.3.2

Effectiveness
Table 5.8 shows the results of the logistic regression

which calculates the gradient of the straight line which
best represents the time series of four observations in each
hospital.
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Table 5.8:

Logistic regression of observed rates in each
hospital

Key to columns:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

hospital
audit number
date of mid-point of observations
eligible cases observed (suspected Mis with no
contradictions)
number treated
proportion treated

(1)(2)

(3)

Data input
(4)
(5)

(6)

Regression output
(see below for
explanation)

HI

1 24.04.91
2 02.10.91
3 31.01.92
4 08.05.92

17
28
31
35

16
24
29
30

-0.0014
94% b
= 0.0025
86% se(b)
-0.0062 to
94% 95% els
0.0035
86%

H2

1 21.04.91
2 20.09.91
3 30.01.92
4 18.05.92

15
24
23
28

9
21
19
26

60% b
88% se(b)
83% 95% els
93%

H3

1 24.04.91
2 02.10.91
3 31.01.92
4 08.05.92

19
26
21
38

11
23
20
36

58% b
88% se(b)
95% 95% els
95%

+0.0073
0.0022
0.0029 to
0.0117

H4

1 24.04.91
2 02.10.91
3 31.01.92
4 08.05.92

14
22
19
26

8
16
17
20

57% b
73% se(b)
89% 95% els
77%

+0.0030
0.0020
-0.0009 to
0.0068

H5

1 24.04.91
2 02.10.91
3 31.01.92
4 08.05.92

19
28
24
25

10
17
17
17

+0.0019
53% b
0.0016
61% se(b)
71% 95% els = -0.0011 to
0.0050
68%

+0.0047
0.0021
0.0026 to
0.0038

Explanation of regression output:
b

= gradient of best line
= increase in log odds ratio per day

se(b)

= standard error of b

95% els = 95% confidence limits of b
= b +/- 1.96 X se(b)

In Hospital 1, the thrombolysis rate on the final audit
was actually lower than that in the baseline period, so the
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gradient, expressed as the average daily change in the log
odds ratio, is negative.

The other four hospitals,

including the control hospital, all show a positive
gradient, but the 95% confidence limits demonstrate that
this only reached statistical significance at the 5% level
in Hospitals 2 and 3.
The control hospital. Hospital 5, showed the least
steep rate of increase.

Audit effectiveness was defined as

the difference between this control gradient and that
observed in each study hospital.

The central estimate of

this difference could be obtained by subtracting the results
for the two hospitals as shown in Table 5.8.

The confidence

limits for this difference, however, were not simply the
difference in the limits for each separate gradient.

To

combine the two sets of results, a multiple regression using
dummy variables was required.
Appendices 27 and 28.

Details are shown in

Whereas confidence limits for each

individual line separately suggested that there were no
statistically significant differences between the control
and any of the study hospitals, the multiple regression
showed that for Hospital 3 there was such a difference.
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Table 5.9;

Effectiveness of audit expressed as the
difference in use of thrombolysis at one vear
applying study and control rates
Hospital:

initial rate:

HI

H2

H3

H4

94%

60%

58%

57%

effect of audit: difference at one year between study and
control rates (Appendix 28)
lower limit
central estimate
upper limit

0.0%
0.0%
1.7%

0.0%
14.1%
23.0%

0.2%
21.6%
25.7%

0.0%
6.9%
23.0%

annual number of cases eligible for thrombolysis:
(Table 4.20)
176
153
237

162

effect of audit: extra cases given thrombolysis in one year
above those expected from control
lower limit
central estimate
upper limit

0.0
0.0
3.0

0.0
21.5
35.1

0.5
51.3
61.0

0.0
11.1
37.3

Table 5.9 shows that the central estimate of the effect
of audit ranged from nothing in Hospital 1 to an increase of
21.6% in Hospital 3.

Hospitals 2 (14.1%) and 4 (6.9%)

showed less impressive increases.

When the proportions were

converted into actual numbers of cases per year, the effect
in Hospital 3 was more than double that in Hospital 2 and
more than four times that in Hospital 4, partly

because of

the higher volume of activity in Hospital 3.

5.3.3

Cost-effectiveness
Given estimates of the audit costs in Table 5.4 and

audit effectiveness in Table 5.9, cost-effectiveness was
calculated as shown in Table 5.10.
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Table 5.10%

Cost-effectiveness of audit in each hospital
expressed as £ per extra case treated

hospital

HI

H2

H3

H4

£3,926
£4,290
£5,745

£3,577
£3,693
£4,156

£4,918
£5,157
£6,109

£4,121
£4,363
£5,332

0
22
35

0
51
61

0
11
37

lower limit
1290
(upper limit of effectiveness
and lower limit of cost)

102

81

110

central estimate

171

101

392

inf

12465

inf

First year audit costs:
(from Table 5.5)
lower limit
central estimate
upper limit

First year audit effectiveness:
(extra cases treated in one year)
(from Table 5.9)
lower limit
central estimate
upper limit

0
0
3

Cost-effectiveness of audit:
(£ per extra case treated)

inf

upper limit
inf
(lower limit of effectiveness
and upper limit of cost)
Note: inf = infinite cost-effectiveness

The central estimates ranged from £392 per extra case
treated in Hospital 4 to £101 per extra case in Hospital 3.
There was infinite cost-effectiveness in Hospital 1 because
it did not show any increase in the use of thrombolysis.
Pessimistic estimates were also infinite in every hospital
except Hospital 3.

Because the difference in this hospital

between audit and control rates was only just significant,
the upper limit of cost-effectiveness was correspondingly
large, at over £12,000 per case treated.
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The wide range between upper and lower limits was due
to a combination of uncertainty in cost estimates as
previously described and statistical imprecision regarding
drug effectiveness due to small numbers of cases observed.
This suggests that quantitative measurements of audit
effectiveness are a poor means to demonstrate clear
differences between hospitals.

This is discussed further in

the next chapter.

5.3.4

Utilitv

Table 5.11 shows the QALYs generated by use of thrombolysis
in each audit in absolute terms and also as a rate per
hundred eligible cases.

The trend in each hospital

corresponded to that for the proportion of cases treated,
because a single value of QALYs per case was used, rather
than a case-mix specific value.
discussed earlier.
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This simplification was

Table 5.11:

hosp

QALYs generated during each audit. QALYs per
100 eligible cases, and change from baseline

audit cases
period treated

QALYs
generated

elig.
cases

QALYs per
100 elig.
cases

change
cf first
audit

HI

1
2
3
4

16
24
29
30

2.12
3.18
3.84
3.97

17
28
31
35

12.5
11.3
12.4
11.3

0%
-9%
—1%
-9%

H2

1
2
3
4

9
21
19
26

1.19
2.78
2.52
3.44

15
24
23
28

7.9
11.6
10.9
12.3

0%
46%
38%
55%

H3

1
2
3
4

11
23
20
36

1.46
3.05
2.65
4.77

19
26
21
38

7.7
11.7
12.6
12.5

0%
53%
65%
64%

H4

1
2
3
4

8
16
17
20

1.06
2.12
2.25
2.65

14
22
19
26

7.6
9.6
11.8
10.2

0%
27%
57%
35%

H5

1
2
3
4

10
17
17
17

1.32
2.25
2.25
2.25

19
28
24
25

7.0
8.0
9.4
9.0

0%
15%
35%
29%

Table 5.12 shows the result of taking the four observations
for each hospital and using linear regression to calculate
the average rate of change with time.

This rate is shown as

the X-coefficient for each hospital, and represents the
increase in utility generation per day per 100 eligible
cases.
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Table 5.12:

Linear rearession of OALYs with time in each
hosDital usina sinale value of OALY oer case

hosp audit
period

QALYs per
100 elig.
cases

regression output

HI

12.5
11.3
12.4
11.3

Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

1
2
3
4

X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.
H2

1
2
3
4

7.9
11.6
10.9
12.3

-0.00186
0.00233

Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.

H3

1
2
3
4

7.7
11.7
12.6
12.5

Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.

H4

1
2
3
4

7.6
9.6
11.8
10.2

Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.

H5

1
2
3
4

7.0
8.0
9.4
9.0

Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.

74.46
0.66
0.24
4.00
2.00

-314.01
1.20
0.74
4.00
2.00
0.00968
0.00407
-401.79
1.26
0.81
4.00
2.00
0.01231
0.00424
-282.88
1.35
0.61
4.00
2.00
0.00872
0.00493
-194.27
0.50
0.85
4.00
2.00
0.00604
0.00176

The pattern across the hospitals was similar to that for
audit effectiveness already described.
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The gradient was

negative in Hospital 1, and positive but smaller than any of
the others in Hospital 5, the control.
The central estimate of utility attributable to audit
was simply the difference between the study and control
coefficients as shown in Table 5.11 but as before, to
calculate confidence limits a multiple regression combining
two sets of results in one model was required.
spreadsheet output is shown in Appendix 29.

The

Because the

dependent variable in the regression, QALYs per 100 eligible
cases, was continuous rather than discreet, the assumptions
made about its underlying distribution were less rigid than
those for the logistic regression for cost-effectiveness.
This resulted in less statistical precision and wider
confidence limits.

Whereas for effectiveness a

statistically significant difference was shown for one study
hospital. Hospital 3, no such differences were demonstrated
for utility.

Table 5.13:

hospital

Years required to reach maximum level of
utility bv hospital, extrapolating control
and audit trends
years taken to reach maximum utility
using
control
rate

HI
H2
H3
H4

using audit rates
------------------------lower
central
upper
limit
estimate
limit

0.4
2.4
2.5
2.6

0.4
2.4
2.5
2.6

0.4
1.5
1.2
1.8

Note: see Appendix 30 for details of calculation
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0.3
0.7
0.6
0.7

Table 5.13 shows the length of time required to reach
maximum utility in each hospital based on regression
coefficients.

The identical numbers in the first two

columns of the table represent the fact that control rate
and the lower limit of the audit rates were identical.
Central and upper limits for audit rates give corresponding
shorter time estimates.

Details of the calculations for

converting the rates of increase in Table 5.12 into years
before the maximum is obtained are shown in Appendix 30.
These calculations assume that the rate of increase in
generation of QALYs inferred from observations in the first
year will be maintained in the second and subsequent years.
The confidence limits consider statistical uncertainty in
the magnitude of this rate, but cannot account for
'levelling off' of the rate over time.

Allowance for this

would require alteration of the basic model for comparison
of control and audit data suggested in Figure 5.1.

The

relevant calculations have not been attempted but the likely
effects are discussed at the end of this chapter.
Although the assumption of no levelling off in the
control might seem an overly optimistic baseline against
which to judge the value of audit, it is supported by
empirical evidence and anecdotal opinion.

A cardiologist in

a district general hospital which did not take part in this
study commented in April 1992 that "the issue of whether the
right patients are getting streptokinase in district general
hospitals is dead".

Other evidence comes from the British

Heart Foundation national surveys of attitudes to
thrombolysis (288) and the monitoring of expenditure on
pharmaceutical products in the NHS undertaken by RHAs
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(310).

Both these sources show rapid acceleration in

the use of streptokinase from 1987 onwards, so the straightline extrapolation although simplistic is not unreasonable.
Table 5.13 shows that the effect of audit is to reduce
the time predicted to reach maximum utility by 10-15 months,
except in Hospital 1 where it had no effect.

The optimistic

predictions suggest that audit produces this effect within a
year.

These timescales seem quite reasonable for a

procedure that takes place several times a week in most
hospitals, thus providing medical staff with frequent
opportunities to adopt new behaviour.

Whether audit can be

expected to induce such rapid changes for less frequently
practised aspects of care is uncertain.

This is one of a

number of issues concerning the extent to which these
results can be generalised which are discussed in Chapter 6.
Given the period of time in each hospital over which
audit can be expected to generate additional utility.
Appendix 31 calculates the extra QALYs so produced.

The

system of calculation is crude in the sense that the
difference at 1 year is assumed to apply to one year's
volume of cases, the difference at 2 years to the same
number of cases, and so on until audit and control rates
both predict maximum QALYs.

It was felt that a more

complicated system would not be justified in view of the
number of assumptions already made.

Table 5.14 summarises

these results. The variation between hospitals is similar to
that for effectiveness shown in Table 5.9.

Audit in

Hospital 3 is approximately twice as productive as Hospitals
2 and 4, whilst in Hospital 1 there is no effect at all.
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Table 5.14;

Discounted total QALYs due to audit in each
hospital with upper and lower limits

hospital:
lower limit
central estimate
upper limit

HI

H2

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
3.1
5.7

H3
0.0
7.6
10.0

H4
0.0
3.3
7.1

note: for details of calculations see Appendix 31

Table 5.15:

Cost per OALY

hospital:
lower limit
central estimate
upper limit

HI
inf
inf
inf

H2
£632
£2,473
inf

note: inf = infinite cost per QALY
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H3
£492
£1,765
inf

H4
£576
£2,661
inf

Table 5.16:

Comparison of study results with published
OALY leacrue table f309\
Cost per QALY
(£ Aug 1990)

Treatment
Cholesterol testing and diet therapy
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Neurosurgical intervention for head injury

240

Advice to stop smoking from GP

270

Lowest estimate for thrombolysis audit (Hospital 3)

490

Antihypertensive treatment (ages 45-64)

940

Pacemaker implantation

1 100

Hip replacement

1 180

Valve replacement for aortic stenosis

1 140

Coronary artery surgery (left main vessel disease,
severe angina)

2 090

Central estimate for thrombolysis audit (average of
Hospitals 2 and 4)

2 550

Kidney transplant

4 710

Breast cancer screening

5 780

Heart transplantation

7 840

Cholesterol testing and treatment of all adults aged
25-39

14 150

Coronary artery bypass (one vessel disease, moderate
angina)

18 830

Hospital haemodialysis

21 970

Erythropoietin treatment for anaemia in dialysis
patients
(assuming 10% reduction inmortality)

54 380

Neurosurgery for malignantintracranial tumours

107 780

Table 5.15 combines the QALYs shown in Table 5.14 with
total costs shown in Table 5.7, to give the cost-utility
expressed as cost per QALY.

Table 5.16 shows how these

estimates compare with a range of values for other
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interventions published in a recent review (309).

The

central estimates range from £1700 to £2700 per QALY,
equivalent to the cost-utility of coronary artery surgery
under the most favourable circumstances i.e. severe angina
with left main stem occlusion.

The infinite nature of the

upper limit in each hospital demonstrates the uncertainties
of the quantification process, while the infinite level in
Hospital 1 demonstrates the lack of value in introducing
audit in a hospital which already provides a high quality
service.
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5.4

Discussion
The discussion in this section covers issues which are

specific to the economic evaluation itself.

The main

aspects to be covered in this section are:
(1) the effects of various simplifications and assumptions;
(2) other limitations of the economic evaluation;
(3) alternative interpretations; and
(4) potential for generalisation.
The wider implications of the study as a whole and the
question of whether differences between hospitals can be
ascribed to any particular characteristics are discussed in
the Chapter 6.

5.4.1

Effect of simplifications
The most important simplifications and assumptions made

in the calculations were as follows :
(1) Costs were limited to those of immediate and direct
relevance.

Longer term health care costs were disregarded.

(2) Treatment costs were adopted from another study rather
than estimated directly.
(3) Benefits were restricted to the small proportion of
patients who were judged to have survived infarction because
of thrombolysis.
(4) Rates of change detected over the twelve-month
observation period were assumed to continue after this until
the maximum possible level of performance was being
attained.
The influence of each of these factors will be discussed in
turn.
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Omission of Iona term health care costs
The treatment costs which have been included are
limited to those of the thrombolytic therapy itself, extra
time in hospital and two out-patient follow-up visits.
However the extra survivors due to thrombolysis will not be
in perfect health, and a certain proportion will have
further infarctions and other complications of ischaemic
heart disease such as angina and heart failure.

These

survivors may also contribute to the treatment burden of
unrelated diseases, such as cancer and dementia.
There are three reasons commonly advanced for ignoring
such longer term costs (302).
(1) No economic evaluation can consider all effects on other
health care programmes, because like the ripples produced by
a stone on the surface of a pond, they can spread without
limit.

In practice a boundary has to be drawn somewhere,

and common practice in other studies has been to construct
this around short term costs (302).
(2) Decisions about whether or not to provide treatment (and
incur costs) in the future, say for a second infarction, can
be taken separately from decisions about giving thrombolysis
now.

Including future costs may bias current decision

making by linking it to decisions in the future which should
be considered on their own merits.
This is a weak argument for excluding future costs
which are essentially mandatory such as the care of the
bedridden and the relief of pain but it seems relevant to
elective procedures such as coronary artery surgery or
further thrombolysis.
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(3) Future health care costs should be discounted to present
values so their quantitative importance is reduced.

This is

a good argument if the present decision concerns neonatal
screening and the future costs under consideration refer to
care of the elderly because of the large time interval.
However, in the present case future costs are likely to
occur with a few years as a majority of eligible cases are
elderly.
In weighing up these arguments, my opinion is that some
longer term costs should be considered, in particular those
related to ischaemic heart disease itself.

However the

inaccuracy caused by omitting these costs is unlikely to
alter the conclusions of the study as there are numerous
other inaccuracies which are of similar or greater size.
To illustrate this, consider that one in four survivors
requires a further hospital admission for heart failure one
year after MI lasting ten days, and a course of diuretics
for the rest of their lives.

For 100 eligible cases, there

are about 3 extra survivors due to streptokinase (311),
assuming aspirin has been given as well.

The discounted

total cost is about £2,400, adding £24 to the immediate
treatment costs of £105.

This is not an insignificant

increase but yet is not large enough to overshadow other
aspects of imprecision.

Adoption of costs from another study
Treatment costs were taken from another study rather
than measured directly in the participating hospitals.

The

usual argument for this type of substitution is that direct
measurement would have caused inconvenience and expense out
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of proportion to the extra accuracy produced.

In this

study, there are two further points to support this:
1)

The main purpose was to evaluate audit and investigate

differences in audit between hospitals.

The reason for

including treatment costs was to allow investment in audit
to be compared with investment in direct patient care, not
to highlight further differences between the hospitals.
2)

The largest component of the treatment cost was that

for the pharmaceutical product itself (£80 out of an
estimated total of £106 per case).

Such a cost is not

likely to vary much between hospitals, in contrast to
manpower and hotel costs which are.
A sensitivity analysis of the assumptions made to
arrive at the costs quoted in the Leicester study could be
undertaken, but it would be unlikely to demonstrate
significant changes in the final results.

Restrictions of benefits
Benefits were considered only to accrue to those
patients who could be predicted from randomised control
trials to die if given only aspirin but to survive if given
aspirin and streptokinase.

The only concession made to this

approach was that age related estimates were used for the
probability of survival with no treatment, rather than those
observed in the placebo group in trials.
On initial inspection this appears to be a rather
conservative estimation of benefit.

If thrombolysis is

capable of modifying the natural history of infarction to
the extent that it prevents some deaths it seems reasonable
to suppose it may also improve the prognosis of other
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patients who as well.

By encouraging early reperfusion, the

duration of the ischaemic insult and the infarct size may be
reduced.

Such reductions in infarct size have been shown in

randomised controlled trials (312) but there is no
corresponding clear relationship between improved left
ventricular function and better outcome (313).
In the absence of definite evidence of the benefits of
thrombolysis to a wider group of patients it seems sensible
to restrict consideration to the extra survivors.
Quantification for this limited group itself involves a
considerable amount of clinical judgement (Table 5.1).

The

addition of further estimates on this basis would be of
limited help towards clearer interpretation.

Linear extrapolation of the rate of change of clinical
behaviour
Calculation of the effectiveness of audit in the second
and subsequent years is based upon extrapolation of trends
observed in the first year.

In the control as well as the

audit hospitals, considerable increases were observed in the
proportion of patients given thrombolysis over the twelve
month observation period.

The model used for calculating

cost-effectiveness and cost-utility assumed that these rates
of increase would continue until all suitable patients were
being treated.
This model has two main drawbacks :
1)

The closer one gets to all suitable patients being

treated, the harder further progress is likely to become.
This is acknowledged to some extent by the logistic
transformation used for the cost-effectiveness calculations,
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but not at all by the simple linear regression used for
cost-utility estimates.
2)

The attainment of a state in which all suitable

patients are being given thrombolysis is unlikely to be
achieved without some inappropriate patients also receiving
the drug.

Although serious reactions to streptokinase are

unusual, such use will adversely effect the cost-utility
ratio simply by adding to treatment costs without any
corresponding increase in benefits.
A more serious criticism of the model is that the audit
rate may progress to near 100%, whilst the control rate
levels off at some lower figure.

This would result in an

advantage for audit which was potentially unlimited, and so
have a major effect on the calculations.
The reasons for not testing the effect of such changes
to the model in detail is that there is no evidence to say
what amount of change would be reasonable to suppose.

A

different study design would be required to investigate the
permanence of changes in behaviour in response to randomised
controlled trials with and without audit.

In the absence of

any such evidence, it seems reasonable to use the simplest
model, especially when this itself involves many
assumptions.

As long as the model is recognised to be

conservative in its estimations the results can be
interpreted sensibly.
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5.4.2

Other limitations of economic evaluation

Timing
A common problem in the planning and interpretation of
economic evaluation is judging the right stage in the life
cycle of an innovation to perform the evaluation.

If it is

too early, the innovation may not be fully developed and the
potential benefits may be underestimated.

If it is too

late, the innovation may already have become part of
established practice and so its withdrawal would meet
resistance and involve extra costs.
The present study was conceived within a year of the
Government's announcement that all doctors were required to
participate in medical audit (21).

The fieldwork was

conducted during the first 18 months of the implementation
of the reforms, which can be regarded as early in the life
cycle.

However, at the time of writing one year later,

audit already seems to me to be well established, even
cherished by some parts of the medical profession as the
most positive aspect of recent changes (314).
The solution adopted was to evaluate medical audit
early in its introduction, but to draw on previous
experience of quality assurance to set up an example which
was as likely as possible to show a positive result.

A

subject was chosen which was non-controversial in that it
required more rather than less use. In this way the spectre
of cost-containment was avoided.
The potential criticism that the cost-effectiveness and
cost-utility were limited because the participating
hospitals were new to audit and relatively unfamiliar with
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its nature can be rejected on the grounds that the
participants were supported throughout by an academic unit
with an interest in quality assurance which pre-dated the
NHS reforms.

Any deficiencies in the implementation of best

practice were more due to a lack of motivation than a lack
of experience.

Distribution effects
The nature of economic evaluation is to consider the
magnitude of costs and benefits rather than the distribution
of these factors between individuals.

Although there are

methods to partially overcome this such as asking patients
to value their own health status, issues of equity are
usually viewed as on a competing dimension for decision
making purposes (302).
In this study there was a further problem.

Not only

were the costs and benefits of audit assumed to be equally
distributed across hospitals and patients, but their
marginal rates were assumed to be constant.

The study

design did not allow answers to such questions as whether
one more or one less audit meeting would produce more or
less than its equivalent share of the total effect.

It is

unlikely that every audit meeting produces the same effect,
so marginal analysis might produce quite different answers.
In practice it would be difficult if not impossible to
disentangle the costs and effects of different meetings and
related interventions because there will be a mixture of
immediate and delayed effects.
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Intangible costs and benefits
As with any health care evaluation, there are
considerable intangible effects associated with audit.

This

does not invalidate economic evaluation per se, as it is
never intended to produce an complete answer on its own for
decision-makers, only to act as an enhancement to other
decision-making methods.
However the intangible benefits of medical audit may be
relatively more significant than those for other health care
interventions.

Recent qualitative analysis suggests that

the purpose of medical audit is unclear (290,289) so the
range of possible intangible benefits is particularly wide.
The types of intangible benefit which appear relevant to the
present study are discussed in the next chapter.

5.4.3

Alternative interpretations of the results
The results of the economic evaluation are not clear

cut.

A number of possible interpretations are possible.

To

consider their strengths and weaknesses, it is important to
focus on the two specific questions defined for the
evaluation in the methods section:
(1) Which hospital demonstrated the most appropriate example
of medical audit for wider implementation? and
(2) Is investment of resources in medical audit preferable
to investment of the same resources in direct patient care?
The economic evaluation is not intended to answer these
questions on its own, but to contribute to a wider
consideration.
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Cost effectiveness
One possible interpretation is that upper and lower
estimates are so far apart that no conclusion can be drawn
at all about differences between individual hospitals.

This

is justified if one requires statistically significant
differences to draw conclusions.

However, the constraints

inherent in this evaluation are such that conventional
statistical significance is unlikely to be demonstrated
however large the qualitative differences between the
hospitals.
An alternative interpretation is that the situation of
Hospital 1 showed the least promise for wider implementation
and that of Hospital 3 the most.

This is a distortion with

regard to Hospital 1, because the baseline level of
performance was such that little further improvement was
possible.

However the method of audit used was similar in

all hospitals, so a qualitative analysis of the differences
between the other three hospitals may provide useful
insights into the circumstances under which this method of
audit is likely to be successfully implemented elsewhere.
Another interpretation is that alternative methods of
improving the use of thrombolysis which cost less than £80
per extra case treated are preferable to medical audit as
currently practised.

£80 per case is chosen because this

represents the most optimistic estimate of costeffectiveness across the four hospitals.

Taking the most

extreme case, a simple financial incentive of this amount to
junior doctors to prescribe streptokinase might be
considered as an alternative if its effectiveness was not in
doubt.

In practice an audit cycle would be need to be
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established to monitor this, so the size of the financial
incentive would have to be correspondingly reduced.

This

type of reasoning is also unsound because it fails to
consider intangible factors which cannot be included in the
economic evaluation.
The distribution of costs between those of the audit
itself, and those of the resulting extra treatment suggests
another more positive interpretation.

Costs of audit were

much less than that of the treatment, so any audit which
decreases rather than increases the amount of treatment is
highly likely to offer a net reduction in overall
expenditure.

As long as the outcome can be demonstrated to

be unimpaired, such audit us bound to show favourable costeffectiveness.

The difficulty in performing such audits is

that they involve demonstrating over-utilisation of a given
intervention rather than under-utilisation as was the case
here.

Whilst the medical profession itself remains firmly

in control of the audit, this is unlikely to happen.

Cost-utilitv
The first interpretation to be considered is that no
money should be invested in audit because at its pessimistic
limit the analysis showed no gain in utility.

At the other

extreme, the results could be interpreted to mean that
resources should be disinvested from procedures with a cost
per QALY of more than £490, and used to implement audit of
thrombolysis in every district general hospital until all
eligible patients were being treated.
Both of these interpretations suffer from an over
reliance on the quantitative nature of cost-utility ratios
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and a failure to consider the assumptions and restrictions
involved.

A much vaguer compromise interpretation seems the

most reasonable.

Audit of thrombolysis using the methods of

this study is a sensible investment in preference to direct
patient care under certain circumstances; it should not be
considered more preferable than simple preventive activities
such as GPs encouraging their patients to stop smoking which
have cost/QALY ratios orders of magnitude smaller.
This compromise interpretation is unsatisfactory given
the volume of mathematical manipulation required to produce
the results.

An obvious additional interpretation is that

more thought needs to be given as to how and whether
economic evaluation can be applied to medical audit.

This

theme is discussed further in the next chapter.

5.4.4

Potential for generalisation

It seems unlikely that the results of the economic
evaluation can be generalised to other types of medical
audit focusing on different aspects of care because the
costs and benefits will vary considerably.

However, some

generalisation is possible and this will be discussed in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6;

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis set out to answer four questions, as stated

j

at the end of Chapter 1:
1)

What are the difficulties of performing comparable '

audit of a common medical problem (use of thrombolysis)
across several hospitals?
2)

To what extent can the value of audit in each hospital

be measured in terms of effectiveness and costeffectiveness?
3)

What differences emerge as the same audit plan is

implemented in different district general hospitals?
4)

How useful are such quantitative approaches in

evaluating audit, compared to other alternatives?
Before addressing these questions, the first
section of this chapter discusses the methodological
limitations of the study as a whole.

Subsequent sections

consider each question in turn, listing the relevant
findings, suggesting appropriate conclusions, and discussing
their wider implications.
The conclusions are based as far as possible only on
data collected during the study.
given to all of them.

Equal weight should not be

Those relating to the first and

second questions are more firmly based on scientific
evidence than the latter two questions, answers to which are
of a more impressionistic and subjective nature.
The implications discuss the conclusions in a wider
context.

This usually includes a comparison with the

findings of other studies, but as explained in Chapter 1,
knowledge in this field is rudimentary.

As a result, the

definition of the wider context is based on the author's own
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experience as a public health physician rather than any
formal model or systematic observation of the health care
system.

The implications are therefore entirely subjective,

and are given as a starting point for future discussion
rather than the probable truth.

6.1

Critique of methods and their limitations

Before drawing conclusions from any study, it is necessary
to be aware of its methodological limitations.

In this

case, three types of limitation need to be discussed:
1)

Those arising from the study design itself

(observational rather than experimental).
2)

Those due to the constraints of time and resources.

3)

Unanticipated problems which became apparent during the

conduct of the study.

The underlying study design
One of the aims of the study was to measure the
effectiveness of audit, yet the generally accepted best
design for doing this, the randomised controlled trial, was
not used.

This decision can be defended on two grounds: a

general concern about the suitability of the randomised
controlled trial as a means of evaluating audit, and
specific consideration of the political environment in which
this study took place.
As explained on page 202, although randomised
controlled trials of audit have been conducted, the external
validity of their results is questiongible.

One of the

findings of the literature review in Chapter 1 was that
effective audit is associated with active involvement of
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participants in its design (see page 58).

This is difficult

to reconcile with an experimental approach where physicians
are externally assigned to audit or control groups.
Furthermore, if participants are encouraged to take control
of their own peer review process (another recognised feature
of effective audit) the development of the intervention will
differ from one hospital to another.

This makes the

aggregation of data across several hospitals less
meaningful: even if the trial does demonstrate a difference
between study and control groups, there is no uniform
intervention to which this can be ascribed.
Besides these methodological concerns about using an
experimental design, there were specific political factors
which discouraged it.

First, the Department of Health's

guidance that all doctors should become involved in medical
audit.

If the study design required some hospitals not to

undertake audit, this might have made recruitment difficult.
Second, the general consensus amongst the profession that
audit was a "good thing" as long as it was under medical
control and was properly funded.

A general consensus that a

given intervention is effective makes a randomised
controlled trial unethical, at least in the area of
therapeutics.

The argument could be extended to include

ethical use of taxpayers' money for audit.

Practical constraints
Although the overall resources (time and money)
available for the study were limited, different choices
could have been made about the manner in which these were
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used.

In retrospect, some of the questionable decisions

were:
*

Only having one pre-intervention data point in each
time series, and one control site compared to four
active ones.

*

Use of a purposive rather than a random sample of
participating hospitals, limiting ability to generalise
the results.

*

Reliance on unstructured observation and retrospective
note taking for qualitative data collection.

*

No formal approach to analysis of qualitative data or
theoretical foundation for its interpretation.

Most of these decisions can be defended on the grounds that
on balance their advantages were greater than their
disadvantages.

For example, the collection of two pre

intervention data points rather than one would have
increased the Hawthorne effect in the pre-intervention data.
Also, the opportunity to observe any "fatigue effect" from
repeated audit would have been reduced, because there would
have been only two rather than three post-intervention
measurements.
The use of a random sample of hospitals would not have
increased the generalisability of the results.

Within the

chosen sample, substantial differences were observed.

A

less restricted sample would have made generalisation even
more difficult.
Regarding the collection and analysis of qualitative
data, the alternatives were not to have attempted this
aspect of the study at all, or to have devoted considerably
more time to its planning and execution.
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The former was

unattractive from a philosophical viewpoint that health
services research should be multi-disciplinary.

The latter

would have increased the time and effort required, or
reduced the amount of quantitative data which could be
collected.
The one modification to the design which would have
undoubtedly been worthwhile would have been to use one more
control hospital and one less study hospital than actually
occurred, making the ratio of control to study hospitals
more even.

The actual ratio of four study sites to one

control arose because it had been expected that at least one
study hospital would drop out at some stage, leaving room
for recruitment of an additional control.

Unanticipated problems
There were a number of problems with the design of the
study which only became apparent during its conduct.

The

most important of these, and the action taken in response to
each, were:
*

Collection of items of background information about
each hospital in the

pilot study relied on the account

of a single individual rather than being triangulated
against other sources (page 70).

This led to an

overestimate of the throughput of eligible cases in
each hospital, and a smaller than expected number in
each observation period (page 159).

Action:

The

lengths of the observation periods were increased,
although the three month interval between audit
meetings meant the scope for doing so was limited.
effect of the smaller than expected numbers was
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The

reflected in the analysis by the confidence intervals,
which were wider than expected.
The sampling frame used for case-note abstraction in
the pilot study proved inadequate for the main study,
for reasons which varied from hospital to hospital
(page 103).

Action;

Specific modifications were made

in each hospital (page 107). Spot checks were carried
out when these were first introduced (pages 110-111).
The completeness of the sampling method for each
hospital was assessed in terms of the proportion of
coded infarcts included (page 173).
A substantial proportion of suspected infarcts were
ineligible for thrombolysis because the likelihood of
confirmed infarction was low (page 163).

Abstraction

of data from these case-notes took a considerable
cunount of time but contributed little relevant
information.

Action:

After the first round of audit,

such cases were noted but not abstracted in detail,
unless infarction was later confirmed or thrombolysis
given.
At the suggestion of the participants, the data form
was modified after the first round of audit (page 101) .
Subsequent audits showed a significant change in the
diagnostic mix in one hospital, which it was feared
might be an artefact due to the change in data
abstraction. Action:

A sample of case-notes from the

first audit was re-abstracted using the new form (page
167).

The diagnostic mix was not affected.

Classification of cases into subgroups was not feasible
using the verbatim admission diagnosis or impression
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alone (page 97).

Action;

A classification algorithm

was used which included chest pain and ECG findings as
well as the admission diagnosis (page 153).
*

The results using the algorithm were unreliable in some
aspects (page 152).

Action:

The data were re-analysed

using discharge diagnoses instead.

Time trends in each

hospital remained similar (page 173).
*

The identification of contra-indications to
thrombolysis as defined by the agreed statement was
hampered by insufficient detail in certain case-notes.
Action:

An ill-defined finding was counted as an

acceptable contra-indication if there was an explicit
statement that thrombolysis had not been given for this
reason.
The calculation of cost-effectiveness and cost-utility
involved a number of assumptions and simplifications which
are common to many economic evaluations rather than
particular to this study alone.

These were discussed in

section 5.4.1.
The overall effect of these methodological limitations
is to modify the type of conclusions which can be drawn.
Confidence limits around the final estimates of
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness are very wide. The
study therefore provides an exploration of the feasibility
of evaluating audit using these concepts rather than a
definitive measurement. As a result, more emphasis is given
in conclusion to relatively unstructured personal
observation and reflection than would otherwise have been
the case.
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The discussion has been ordered to distinguish three
types of conclusion. First, that based on the most
structured, scientific evidence obtained (sections 6.2 and
6.3).

Second, conclusions based mainly on the personal

experience of conducting the study and being involved in the
audit process (section 6.4).

Third, those conclusions which

are reflections on the quantitative approach itself and its
alternatives (section 6.5).

6.2

What are the difficulties of performing comparable
audit of the use of thrombolvsis across several
hospitals?

The aim of this section is to describe the difficulties
which were encountered, and to discuss their relevance to
future audits.

Key Findings:
*

A&E registers lacked specificity

about the source of

referrals and the nature of the presenting problem (page
103) .
*

ICUs but not all other wards maintained useful

registers (page 110).
*

Clinicians suggested restricting

the sample to patients

nursed on ICU (page 113) but this would have distorted the
results, missing 41% of eligible cases in one hospital and
suggesting increased treatment rates (page 184).
*

Restriction of the sample to the

75% of case-notes most

easily found or to those patients with a discharge diagnosis
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of infarction would have given similar results to the full
Scunple (page 182) .
*

Recording of the initial diagnosis in the case-notes

was unsystematic (page 97), making classification into
definite, likely and possible Mis unreliable (page 156).
Clinicians suggested using ECGs, but this would have
required specialist review of the case-notes (page 101).
*

The number of eligible cases observed in each audit was

smaller than expected (page 169).

It was difficult to co

ordinate audit cycles with junior staff rotations (page 97),
and it was not possible to include 50 eligible cases in each
audit cycle as had originally been planned (page 169).

Conclusions :
The above findings are based on the experience of conducting
repeated audit of only one topic in four district general
hospitals, which were not randomly selected.

The following

conclusions are based on the assumption that the chosen
hospitals are representative of the wider group.

To the

extent that the basic organisation and information systems
of district general hospitals are similar, this is not an
unreasonable assumption.

However, the pace of change in

these areas is rapid, so these conclusions should be
regarded as tentative, in need of confirmation by further
observations.
1)

Identification of an unbiased sample of suspected

infarcts for audit across hospitals will be difficult
without improvements both to clinical information systems
and the recording of clinical information in case-notes.
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2)

These difficulties may be resolved by the involvement

of clinicians in data collection and analysis, but this will
be expensive and difficult to standardise across hospitals.
3)

Audit staff could measure the rate of use of

thrombolysis in confirmed infarcts as a screening procedure
but would not be able to assess use in suspected infarcts.
4)

Even for a common condition such as suspected

myocardial infarction, small numbers mean that the power of
repeated audit to demonstrate changes in the process of care
is limited.

In addition, within a six month post, junior

hospital doctors are unlikely to witness such changes.

Inqplications :
A simplified version of this audit performed on a wider
scale would prove valuable in some hospitals.

A preliminary

screen could be undertaken by audit staff alone.

Where the

level of use of thrombolysis amongst confirmed infarcts was
shown to be satisfactory, a more detailed audit would not be
a priority.
The effectiveness of more detailed audit could be
enhanced by two related measures.

The first would be to

introduce greater standardisation into the recording of
clinical notes, through the use of structured proformas for
case-notes and/or information technology.

The second would

be to routinely record an admission as well as a discharge
diagnosis as is common in the US.

Together these two

measures would allow suitably trained staff to accurately
abstract clinical data in a manner which is not currently
possible.

Such measures would improve the audit of all

emergency management, not just the use of thrombolysis.
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This is desirable because urgent clinical decisions (such as
whether or not to intubate a patient) often have large
resource implications in the longer term.
Acceptance of a more uniform method of recording
clinical data will not occur unless junior doctors are
convinced that audit is an effective means to improve the
quality of care.

This will not happen whilst doctors in

training are unable to "complete the cycle" before changing
jobs.

New arrangements should be made to permit junior

doctors to acquire a wide range of clinical experience yet
at the same time remain members of one or more peer groups
for a prolonged period.

The move towards more structured

training programmes heralded by the Caiman report (315) may
encourage this.

Junior doctors could belong to an audit

group linked to their training scheme rather than to a
specific hospital.

This would involve more comparative

audit between hospitals.

Trends towards greater competition

between providers may make this more difficult in future.
The corollary of this initiative for junior doctors
would be that consultants could shift the emphasis of their
own audit activities to examine their own clinical
decisions.

Audit groups as currently constituted are not

'peer' groups (289) and changes to the organisation of
junior doctor audit might correct this.

6.3

To what extent can value be measured in terms of
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness?

The study was designed principally to answer this question,
so the relevant findings can be regarded as scientific
evidence.
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Key findings:
*

In

Hospital 1 the audit progrcLzmne was neither effective

nor cost-effective, but the meetings were well attended and
participation levels were high.
*

In

the other three hospitals, an estimate of the cost-

effectiveness could be made varying from £100 to £390 per
extra case given thrombolysis.

However, the confidence

limits around these estimates were extremely wide.

In

Hospitals 2 and 4, the upper limit was infinite.
*

No

comparable figures for other methods of quality

assurance sharing the same objective are available.
*

The estimation of cost-utility was only possible with a

large number of assumptions (for example Table 5.1).
*

Central estimates of the cost per QALY produced by

audit were £1800 in H3, and £2400-£2600 in H2 and H 4 .
Direct health care interventions with similar reported costutility ratios are pacemaker insertion (£1100 per QALY) and
coronary artery surgery for severe disease (£2500 per QALY).

Conclusions :
These conclusions are based on the assumption that what was
found in one audit can be generalised to others.

If the

conclusions were positive and specific, this could be
criticised.

However the conclusions are essentially

negative, despite the choice of a common, well-understood
topic and a system of repeated audit cycles designed to
facilitate the measurement of effectiveness and costeffectiveness.

Under these circumstances, the

generalisations below seem reasonable.
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1)

Estimates of effectiveness and cost-effectiveness in

any hospital are of limited use as they cannot readily be
generalised to other hospitals.
2)

Audit of thrombolysis may be valued against other

health care investments, but without much precision.

The

cost-utility ratio compares favourably with some treatment
interventions, but unfavourably with preventative ones.

Inglications :
In overall terms, the cost-utility ratios suggest that
further investment in medical audit can be justified.
However, the tools of economic evaluation are unsuitable for
decisions about which specific audits offer best value for
money, how much resource should be allocated to them, or
which hospitals are performing audit most efficiently.
Other methods need to be developed to evaluate audit
programmes.

6.4

This is discussed further in section 6.5.

What differences emerged between hospitals?

The relevant findings are a mixture of direct observations
made at audit meetings, and impressions arising from the
overall experience of the hospitals concerned.

Key findings:
Direct observations:
*

Audit was associated with a significant rate of change

in the use of thrombolysis in Hospitals 2 and 3,

but not HI

and H 4 .
*

Hospital 1 showed a very high baseline rate of use

(16/17) leaving no scope for further improvement.
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In spite

of this, guidelines were issued to junior staff and
subsequent meetings were well attended.
*

Hospital 3, which showed the greatest increase in the

use of thrombolysis, introduced a data collection form to
supplement the clerking on admission, but this was not used
much.
*

Only one hospital (H4) produced and circulated minutes

of meetings.
*

This wasnot associated with effectiveness.

Audit meetings in tutorial rooms in the early morning,

as in Hospitals 1 and 3, were better attended than those
held in lecture theatres at lunchtime (Hospitals 2 and 4).
Personal impressions:
*Team spirit amongst the consultants

was well-developed

in HI and H3 and less so in H2 and H4.
*

The Lead Consultants in H2 and H3 whose special

interest was cardiology had more difficulty sharing
ownership with colleagues than the Lead Consultants in the
other hospitals.

Conclusions :
The findings are essentially descriptive.

It is

difficult to draw any wider conclusions, except to note that
audit will produce a wide range of responses between
hospitals.

No well-formed explanations for these

differences can be offered.

Tentative suggestions of

factors worthy of further consideration are the extent of
teamwork between consultants and the special interest of the
Lead Consultant.
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6.5

How useful will quantitative approaches be for
evaluating audit?
Discussion of the usefulness of a particular research

style in the future is unavoidably subjective, as it depends
on the author's own values, and on speculation about what
the future holds.

Conclusions cannot be drawn from the data

alone, but the findings which seem most relevant can be
highlighted, and their wider implications discussed.

Some

possible directions for future approaches are also
suggested.

Key findings :
*

Confidence limits around the central estimates of cost-

effectiveness and cost-utility ratios were large, mainly
because the numbers of observed cases eligible for
thrombolysis were relatively small.
*

Stratum-specific values for QALYs per case treated were

known from randomised controlled trials but could not be
used because the observed numbers in each stratum were too
small.
*

The control hospital showed an increase in the rate of

use of thrombolysis not as great as, but similar in
magnitude to the study hospitals.

Some relevant audit took

place in the control hospital during the study, but this was
not as intensive as in the study hospitals.
*

The audit programme in Hospital 1 was of no value as

judged by the economic evaluation, yet the audit meetings
were well-attended and stimulated lively discussion,
suggesting some intangible benefit.
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*

No marginal analysis could be undertaken, because

the

effect of one round of audit could not be separated from
that of the next.
*

Some clinicians had difficulty setting standards,

and

there were wide variations in those set for 'likely'
infarcts.

Similar variations were seen in the scope and

terminology of guidelines issued to junior staff.
*

The appropriateness index showed similar time trends to

the simple treatment proportions.

In addition it showed

that the application of audit may lead to adverse effects.

Inqplications :
The main drawback of a quantitative approach to the
evaluation of audit is the small numbers of patients with a
given diagnosis that exist in a short time period. Attempts
to stratify patients into subgroups will make the problem of
small numbers worse.
be wide.

Confidence limits will almost always

Audit results from different hospitals cannot be

aggregated the way treatment centres are in randomised
controlled trials of health care interventions because audit
interventions may not be uniform.
Another problem with quantitative approaches is that
they are most likely to show benefits for those audits which
seek to correct the "bad apples"

(41), rather than

alternative systems such as Total Quality Management which
aim to produce widespread small and gradual improvements
(316) .
One of the main advantages of a quantitative technique
is that refined measurements of the process of care, such as
the appropriateness index, could be used to demonstrate the
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adverse effects of over-auditing.

The best opportunity for

a successful study would be to chose a common condition and
extend the period of data collection for each audit cycle to
increase statistical power.
One attraction of undertaking such a study would be
that some of the other methods designed to achieve change,
such as the use of concurrent reminders, financial
incentives, or employment of respected peers as clinical
tutors, could be included.

The results of a study of a

common condition might help define policy for other aspects
of care where direct evaluation was impractical.
The problem of extending the period of data collection
to increase numbers would be that the risk of confounding
effects would also increase.

The rise in the use of

thrombolysis observed in the control hospital illustrates
that clinicians may change their practice for reasons other
than audit.

This 'environmental turbulence' is ubiquitous.

One way forward would be to study a small number of
hospitals in great detail, trying to understand the
confounding factors in qualitative terms.

Once a sufficient

level of understanding had been reached, it might in theory
be possible to create measurement scales for such factors,
and then adjust for them in a quantitative study.

In

reality, such a state cannot be reached, because the mix of
factors causing the turbulence will be constantly changing.
In practical terms, qualitative and quantitative
methods need to be used alongside one another, with the
qualitative insights used to help interpret the numbers.
The key issue to be explored by qualitative methods is the
definition of "successful" audit.
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The question of how such

research can best be undertaken is a complex one.

As a

starting point, three possible approaches are brieflydescribed, together with their strengths and weaknesses.

Sociolinguistic analysis of audit meetings.

The rules of

communication which govern the conduct of peer review
meetings are not well understood.

There is a tension

between the ideal concept of a meeting on equal terms to
discuss how to improve practice and the reality of the
medical hierarchy from consultant to pre-registration house
officer.

Audit meetings could be taped (audio or video).

Meetings which are judged to be successful or effective
could be compared to their opposites.
The strengths of this approach are that a quasistatistical analysis style can be adopted, which does not
rely heavily on the personal insights of the investigator.
This might increase acceptability within the medical
profession.

The main weakness is that the audit process

consists of much more than peer review meetings themselves.

Structured interviews with key informants.

One of the main

problems of defining "successful" audit is that purchasers,
provider unit managers and clinicians may have differing
views.

Structured interviews, which were centred on rank

ordering of a series of similar audit case histories, would
be one way to clarify these differences.
The strength of this method is that the results could
be used to design a subsequent intervention trial that
seemed relevant to all three parties.

The weakness would be

that only a small part of all audit activity could be
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addressed, and the external validity of the results might be
limited.

However, this could be tested by repeating the

interviews with a different set of respondents.

Ethnographic study of audit departments.

The employment of

specific staff to support audit across all specialties,
often two or three in one hospital organised into a distinct
unit, allows the development of a specific occupational
"culture".

A researcher could immerse themselves in this

culture, using a variety of data collection methods to try
and understand its values and reward systems.

The

"successful" audit would be defined in the terms of those
individuals with most direct control over its conduct.
A strength of this method is that it would explore the
overall process, not just the peer review meetings.

The

salaries of audit staff are a major part of the explicit
costs of audit, so the findings would have direct policy
significance.

All types of audit could be covered in one

study.
One uncertainty is whether sufficient time has elapsed
since audit was first introduced for a definite culture to
have emerged.
happened.

My personal opinion is that this has indeed

Audit staff have no obvious natural alliance or

wider cultural identity within the typical district general
hospital.

Their relative isolation has encouraged

networking between hospitals, newsletters, and specific
study days.

Similar patterns can be observed in other

countries which have implemented routine audit, such as the
United States.
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One problem common to all three examples would be the
successful dissemination of results.

The studies would take

time and the political profile of audit might have reduced.
Sponsorship by the relevant Royal College or Faculty might
enhance the influence of any results.

Epidemiological and

economic evaluation could be arranged at the same time.

6.6

Final thoughts
The scale of this evaluative research contrasts sharply

with that of international multi-centre trials of health
care interventions which provide essential data on the link
between process and outcome.

Thousands of physicians from

around the world have co-ordinated their clinical activities
in a series of trials to evaluate treatments which reduce
early mortality from MI, but relatively little has been done
to discover the most effective means to disseminate such
findings into routine practice.

The balance and relative

value of these two types of research needs to be reviewed.
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Appendix 1;

Proforma for initial interviews

STRUCTURE OF HOSPITAL
Total number of beds in hospital.
Total number of medical beds.
Total number of ICU beds for medical patients.
Are there any A&E Wards?
Is there a resuscitation room ? How many beds?
What is the catchment population?
Ambulance arrangements - area from which 999 calls come.
Radio contact with ambulances?
Proportion of ambulance men paramedical trained.
Paramedic equipment.
Can ambulance staff give drugs to patients that have had
possible infarcts?
Deputizing services for GP's.
Policy of deputizing service for central chest pain.
How often/ many GP's can do ECG's?
MEDICAL MANAGEMENT
General medical teams/specialist teams?
How many teams?
Consultants, Registrars, SHO's, HO's.
What are their names?
How long have they been in post?
When do they change?
How often do the doctors rotate?
Length of post/ teaching hospital attachment.
How often are junior doctors on take?
Are there any associate specialists/ clinical assistants?
Are they on the on take rota?
A/E STAFF
How long do they stay?
When do they change?
Proportion of GP trainees/Physicians/Surgeons/GP's.
Crash team- Who are they?
How often/when do they change?
Equipment- where is it kept?
CARDIOLOGY
ecu/ICU
How many beds are there?
Medical staff- resident?
ecu trained nurse always on duty?
How many?
Night staff.
Where does on call doctor stay?
Are there any written policies for nurses?
What are they?
Will it be possible to have a copy?
Are there any written policies for doctors?
what are they?
Will it be possible to have a copy?
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ECG TECHNICIANS
How many?
trained?
full time?
equipment?
CLINICAL POLICIES FOR CHEST PAIN
Written?
Will it be possible to have a copy?
Unwritten?
What can nurses do before the patient sees the medical
registrar?
Do the A&E doctors admit patients to the ward/CCU?

ecu
Who goes to CCU?
What can nurses do?
Can doctors do cardioversion?
Approximately how many were done in the past month?
Can doctors put swan-ganz line into patients?
Can doctors do balloon pumping?
Approximately how many were done in the last six months?
Can doctors do temporary pacing?
Approximately how many were done in the last six months?
Is there a policy for transfer of patients to the ward?
Who decides? consultant/ registrar/ other factors?
WARD
How many monitors?
Can patients on thrombolysis go to the ward?
Do physiotherapists/ OT's see patients before they go home?
Discharge from the ward- who decides?
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Appendix 2 ;

Pilot audit; data collection form
CHEST PAIN AUDIT
PATIENT INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE

(i) DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Name/ Number :
Age :
Sex:
Ethnic origin:
(ii) TYPE OF REFERRAL
(a) Self

(b) GP

(c) OPD

(d) ECG

(e) Other

(iii) ARRIVED IN CASUALTY BY
(a) Ambulance

(b) Other

(iv) ON ARRIVAL IN CASUALTY SEEN BY
(a) Casualty officer

(b) Medical registrar

(c) other

(v) WHAT HAPPENED TO THE PATIENT?
(a) Admitted
appointment

(b) sent home- no follow up

(d) GP appointment

(e) Tertiary referral

(c) OPD
(f) other

(vi) ADMITTED TO:
(a) ecu/ICU

(b) Ward

(c) high dependency ward

(vii) CLINICAL DETAILS
(a) Time of onset of chest pain
(b) Time of arrival in casualty
(c) Time thrombolysis commenced
(viii) DIAGNOSIS
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

MI
Angina
Cardiac chest pain
Other
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(xi) INVESTIGATIONS
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

ECG
Cardiac enzymes
Exercise ECG
Chest X-RAY
Other

(x) CARDIAC MEDICATION
(a) On admission
(b) On discharge

(xi) DISCHARGE INFORMATION
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

OPD appointment
Exercise test
Tertiary referral
Patient died
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Appendix 3 ;

Diary of main steps involved in different
parts of audit cvcle

Agreement of criteria
April 1991

Circulation of literature review, followed
two weeks later by draft statement of
criteria.

May 1991

Preparation of second draft of criteria based
on comments received.

July 1991

Discussion at first round of audit meetings.

August 1991

Statement modified in light of discussions
and circulated as final version.

Setting of standards
July 1991

Questionnaire to Lead Consultants enclosed
with comparative summary of baseline results

Aug - Oct 1991 Follow-up meetings and telephone contact to
obtain responses.
January 1992

Resetting of standards (1 hospital) in light
of further results.

Data collection
April 1991

Circulation of draft data collection form
with literature review.

May 1991

Pilot of first data collection form.

June 1991

Testing of modifications to sampling frame in
specific hospitals.

August 1991

Revision of data collection form for second
and subsequent audits. Testing of possible
modifications

Design of interventions
July 1991

Discussion of possible interventions at first
round of audit meetings.

August 1991

Assistance offered to Lead Consultants with
implementation.

1 Sept 1991

Target data for launch of interventions.
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Appendix 4 ;

Literature review for setting criteria
criteria

Introduction
The chest pain audit evaluation study aims to measure the
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of medical audit in
general medicine in a district general hospital setting.
The selection of patients with chest pain presumed due to an
acute myocardial infarction (MI) for thrombolytic therapy
has been chosen as the first specific topic.
The purpose of this literature review is to inform the
choice of criteria for the audit process. Other factors
which need to be taken into account are the opinions of the
participating clinicians and the practicalities of data
collection.
Criteria are variables relating to the structure, process or
outcome of medical care.
Standards are particular values of predetermined criteria
which are judged to represent adequate quality of care.
It is hoped that criteria can be agreed by all participants,
but that standards appropriate for each hospital will be
determined locally.
Which patients will benefit from thrombolysis?
The "classical" indication for thrombolytic therapy is an
evolving full thickness (q- wave) infarct
Benefit has
been demonstrated in randomised controlled trials (RCTs)
using infarct size, left ventricular function (LVF), and
most importantly, mortality as outcome measures.
The problem with translating trial results into clinical
practice is that only a limited proportion of patients fall
within the standard inclusion criteria. For example, in the
TIMI-II study, only 9-14% of all patients with myocardial
infarction were eligible, depending on the centre
concerned^. In trials allowing inclusion when onset of
chest pain was allowed to be more than six hours before
treatment, the proportion eligible increased to 25%^. In
the ASSET study^, where no ECG changes were needed, 3 8% were
eligible.
As a result of these exclusions, there are a large number of
patients seen in ordinary practice for whom there is no RCTbased evidence of benefit, nor indeed of risk. The main
groups concerned are:
1
2
3
4

The elderly
Those not presenting within six hours of onset
Inferior infarcts (lower mortality anyway)
Those without classical ECG changes:
a)
normal ECG
b)
Left bundle branch block (LBBB)
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c)

ST depression/T wave inversion

Each of these groups is considered briefly:
1

The elderly

No data from RCTs is available on patients over 80 years^,
but the information on mortality in those over 65 suggests
that the potential benefit may increase with age. For
example, in the ISIS-2 study®, mortality was reduced by 20%
in the over-70s.
In the ASSET study, mortality in those
aged 65-75 was 16% in controls compared to 11% in the
treatment group*. Data pooled from five major trials
suggested an overall reduction in mortality of between 18%
and 22%.
2

Those not presenting within six hours of onset

Post mortem studies have shown that myocardial damage begins
within 20 minutes of arterial occlusion and becomes
irreversible within 4-6 hours ^. Experimental animal models
showed that reperfusion only decreased infarct size if
commenced within four hours of occlusion*.
Early trials supported these experimental observations. In
the GISSI trial, for example, mortality reduction was
greatest in those treated within three hours of onset, and
insignificant in those delayed beyond six hours*.
However ISIS-2 showed some decreased mortality even in those
treated 13-24 hours after onset®. A trial of intracoronary
streptokinase showed no improvement in LVF with late
therapy, but a reduction in mortality, suggesting that a
separate mechanism may a p p l y . It may be that residual
flow in a reopened artery protects against electrical
instability^, and case series show a protective effect
against sudden death^^.
3

Inferior infarcts

Inferior infarcts without haemodynamic effects have a good
prognosis with conservative treatment®, and it has been
suggested that particularly in the elderly, the risks of
thrombolysis may outweigh the benefits^. However pooled
data form five major trials^shows a reduction in overall
mortality from 8.7% in controls to 6.8% in those treated.
No major study showed a worse outcome in inferior infarcts
which were treated^.
4

Those without classical ECG changes:

a)

normal ECG

The GISSI trial showed a decreased mortality only when there
was ST elevation > 2 mm in two adjacent leads*. However a
later trial showed those with a normal ECG did better on
active treatment than placebo*. Only 10% of these were
later confirmed as suffering an infarct.
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b)

LBBB

Because LBBB may make ST
interpret, such patients
trials. However, ISIS-2
risk, and benefited well
in controls)
This alone
should be treated?.
c)

segment changes difficult to
have generally been excluded from
showed that these were at high
from treatment (mortality 14% v 28%
has been used to suggest such cases

ST depression/T wave inversion

Only 25% of patients with subendocardial infarcts were found
to have totally occlusive thrombus on early angiography^,
but in another study, five out of six patients with partial
occlusions showed angiographic improvement after
streptokinase^^.
Few RCTs of the benefit of thrombolysis in such patients
have been reported. One study of 23 unstable angina patients
demonstrated significant symptomatic and angiographic
improvement^®.
Which patients mav be harmed bv thrombolysis?
As explained under "benefits", large numbers of "ordinary"
patients fail to meet inclusion criteria for RCTs, so
conclusive evidence about risks is limited.
The major adverse effect reported in early trials was
haemorrhage, but only in a small proportion.
In GISSI 0.3%
were recorded; in ISIS-2 0.5% required transfusion. The
incidence was much higher in those designs which included
early catheterisation; for example in the TIMMI study^*
about 20% needed transfusion, in four fifths of cases due to
bleeding from the puncture site itself.
The most feared complication is a haemorrhagic stroke.
In
the GISSI study, the incidence of stroke was 0.2%, the same
as in the control group. This may be because thrombolysis
will prevent a certain number of embolic strokes,
compensating for the increase in haemorrhagic ones.
Most published lists of contraindications are based on known
risk factors for spontaneous haemorrhage, rather than those
observed after thrombolytic therapy. In one large study^^,
all five patients who suffered intracranial bleeds had one
of more risk factors, but so did 80% of those with no such
complication.
In ISIS-2, survival has been analysed in
terms of blood pressure at presentation*. Cases with a
systolic pressure > 175mm Hg still showed a significant
benefit (mortality 5.7% in those treated versus 8.7% in
controls), despite their supposed increased risk of
bleeding.
It may be that a cautious approach to the use of
a "new" drug, although appropriate initially, now needs
reconsideration^®.
A more mundane risk is that of misdiagnosis.
In cases where
treatment is started without diagnostic ECG changes, there
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is a theoretical risk of exacerbating haemorrhage associated
with a dissecting aortic aneurysm or peptic ulcer^®. Three
such cases were reported from Oxford^”, all of whom
survived.
Other potential problems are reperfusion arrhythmias,
embolic phenomena following clot disintegration, sudden
hypotension during administration of streptokinase, and
sensitivity to streptokinase^.
In the GISSI study, there was an increased case-fatality
during the first day in treated patients. Several possible
explanations have been suggested from animal models, but
these are based on sudden reperfusion, whereas in vivo this
probably occurs gradually^^.
One particular group in whom an increased incidence of
adverse effects is reported is the elderly.
In a series of
over-75s, the incidence of haemorrhagic complications was
doubled"!,
these resulted in a mortality of 17% compared
to 1% for similar complications in the under 65s. Such
evidence needs to be weighed against the increased benefits
shown in this group.
Other considerations
Which drug?
Three agents have FDA approval and thus have been
extensively studied: streptokinase, anistreplase, and
altepase (tissue plasminogen activator). Although altepase
has the theoretical advantages of not inducing a systemic
fibrinolytic state and has shown greater efficacy as judged
by reperfusion, the ISIS-3 trial showed it was no better
than the much cheaper streptokinase overall (unpublished to
date; quoted in the Guardian).
Adjuvant therapy
ISIS-2 showed that aspirin 160mg given on admission was just
as effective as streptokinase, but the best results were
obtained in the arm which combined both treatments.
TIMI-2b demonstrated additional benefits in certain
subgroups given beta-blockers, but no overall effect on
survival.
Heparin is theoretically unnecessary in those given
streptokinase or anistreplase^, but is commonly accepted
practice.
Conclusions
Despite the comment in an editorial" that "Few other forms
of treatment have been introduced under such careful
scrutiny or have given such clear results", the risk-benefit
relationship is scientifically unproven for the majority of
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"ordinary" chest pain admissions to a typical district
general hospital.
Judgement of the "correct" approach has deliberately not
been attempted, as this is the domain of the participating
clinicians, not the researcher.
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Appendix 5 ;

Possible criteria (first draft)

Percentage of patients with:
1 Cardiac enzymes ordered, no record of MI in initial
diagnosis/ differential diagnosis on day of admission
2

MI recorded, no record of onset/duration of chest pain

3 Pain < 6 hours, no thrombolysis prescribed, no
contraindications recorded
4 Percentage of those prescribed thrombolytic therapy
recorded as starting this within 2 hours of arrival in
hospital
6 Thrombolytic therapy given - no attributable entry in
notes beforehand
7 Definite diagnosis of MI, pain < 12 hours, no
contraindications, no thrombolysis.
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Appendix 6

Data collection form (first draft)

(for use by research assistant abstracting data from case
notes during or after hospital admission)
Administrative details
Name :
Hospital No (or sticker):
DoB:
Date of Admission:
Consultant:
Date of abstraction:
Initial Clerking
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

found
dated
timed
signed
cardiac enzymes ordered
Initial diagnosis

Y/N

found
state......... .
Differential/list of diagnoses

Y/N
found
state..........................................

Duration or time of onset of pain recorded
Prescription of thrombolysis in notes
on drug chart
Time of commencement of admin on drug chart
elsewhere
Time of arrival in hospital

in notes
elsewhere

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

--List of contraindications, definition of "initial
diagnosis" etc, to be shown overleaf
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Appendix 7

Letter requesting setting of standards

Dear 1~
Thrombolysis Audit Study
Thanks for your help in organising the first audit meetings
of the series. These have now taken place in each of the
participating hospitals, and enclosed with this letter you
will find a table summarising the results, together with a
revised statement of criteria. In order to preserve
confidentiality, the hospitals are identified only by number
on the table. Yours is H9~.
I have divided the audited cases into three groups :
1

patients in which acute myocardial infarction
a single definite diagnosis

(AMI) was

2

patients in whom AMI was the most likely of a list of
diagnoses

3

patients in whom AMI was one of a number of possible
diagnoses.

As you will see, the rate of use of thrombolysis declines
from Group 1 to Group 3, in which it is very low.
What I would like you to try and now do, ideally in
consultation with your colleagues, is to make a judgement
whether the results shown for your hospital represent a
satisfactory standard of care, for each of the three groups
shown on the table.
If your view is that the level of thrombolysis shown is not
satisfactory for one or more groups, please decide what
proportion would be acceptable. This could be a separate
assessment for each group, or an overall figure for chest
pain admissions, regardless of the likelihood of AMI being
the diagnosis.I enclose a form on which you can record your
decisions.
I appreciate that these are not easy judgements to make, but
the setting of "standards" in this way is an essential part
of the audit cycle, without which it will be difficult to
perform an "audit of audit", which is the central objective
of our research.
The following guidance may be helpful :
1

In a perfect world 100% of patients with definite AMIs
might be expected to receive thrombolysis.
In the real
world this would be an inappropriate standard to set.
However skilful and precise their medical attendants
are, there will always be some patients who do not
receive thrombolysis because they present late or have
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other contraindications. The standard you decide upon
should take these factors into account.
2

In the groups where AMI is only a probable or possible
diagnosis, there will be only some patients in whom you
believe thrombolysis is appropriate.
I am not
suggesting that you need to define who these
individuals are, rather you need to decide what overall
proportion of such patients you would expect to receive
Thrombolysis in a high quality service.

3

The standard set should be that which you would feel
happy with if you were an informed member of the
catchment population. Attainment of the standard may
well require efforts from other parts of the healthcare
system besides that over which you have direct
influence.For example it may be that the audit will
reveal that GPs are delaying the referral of patients
who could benefit from thrombolysis.
It would not be
reasonable to set a standard which necessitated major
investments if it were to be met, but it is reasonable
to assume that other parts of the system worked as you
believe they ought to.

I hope this will ensure that each hospital is tackling the
problem in roughly the same way. I will phone you in a few
days' time to learn how things are progressing.
If you have
any questions in the meantime, please phone.
I will
circulate the standards that each of the four hospitals have
decided on as soon as these are all available.
Finally may I ask you to bear in mind the need to fix the
date and time of the second meeting when you are planning
your audit programme for the Autumn. Sometime around
November 1st would be ideal. I will ask Liz to make contact
about this shortly.
Thank you for your enthusiastic participation up till now.
I hope the rest of the project will be equally interesting.
I am enclosing additional copies of this letter and the
results for distribution to your colleagues.
Yours sincerely
Michael Robinson
enclosed: anonymised results
questionnaire
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North West Thames Thrombolysis Audit Study
Anonymised results of first round of data collection
HI

Hospital :

H2

H3

H4

Total

GrouD 1: Patients with a single definite
diagnosis of myocardial infarction:
Number audited
Number (%) receiving thrombolysis

17
14(82)

14
7(50)

13
8(61)

6
5(83)

6
1(17)

6
2(33)

7
1(14)

50
34(68)

GrouD 2 : Patients in whom myocardial
infarction was the most likely diagnosis:
Number audited
Number (%) receiving thrombolysis

1
1(100)

20
5(25)

GrouD 3 : Patients in whom myocardial
infarction was one of a number of possible
diagnoses :
Number audited
Number (%) receiving thrombolysis

9
1(11)

11
0(0)

8
0(0)

17
0(0

45
1(2)

Totals
Number audited
Number (%) receiving thrombolysis

27
16(59)
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31
8(26)

27
10(37)

30
6(20)

115
40(35)

Conf idential
North West Thames Thrombolysis Audit Study
Judgement of performance shown on first round of data
collection
Group 1; Patients with a single definite diagnosis of
myocardial infarction:
Do you consider that the rate of use of thrombolysis shown
in the results for your hospital reflects an adequate
standard of care?
YES / NO
If no, what level of usage would you say was acceptable in
your hospital?
%
Group 2 : Patients in whom myocardial infarction was the
most likely diagnosis:
Do you consider that the rate of use of thrombolysis shown
in the results for your hospital reflects an adequate
standard of care?
YES / NO
If no, what level of usage would you say was acceptable in
your hospital?
%
Group 3 : Patients in whom myocardial infarction was one of
a number of possible diagnoses:
Do you consider that the rate of use of thrombolysis shown
in the results for your hospital reflects an adequate
standard of care?
YES / NO
If no, what level of usage would you say was acceptable in
your hospital?
%
Please return to Dr Michael Robinson, Health Services
Research Unit, LSHTM, Keppel Street, London WCIE 7HT in the
stamped addressed envelope provided.
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Appendix 8

Initial data collection form
Date abstracted;

Name:...........................
Hospital Nos:..................
DOB :...........................
Ethnic origin:

OR

AGE

./../91

[

(1)

]

Not stated
Black
Pakistani/Bangladeshi

i[
3[
5[

]
]
]

White
Indian
Other

2[

]

4[
9[

]
]

[]

Sex:

i[

]

Female

2

]

[ ] 3

Male

[

2

Date of a d m i s s i o n : / 9 1

(4)

Consultant:................

[ ] 5

Initial clerking:
Timed:
Yes i[ ] No
Signature Leg. i [ ] Illeg2 [ ] Absent
Cardiac enzymes ordered Yes i [ ] No
Thrombolysis prescribed Yes i [ ] No

2

[

3[
2
2

]
]

[

]

[

]

[] 6
[ ] 7
[] 8
[ ] 9

Initial Diagnoses:
MI

1

[

]

None

2

[

]

Other 9[

[ ] 10

]

State

* (11)

Differential/list of diagnoses:

[ ] 12

Absent 1 [ ]
Present 2 [ ]
State.......................

* (13)
Admitted to:
CCU/ICU

i[

Monitored
]ward bed 2[

]

[ ] 14

] or not found 2[

]

i[
i[

] or not found 2[
] or not found 2[

]
]

C ] 15
[ ] 16
[ ] 17

i[

] or not found 2[

]

i[

] or not found 2[

]

i[

] or not found 2[

]

Timinas
Time of onset of paini[
Time medic called
Time medic arrived
Time of arrival
in hospital
Time of admission
to ward
Time thrombolysis
commenced

Ordinary
bed

3[

]

[ ] 18
[ ] 19
[ ] 20
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Thrombolysis not commenced because of one of the
following;1.Bleeding tendency;
Current anticoagulant therapy
Known bleeding diathesis
or chronic liyer disease
Active internal bleeding
Other.........................

1 1C
12

]

[

13 [
19 [

2.Surgery/Trauma;

[ ] 21
[ ] 22

Major trauma or surgery;
within previous week
within previous month
Noncompressive arterial puncture
Severe head or spinal surgery
within previous six months
Vigorous cardiopulmonary resuscitation
within 24 hours
Other...............................

21
22

[
[

[ ] 23

23 [
24 [

]

25 [
]
. .29 []

3.Vascular diseases;
Previous stroke or intracranial tumour
Proliferative diabetic retinopathy
Transient ischaemic attack
within previous six months
Other.................................
4 .Other;

31 [
32 [
33 [
39 [

Shock (systolic BP < 80 mmHg)
4i [ ]
Uncontrolled hypertension
42 [
]
Serious organic or psychiatric disease
43 [ ]
Possibility of pregnancy or nursingmother
44 [
]
Other........................................
49 []
Data completeness check:
BP in clerking
Occupation
Smoking history

Yes
Yes
Yes

1
1
1

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

OTHER COMMENTS
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No
No
No

[
[
2[

2
2

]
]
]

[ ] 24
[ ] 25
[ ] 26

Appendix 9

Revised data collection form
Date abstracted;.../../91

Name...........................
(1)

Hospital Nos:.................
DOB :......

OR

Sex:

Male [

]

Female

AGE [

]

[] 2

[

]

[ ] 3

Date of a d m i s s i o n : . / 9 1

(4)

Consultant:..........................

[ ] 5

Mode of admission

Referred bv:

Ambulance [
Other
[

GP
Cas officer
Other

]

[] 6
[ ] 7
[] 8
[] 9

[
[
[

[ ] 10
Initial clerking:
Dated:
Timed:
Grade of
Clerker:

Yes
Yes

*

[
[

]
]

No
No

[
[

(11)

]
].state........

H.O
[
]
S.H.O.
[
]
Unknown
[
]
Duration of pain:...........................

[ ] 12

ECG report :.................................

*(13)
MINS
{
}

CK ordered

[ ] 14

Yes

[

] No [

]

Diagnosis made by first clerker:
[ ] 15
[ ] 16
Thrombolysis prescribed

Yes

[

] No [ ]

Admitted to :
CCU/ICU

[

Monitored
] ward bed
[
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]

Ordinary
bed

[ ]

[ ] 17

First review;
Dated:
Timed:
Grade of
clerker:

Yes [
Yes [

]
]

No
No

[ ]
[ ]

S.H.O.
[
Registrar [
Unknown
[

]
]
]

Duration of pain:.............................
E.C.G. report.................................
Cardiac Enzymes ordered

Yes

[

] No [

]

Diagnosis made by second clerker:

Thrombolysis prescribed

Yes [

] No

[

]

Timings
Time medic called
Time medic arrived
Time of arrival
in hospital
Time of admission
to ward
Time thrombolysis
commenced

[
[

] or not found [
] or not found [

]
]

[

] or not found C

]

[

] or not found [

]

[

] or not found [

]

Contraindication,if stated

Information from discharge
Discharge diagnosis......
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Appendix 10;

Guidelines issued bv Hospital 1

NOTES ON MANAGEMENT OF MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
DWEDIAIE MANAGEMENT : i n the A&E Department
MMtTEOR

; r is k o f e a rly VF

ASPIRIN : give 300tag s ta t
OXYGQf

( K+
i / v ACCESS : bloods fo r

( BASELINE ENZYMES
( GLUCOSE

PAIN RELIEF : i / v DIAMWUPHINE 5mg s lo w ly . 2.5mg fo r sm all o r e ld e rly
♦ a n ti-e m e tic : i / v MAXALON ICtag o r STQfETIL 12.5mg
+ more i / v DIAMDRPHINE 2.5mg every 10-15 minutes
u n t il pain re lie v e d
REASSURANCE in both words and manner
CONSIDER THROMBOLYSIS : and s ta r t th is unless c le a r ly c o n tra -in d ic a te d .
DELAYED MANAGEMENT

but not too long!

TRANSFER TO CCU/ITU
CHEST X -ray IF FEASIBLE
SEDATION w ith o ra l DIAZEPAM 5mg 8 -h o u rly

LATER HANAGB-IENT : ROUTINE
SEDATION : a n x ie ty o f CCU/ITU : DIAZEPAM 5-lQng 8 -h o u rly
BED REST : u s u a lly 24-48 hours
MOBILISATION : standard procedure, m odified as a p p ro p ria te .

LATER MANAGEMENT : COMPLICATIONS
Watch f o r a l l these. EARLY PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN LATER CURE
Pulmonary oedem a/left v e n tric u la r fa ilu r e
Hypotension/low cardiac output
Arrhythm ia/heart b lo ck/ca rd ia c a rre s t
Further chest pain
N ew 'systo lic murmur'
P ersiste nt fever
Right v e n tric u la r in fa r c tio n /fa ilu r e
P e ric a rd itis
Embolism : pulmonary o r systemic
Tamponade
D re s s ie r's syndrome
Depression
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(1

(2)

D ia o o s is OF MYOCARDIAL INFARCnON
is by PAIN * / - BOG CHANGES.

CONFIRMATION i s BY 2-FOU) ENZYME RISE

Pain absent o r overshadowed by o th e r features :
ACUTE PUUIONARY OEDEMA
SYNCOPE
ACUTE EPIGASTRIC PAIN + /- VOMITING
ACUTE CONFUSIONAL STATE
STROKE
DETERIOR.ATION OF DIABETES
POST-OPERATIVE HYPOTENSION/OLIGURIA

Pain w ith BCG changes
in oth e r c o n d itio n s ;
"
AORTIC DISSECTION
PERICARDITIS
PUUIOÎ^RY E.*ÎBOLISM
---------------- ----BILIARY TRACT DISEASE
PANCREATIIS

WHO CRITERIA FOR DIAQJOSIS OF MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
1) SEVERE TYPICAL CARDIAC PAIN LASTING > 20 MINUTES and NOT RELIEVED BY NITRATES
2) NEW Q-WAVES ON AT LEAST 2 EDGs o r
ST-SEGMENTAL ELEVATION PERSISTING > 24 HOURS, > 2nm ON CHEST LEADS o r
> Imn ON LIMB LEADS
3) ENZYME ELEVATION to 2x BASAL LEVEL o r ABOVE TEE UPPER LIMIT OF NORMAL
(AsT & LDH, n o t AIT)

NON 0-WAVE INFARCTION
= p a r t ia l thickness in fa r c tio n : 10-20% o f h o s p ita l AMI
DIAGNOSIS as usual i s by

CHEST PAIN,

BCG CHANGES,

ENZYMES

but is incom plete and may progress o r r e - in f a r c t . F urther a c tio n is needed
MANAGEMDTT

(1 ) DILTIAZEM )
or
) r o u tin e ly & in d e f in it e ly unless co n tra in d ica te d
B-BLOCKER )
(2) 24-hour ecg tape before discharge when mobile (? arrhythm ias)
(3) s h o rt exercise te s t before discharge (? s ile n t ischaemia)

EARLY DISCHARGE AFTER INFARCTION
ie . a t 4 to 5 days: the decisio n is made in d iv id u a lly f o r each p a tie n t. Consider in
'LATE' ARRIVAL
UNCOMPLICATED INFARCTION
ADEQUATE SOCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
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(3)
THROMBOLYSIS
GIVE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. AGE IS NO BAR TO THROMBLYSIS
IF NOT GIVEN, THE REASON MUST BE STATED CLEARLY IN THE NOTES
GIVE IN ALL INFARCTIONS IF WITHIN 24 HOURS OF ONSET OF THE PAIN UNLESS ANY OF THE
AGREED EXCLUSION CRITERIA ARE PRESENT. These are
c u rre n t anticoagulant therapy
known bleeding d ia th e s is
chronic l i v e r disease w ith va rice s
major surgery o r trauma w ith in the past month
vigorous CPR procedure w ith in the la s t 24 hours
a r t e r ia l lin e in s it u
stroke o r c e re b ra l tumour w ith in the la s t 6 months
g a s tr o - in te s tin a l o r in te r n a l bleeding w ith in the la s t 6 months
(o ld tre a te d u lc e r is OK)
untreated p r o life r a tiv e d ia b e tic re tin o p a th y
pregnancy o r la c ta tio n
in severe hypertension : review in two hours o r a fte r treatment
STREPTOKINASE - dose 1.5 mUnits in 100-200mls 5% dextrose o r N -saline
- in fu s e over 60'
- do no t use prophylaxis against a lle r g ic reactions ro u tin e ly except
w ith previous SK o r recent sore th ro a t :
i / v HYDROCORTISONE lOOttjg ♦ / - i / v CHLORPHENIRAMINE lOng
I f SK has been used in the previous 12 months, use rTFA instead.
Give recombinant TEA lOOmg infused i / v over 3 hours. Consultant agreement is needed
fo r the use o f r-TPA.
IF THROMBOLYSIS NOT GIVEN, CONSIDER HEPARIN s /c o r i / v ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS

AFTER THRa-ffiOLYSIS :
HAE2CKIRHAGE

ALLERGIC REACTIONS

(
(
: u s u a lly from d r ip s ite s . (
(

Local pressure
Transfusion
FTP
Tranexamic a c id
lOtag/kg by slow i / v d r ip

: common! i f severe, tr e a t co n ve n tio n a lly

REPERFUSION ARRHYTHMIAS : LIGNOCAINE
HEPARIN

: s ta r t 12 hours a fte r th ro m b o ly tic . Give
12 300 u n its s /c bd u n t i l discharge

ASPIRIN

: ISOtag o r a lly d a ily ( i n i t i a l dose is 300kng)

EXERCISE TESTINGi f p a tie n t appropria te fo r c a rd io lo g ic a l in te rv e n tio n la te r
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(A)

EXERCISE TESTING POST INFARCTION
1) LOOKING FOR SILE3^ (RESIDUAL) ISCHAEMIA WHERE DflERVEMnON IS APPROPRIATE
2) OBJECnVE ASSESSMQTT OP P A H B f['S CAPABILITIES
3) PATIENT REASSURANCE

note EXERCISE TESTING IS APPROPRIATE ONLY IF THE RESULT WILL MODIFY YOUR MANAGQEU:.
IT IS TIME-CONSUMING, EXPQJSIVE, & INVOLVES HEAVY OOMilTMENT OF TECHNICIAN TIME.
Dr KEIR WILL BE CHAD TO OCMMBfT ON THE APFROFRIATBŒSS OF ANY REQUEST!
Exercise te s tin g should be considered in
NON Q-WAVE INFARCTION )

)
POST THROMBOLYSIS

) PROVIDED INTERVENTION IS AN OPTION

)
ANY WORRYING CASE

)

E a rly : 7-10 days, before discharge, sh o rt exercise te s t (stage 0 -1 ).
A p o s itiv e r e s u lt should mean e a rly in te rv e n tio n
Late

: 5-6 weeks, before re tu rn to work, f u l l exercise te s t (sub-maximal)

ADVICE TO THE PATIENT

AND

SECONDARY PREVQfTION

should include a t le a s t these to p ic s :
WORK

: sensible advice; as soon as reasonable; some p ro h ib ite d jobs

EXERCISE : re g u la r and in cre a sin g in amount; use GTN as necessary
WEIGHT

: lose i t

SEX

: th is is a very common cause o f concern and must be discussed

ALOCHOL

: 2 u n its /d a y w i l l do no harm

TRAVEL

: sensible advice

DRIVING

: sensible advice. The DVLC in Swansea has views on th is ,
published in "Medical Aspects o f Fitness to D rive"

SMCKING

: stop

DIET (FATS): low f a t and w eight lo ss
HYPERTENSICN : c o n tro l t h is , remember the non-pharmacological methods
DRUGS

: consider the fo llo w in g , as appropria te
ASPIRIN

B-BLOCKERS
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Appendix 11:

Guidelines issued by Hospital 2

HOSPITAL
GUIDELINES FOR THROMBOLYTIC THERAPY IN ACUTE
MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
The following patients are to be considered, in the accident &
emergency department, for thrombolytic therapy after myocardial
Infarction:1) All patients who are going to be admitted to the CCU or ward with symptoms of a
definite or suspected myocardial infarction.
2) Less than 6 hours since the onset of major symptoms (for patients presenting
between 6-24 hours see entry criteria for LATE study).
3) The ECG should show some ischaemic features but ifthe patient has a normal ECG,
typical symptoms of an infarction and appears within 2 hours of onset, thrombolytic
therapy can be given.
An abnormal ECG isdefined as follows:ST elevation of at least l mm (assuming standard calibration) in at least 2
standard leads or at least 2 mm in at least 2 chest leads
CR
ST depression of at least 2 m m in at least 2 leads
CR
Q waves thought to be new
CR
T wave inversion in at least 2 leads and thought to represent a non-Q wave
infarct (remember that the T wave is.normally inverted in aVR, V1 and often in aVF)
Remember that the greatest benefit from giving thrombolytic therapy Is seen in those
patients with clearcut ECG changes, and as there is a risk from thrombolytic therapy,
patients must be chosen with care.
4) No contra-indication (see below).
Exclusions (Please ao through each of these before treating a patients
1) <18 years old. Patients > 75 can be given the drug at the doctor's discretion.
2) Women of child-bearing potential unless pregnancy test is negative.
3) Active peptic ulcer or overt Gl or GU bleed within the previous 6 months.
4) Previous stroke; any TIA within previous 6 months.
5) Trauma or surgery in the previous 4 weeks.
6) Severe head or spinal surgery or trauma within past 6 months
7) Known diabetic proliferative retinopathy.
8) Known bleeding diathesis.
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9) Vigorous CPR. non-compressible vessel puncture within previous 7 days, or need
to insert a deep venous line or pacing wire.
10) Other serious life threatening disease.
11) Known Intracranial AV malformation of neoplasm
12) Taking an oral anticoagulant.
13) Systolic BP >200 mm Hg or diastolic >110 m m Hg which cannot be controlled
within 6 hours of onset of major symptoms.
14) Previous administration of streptokinase (it is unclear if streptokinase can be
given safely on a second occasion and at present itis suggested that alteplase (Actilyse]
should be given ifthe streptokinase was given within the last 6 months). A past
history of non-specific atopy is not a contraindication but it is suggested that
hydrocortisone 100 mg iv should be given before the start of the streptokinase
infusion.
Treatment (This should be started If possible In the A & E department
to avoid delay)
1) Intravenous infusion of streptokinase • 1.5 million units over one hour.
2) Soluble aspirin 150 mg om for one month, starting when the Initial Infusion
begins. This is the minimum duration of aspirin therapy; Itcan be carried on for as
long as the physician wishes. Itis suggested that the patient isencouraged to purchase
their own aspirin when they go home - itis not a drug that should be prescribed.
3) Intravenous heparin. This is optional, although is rational after actilyse given its
shorter half life. ISIS 3 showed that patients might benefit from heparin after
streptokinase but the advantages were marginal and almost balanced by an increased
risk of stroke.
4) Beta-blockers. Every patient should be considered for beta-blockade and this
should be given orally or intravenously as soon after admission as possible, assuming
there are no contraindications.
Treatment of rare complications of streptokinase
Hypotension -Tip head down. Ifhypotension persists, consider use of plasma
expanders and vasoconstrictors.
Allergy - Consider use of iv hydrocortisone and antihistamine
Haemorrhage - fvlild - Local pressure
Severe •Consider use of blood, fresh frozen plasma or plasma
expanders. If fibrinolytic activity remains (eg in first 6 hours or so), consider anti
fibrinolytic therapy, eg with iv tranexamic acid, aminocaproic acid or aprotinin.
Need for insertion of pacing wires. Iona lines etc - consider femoral or antecubital,
rather than sutx^lavian or internal jugular route while coagulation might be impaired.
16th August 1991
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Data collection form, and notes printed on
reverse, issued bv Hospital 3

Appendix 12 ;

( o r a d d re s B o g ra p h )

.

::X-:.'Xv.î^v;

Name..............................
^
coniuÆi:lër
Hygimn# &nd Tropical Madicina)

Hosp n o .......................

School of

To t h e a d m it t in g d o c t o r on th e m e d ic a l f i r m ;
P le a s e
c o m p le te t h i s fo rm a t th e t im e o f a d m is s io n f o r each
p a t i e n t i n whom a c u te m y o c a r d ia l i n f a r c t i o n (A M I) i s a
d e f i n i t e , p r o b a b le o r p o s s ib le a d m is s io n d ia g n o s is .
The
pujrpo se o f th e fo rm i s t o r e c o r d th e d e c is io n w h e th e r o r
n o t t o g iv e th r o m b o ly s is i n a c l e a r m anner.
Reason f o r s u s p e c tin g AMI ( t i c k

one o r m o re )%

C h e s t p a in t
- c la s s ic a l
- c o n s is t e n t / p o s s ib le
- u n lik e ly
ECG:
- c la s s ic a l
- c o n s is t e n t / p o s s ib le
- u n lik e ly
Were t h e r e s u l t s o f th e f o ll o w in g in v e s t ig a t io n s known
b e f o r e d e c id in g on a p p r o p r ia te n e s s o f th r o m b o ly s is ?
C h e s t X -R a y:

Yes
No

P r o b a b i l i t y o f AMI

----'----- '

CPK: Yes
No

B

( t i c k o n e ):

□

D e fin ite
M o st l i k e l y

d i f f e r e n t i a l d ia g n o s is

U n l i k e l y - needs e x c lu s io n

□
□

A p p r o p r ia te n e s s o f in tr a v e n o u s t h r o m b o ly t ic th e r a p y ( t i c k
one) :
D e fin ite

□

in d ic a t io n

L ik e ly /p o s s ib le

in d ic a t io n

□

D e f i n i t e l y n o t in d ic a t e d :
-

to o la t e
c o n t r a i n d ic a t io n
p a in r e s o lv e d + ST segm ents i s o e l e c t r i c

-

n o t AMI

□

Thank you for completing this form, *Aich should be placed in the front of the
notes. Xll forms recovered will be entered into a raffle, to be drawn at the
audit meeting when these results are presented. You are now elligible to win
a prize of a bottle of champagne, alternatively a number of cases of mineral
water of equivalent value. Good luckI

Name o f d o c t o r c o m p le tin g t h i s
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fo rm .

AMI?
H oiplU l {oldelines for management of A M I
Definite A M I; Classical chest pain and ECG changes
Give thrombolytic therapy immediately if classical chest pain o f A M I (up to 24 hours
duration) and definite EGG changes (regional ST-segment elevation k2mm in Z2
contiguous leads) present You do not have to wait for the C XR or cardiac en^rmes
before starting treatment
Possible A M I; Consistent chest pain with or without ECG changes
Consider thrombolytic therapy if chest pain consistent with A M I present (up to 24 hours
duration) and clinical suspicion of A ^ remains high; review C XR and/or cardiac
enzymes if necessary; if ECG equivocal, repeat in 15-30 minutes and reassess; consider
differential diagnoses. If clinical suspicion of acute A M I is high, pain continues, and
other diagnoses are unlikely, then treat with thrombolytic therapy.
Unlikely A M I; No continuing myocardial necrosis
Withold fibrinolytic agent if chest pain has resolved and ECG ST-segments are
isoelectric (quicldy spontaneously or after nitrates).

Standard. Initial (up to 24hl treatment for A M I should Include:
Analgesia with diamorphine 5-lOmg as required with anti-emetic agent;
Oxygen supplementation;
Aspirin soluble 300mg orally stat;
Streptokinase 13M U IV infusion over 60 minutes if no contraindications (see below);
[If streptokinase administered more than 5 days and less than 6 months
previously, or if recorded allergy, then give tPA];
• • No age limits should be applied to thrombolytic therapy for A M I • •
Betablockade: consider atenolol lOOmg or metoprolol 50mg Shrly orally if no contra
indications (wheeze, bradycardia, systolic BP < lOOmmHg, severe left ventricular
failure, etc);
Nitrates using either isosorbide dlnitrate or glyceryl trinitrate TV infusion titrated to
systolic BP (not less than lOOmmHg) if pain or instabili^ present;
Heparin - consider heparin infusion in selected high risk cases (eg large or anterior M is).
Subsequent (after 24h) treatment;
Aspirin 75-300mg orally daily if no side effects;
Betablockers (atenolol lOOmg daily) consider if no contraindications or side-effects;
Nitrates IV if pain continues or other signs of instability;
Heparin IV if pain continues or other signs of instability.
CoDtnlodicaUoDS to thrombolytic therapy:

Absplwtg;

Relative:

Active bleeding;
Suspected aortic dissection;
Traumatic CPR;
Recent (< 7 days) intracranial event;
Severe retinopathy. •

Active peptic ulcer;
Severe bypertenaon;
Severe disease/organ dysfunction;
Recent (< 7 days) trauma/surgery;
Previous intracranial event;
Anticoagulants/bleeding disorders;
Pregnanqr.
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Appendix 13;

Thrombolytic protocol from Hospital 4

. HOSPITAL
PgUCY FOR THE USE OF THROMBOLYTIC AGENTS IN ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
1 8 90
1

A l l p a tie n te admitted w ith acute myocardial In fa r c tio n should be considered fo r
Throm bolytic Therapy I f ; a)
b)
c)

2

C o n train dica tio ns o f Thrombolytic Therapy
a)
b)

c)

3

recent cardiac massage
a h is to ry o f 1) OVA, 2) GI bleed In the la s t 3 months, 3) a c tiv e p e p tic
u lc e r w ith in 12 months, 4) major surgery w ith in 3 months, 5) severe systeral
hypertension, 6) major h e p a tlc /re n a l disease, 7) bleeding d ia th e s is ,
8) o ra l anticoagulants, 9) head in ju r y w ith in 10 days, 10) cu rre n t menstrut
11) d ia b e tic p r o life r a tiv e re tin o p a th y
co n tra in d ic a tio n s fo r Streptokinase o n ly 1) cardiogenic shock
2) previous Streptokinase w ith in 12 months o f recent proven stre p to co cca l
in fe c tio n

Procedure fo r Streptokinase - Order must be fo llow ed

arrange

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

4

they have severe pain unrelieved by n itr a te s
the standard 12 lead ECGshows ST e le v a tio n g reater than 1 mm In 2 or
more standard leads, or 1 mm In 2 o r more praecordla l leads
onset o f p e rs is tin g pain Is less than 12 hours and longer than 30minutes

standard 12 lead ECG
c lo ttin g screen (PT, PTT) - but do not w a it fo r the re s u lt before g iv in g
Streptokinase
group and save serum
set up I/V lin e
I/V hydrocortisone 200 mg s t a t .
(1) I/V Streptokinase 900,000 - 1500,000(according to body
mass) In
100 ml o f 5% dextrose over 30 minutes
(1) give A s p irin 300 mg d a ily s ta r tin g sim ultaneously w ith Streptokinase

Procedure fo r recombinant tissue plasminogen e c tlv a to r :-

arrange

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)

standard 12 lead ECG
c lo ttin g screen (PT, PTT) - but do not w a it fo r the re s u lt before g iv in g
rt-P A
group and save serum
set up I/V lin e
( I ) re c o n s titu te 100 mg rt-P A (method In ITU)
( I I ) give 10 ml (10 rag) I/V bolus over 2 minutes
( I I I ) give 50 mg over 60 minutes fo llo w e d by 40 mg over next 120 minutes
( Iv ) give A s p irin 300 mg d a lly s ta r tin g simultaneous w ith rt-P A
i t Is recommended th a t Heparin 1000 u n its h o u rly should be given fo r
48 hours, s ta rtin g 30 minutes a fte r the d is c o n tin u a tio n o r rt-P A

NB
If
ro u te and use the l e f t ante c u b ita l fossa so th a t any bleeding Is c o n tro lla b le .
rt-P A has been used. I f possible w ait 30 - 60 minutes a fte r term inating the In fu s io n
and then the c e n tra l vein can be used.
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Time trend in proportion of case-notes
excluded on initial inspection, bv hospital
Hospital = HI

Audit period

Total located

No (%) excluded

Apr/May 91

63

15 (24)

Sept/Oct 91

76

9 (12)

Jan/Feb 92

91

18 (20)

Apr/May 92

94

13 (14)

Chi square = 4.7; df = 3; p = 0.20
Hospital = H2
Audit period

Total located

No (%) excluded

Apr/May 91

66

13 (20)

Sept/Oct 91

54

11 (20)

Jan/Feb 92

50

7 (14)

Apr/May 92

68

4 (6)

Chi square = 6.9; df = 3; p = 0.07
Hospital = H3
Audit period

Total located

No (%) excluded

Apr/May 91

54

15 (28)

Sept/Oct 91

72

11 (16)

Jan/Feb 92

86

22 (26)

Apr/May 92

87

15 (17)

Chi square = 4.7; df = 3; p = 0.19
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Hospital = H4
Audit period

Total located

No (%) excluded

Apr/May 91

63

21 (33)

Sept/Oct 91

94

29 (31)

Jan/Feb 92

80

14 (17)

Apr/May 92

97

32 (33)

Chi square = 6.6; df = 3; p = 0.08
Hospital = H5
Audit period

Total located

No (%) excluded

Apr/May 91

249

165 (66)

Sept/Oct 91

323

237 (73)

Jan/Feb 92

376

288 (77)

Apr/May 92

316

225 (71)

Chi square = 8.4; df = 3; p = 0.04
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Acre distribution bv audit period, stratified
bv hospital
HOSPITAL = HI
PERIOD
3

A6E6R0UP
l.<55
2.55-64
3.65-74
4.>75
Total

Total

12
13
14
9

4
13
14
11

6
16
10
14

7
9
24
7

48

42

46

47 I

29
51
62
I

41

183

Chi square = 15.56; df = 9; p = 0.08
HOSPITAL = H2
PERIOD
3

AGEGROUP
l.<55
2.55-64
3.65-74
4.>75
Total

4
16
20
13

9
9
14
5

53

37

27

Total
14
9
10
8

34
39
52
33

41

158

Chi square = 12.72; df = 9; p = 0.18
HOSPITAL = H3
PERIOD
3

AGEGROUP
l.<55
2.55-64
3.65-74
4.>75
Total

13
6

11

8
11
13
7

39

39

33

9
9
10

Chi square = 6.98; df = 9; p = 0.64
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6
8

4 ! Total

II
47

40
36
44
38
158

HOSPITAL = H4
PERIOD
3

AGEGROUP
l.<55
2.55-64
3.65-74
4.>75

7
12
16
7

9
10
13
10

7
6
11
12

Total
4

I %

“ II

51

45

+ -------

Total

42

42

36

36

156

Chi square = 10.12; df = 9; p = 0.34
HOSPITAL = H5
PERIOD
3

Total

6

5
13
14
13

8
11
11
8

29
46
38
37

31

45

38

AGEGROUP
<55
55-64
65-74
>75
Total

7
11
7

Chi square = 5.69; df = 9; p = 0.77
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Appendix 16 ;

Sex distribution bv audit period, stratified
by hospital
HOSPITAL = HI
PERIOD
4 1 Total
3

1

2

si

12
36

16
26

12
34

19
28 i1

124

Total I

48

42

46

47 1

183

SEX

1

Chi square = 4.05; df = 3; p = 0.26
HOSPITAL = H2
SEX

I

1

2

+

F
M

4 I Total

—

j
I

18
35

I

53

+

Total

PERIOD
3

+

12
25

8
19

9 I
32 |

37

27

41 |

—

--

47
111

+ --------

158

Chi square = 1.77; df = 3; p = 0.62
HOSPITAL = H3
SEX

1

si
Total I

PERIOD
4 1 Total
3

1

2

16
23

10
29

7
26

10
37

39

39

33

47 1

i Æ
158

Chi square = 5.24; df = 3; p = 0.15
HOSPITAL = H4
PERIOD
4 1 Total
3

!

1

2

s'!

11
31

15
27

11
25

19
17 i1

“
100

42

42

36

36 1

156

SEX

+ ■

Total I

Chi square = 6.62; df = 3; p = 0.08
HOSPITAL = H5
SEX

1

si
Total 1

PERIOD
4 1 Total
3

1

2

6
25

16
29

10
28

10 I
26 1

42
108

31

45

38

36 I

150

Chi square = 2.48; df = 3; p = 0.48
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Appendix 17

Diagnostic mix distribution bv audit period
and hospital
HOSPITAL = HI
PERIOD
3

GROUP !

Total 1

Total

18
1
29

22
12
33

21
15
37

]

1

94
34
141

48

67

73

81

1

269

Including period 1
Chi square = 3.58; df = 6 ; p = 0.03
Excluding period 1
df = 4; p = 0.15
Chi square = 6.7; <

HOSPITAL = H2

■1
Total 1

PERIOD
3

2

1

GROUP 1
16
7
30

19
10
14

20
4
19

53

43

43

4 1

Total

1

80
28
95

64

1

203

Chi square = 8.91; df = 6; p = 0.18
HOSPITAL = H3
1

GROUP 1

: !

Total 1

PERIOD
3

2

4 1

12
10
17

16
12
33

15
10
39

%

39

61

64

72

Total

1

64
51
121

1

236

Chi square = 5.23; df = 6; p = 0.52
HOSPITAL = H4

• !

Total 1

PERIOD
3

2

1

GROUP 1

4 1

9
7
26

21
6
38

24
4
38

::

42

65

66

65

Chi square = 6.41; df = 6; p = 0.38
319

Total

1

78
21
139

1

238

HOSPITAL = H5
GROUP I

1

PERIOD
3

2

4 I

Total

+ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- + - -

Total 1

10
11
63

24
8
54

20
8
57

19
7
65

1

»
239

84

86

85

91

1

346

Chi square = 7.91; df = 6; p = 0.24
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Reclassification of eligible cases usina
discharge diagnosis, bv hospital and audit
period
'definite' and 'likely' infarcts:

hosp
HI

H2

H3

H4

H5

MI
(%)

1
2
3
4

13
24
27
32

(
(
(
(

76)
86)
87)
91)

4
2
3
3

(24)
( 7)
(10)
( 9)

2
1
--

(--)
( 7)
( 3)
(--)

17
28
31
35

1
2
3
4

10
21
21
26

(
(
(
(

67)
88)
91)
93)

4
2
2
2

(27)
( 8)
( 9)
( 7)

1
1
“

( 7)
( 4)
(--)
(--)

15
24
23
28

1
2
3
4

16
19
20
26

(
(
(
(

84)
73)
95)
68)

3
1
1
7

(16)
( 4)
( 5)
(18)

—

(--)
(23)
(--)
(13)

19
26
21
38

1
2
3
4

8
18
19
19

( 57)
( 82)
(100)
( 73)

6
3
5

(43)
(14)
(--)
(19)

1
-2

(--)
( 4)
(--)
( 8)

14
22
19
26

1
2
3
4

15
22
20
22

(
(
(
(

4
5
2
3

(21)
(18)
( 8)
(12)

1
2

(--)
( 4)
( 8)
(--)

19
28
24
25

79)
79)
83)
88)

no

Not MI
(%)

Other
(%)

no

audit

-
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no
—

—

—

-

mm

6
—

—

5
—

-

—

-

Total

'possible' infarcts:
hosp

audit
no

MI
(%)

not MI
no
(%)

other
no
(%)

Total

HI

1
2
3
4

1
5
7
5

( 4)
( 16)
( 19)
( 12)

23
26
28
35

(92)
(81)
(78)
(84)

1
1
1
2

4)
3)
3)
5)

25
32
36
42

H2

1
2
3
4

8
5
1
6

( 27)
( 36)
( 6)
( 20)

21
8
17
23

(70)
(57)
(94)
(77)

1 ( 3)
1 ( 7)
(--)
1 ( 3)

30
14
18

1
2
3
4

3
4
6
4

(
(
(
(

19)
12)
16)
13)

11
27
31
27

(69)
(82)
(82)
(87)

2 (12)
2 ( 6)
1 ( 3)
(--)

16
33
38
31

H4

1
2
3
4

4
9
6
7

(
(
(
(

16)
24)
16)
19)

18
26
30
29

(72)
(68)
(81)
(78)

3
3
1
1

(12)
( 8)
( 3)
( 3)

25
38
37
37

H5

1
2
3
4

8
10
10
9

( 13)
( 8)
( 6)
( 5)

54
118
151
167

(87)
(91)
(94)
(95)

(--)
1 ( 1)
(--)
- (--)

62
129
161
17 6

H3
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—

—

—
-

(
(
(
(

—

-

-

-

-

Appendix 19

Hosp Audit

Results of restricting sample to cases with
discharge diagnosis of MI
No.
treated

propn
No.
eligible

95% conf . limits
upper
lower

HI

1
2
3
4

13
21
26
27

13
24
27
32

100%
88%
96%
84%

100%
100%
100%
97%

100%
74%
89%
72%

H2

1
2
3
4

7
19
18
24

10
21
21
26

70%
90%
86%
92%

98%
100%
100%
100%

42%
78%
71%
82%

H3

1
2
3
4

11
17
19
25

16
19
20
26

69%
89%
95%
96%

91%
100%
100%
100%

46%
76%
85%
89%

H4

1
2
3
4

8
15
17
15

8
18
19
19

100%
83%
89%
79%

100%
100%
100%
97%

100%
66%
76%
61%

H5

1
2
3
4

8
16
15
16

15
22
20
22

53%
73%
75%
73%

79%
91%
94%
91%

28%
54%
56%
54%
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Appendix 20

Hosp Audit

Results of restricting sample to cases coded
as Mis within two months of discharge
No.
treated

No.
propn
eligible

95% conf. limits
upper
lower

HI

1
2
3
4

11
19
21

11
20
23

100%
95%
91%

100%
100%
100%

100%
85%
80%

H2

1
2
3
4

7
16
12

9
18
12

78%
89%
100%

100%
100%
100%

51%
74%
100%

H3

1
2
3
4

10
18
10

14
20
11

71%
90%
91%

95%
100%
100%

48%
77%
74%

H4

1
2
3
4

7
9
12

H5

1
2
3
4

not available
15
11
18
13

7
10
13
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100%
90%
92%

100%
100%
100%

100%
71%
78%

73%
72%

96%
93%

51%
52%

Appendix 21

Hosp Audit

Results of restricting sample to cases
admitted to CCU/ICU
No.
treated

propn
No.
eligible

95% conf . limits
lower
upper

HI

1
2
3
4

14
23
28
28

15
25
30
32

93%
92%
93%
88%

100%
100%
100%
99%

81%
81%
84%
76%

H2

1
2
3
4

9
18
19
25

11
20
22
27

82%
90%
86%
93%

100%
100%
100%
100%

59%
77%
72%
83%

H3

1
2
3
4

11
22
19
35

13
25
20
36

85%
88%
95%
97%

100%
100%
100%
100%

65%
75%
85%
92%

H4

1
2
3
4

6
10
15
17

6
10
15
17

100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%

H5

1
2
3
4

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

no CCU/ICU
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ADDendix 22 :

Hosp Audit

Results of restricting samule to first h«
of cases1 found for each audit
No.
treated

No.
propn
eligible

95% conf. limit
upper
lower

HI

1
2
3
4

3
14
10
16

4
17
12
18

75%
82%
83%
89%

100%
100%
100%
100%

33%
64%
62%
74%

H2

1
2
3
4

4
9
13
14

8
11
14
15

50%
82%
93%
93%

85%
100%
100%
100%

15%
59%
79%
81%

H3

1
2
3
4

4
11
12
19

5
12
13
19

80%
92%
92%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%

45%
76%
78%
100%

H4

1
2
3
4

3
7
6
8

7
9
7
12

43%
78%
86%
67%

80%
100%
100%
93%

6%
51%
60%
40%

H5

1
2
3
4

6
7
11
8

10
15
15
13

60%
47%
73%
62%

90%
72%
96%
88%

30%
21%
51%
35%
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ADDendix

23 :

Hosp Audit

Results of restrictincT samDle to first thr#
Quarters1 of cases found for each audit
No.
treated

No.
propn
eligible

95% conf. limits
upper
lower

HI

1
2
3
4

9
21
18
23

10
24
20
26

90%
88%
90%
88%

100%
100%
100%
100%

71%
74%
77%
76%

H2

1
2
3
4

7
17
16
18

12
19
19
20

58%
89%
84%
90%

86%
100%
100%
100%

30%
76%
68%
77%

H3

1
2
3
4

7
15
17
29

11
17
18
30

64%
88%
94%
97%

92%
100%
100%
100%

35%
73%
84%
90%

H4

1
2
3
4

5
12
11
12

11
16
13
18

45%
75%
85%
67%

75%
96%
100%
88%

16%
54%
65%
45%

H5

1
2
3
4

8
11
14
11

13
19
19
17

62%
58%
74%
65%

88%
80%
93%
87%

35%
36%
54%
42%
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Anoendix 24:

Extract from soreadsheet used to calculate
audit costs
.

Table 1: To calculate hourly staff: costs
grade

91/92 basic
annual salary
(mid point)

Cons
Reg
SHO
HP
a/officer
RA IB
Lecturer

£40,045
£18,850
£17,125
£12,100
£15,650
£15,650
£21,800

special
15% on-costs
adjustments
(see note below)
£7,958

overall
hourly
rate

£7,200
£2,828
£2,569
£1,815
£2,348
£2,348
£3,270

£30.67
£12.04
£10.94
£7.73
£10.00
£10.00
£13.93

assumptions :
number of weeks worked/year =
number of hours worked/week =

45.00
40.00

special adjustment:
level of
award

proportion of consultants in
General Medicine in receipt

annual
value

0.02
0.08
0.13
0.26

A+
A
B
C

£42,870
£31,595
£18,055
£9,280
£7,958

average supplement across all consultants:

hosp =

Table 2 : Initial set up costs
grade
of
staff
Lead Cons
Reg
SHO
HP
a/officer
Lecturer

hours spent on given activity
----------------------------lit.rev. setting
Cons.
criteria
meeting
1.00

12.00

4.00

0.20

total

total
set up
time

cost of
set up

5.00

£153.34

12.20

£169.92

17.20
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HI

£323.26

Table 3 : Costs of preparation for meetings
grade

Lead Cons
Reg
SHO
HP
a/officer
RA IB
Lecturer
total

preparation time (hours)

hosp =

Jul 91

Dec 91

Apr 92

Jul 92

average
time per
meeting

1.0
0.0

0.5
1.0

0.5
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.50
0.25

£15.33
£3.01

0.5
31.0
10.0

0.5
30.0
5.0

0.5
22.0
5.0

0.5
22.5
5.0

0.50
26.38
6.25

£5.00
£263.71
£87.05

43

37

28

28

33.88

Table 4: Costs of attendance at meetings
grade

staff
costs

£374.11

hosp =

numbers attending each meeting

HI

Jul 91

Dec 91

Apr 92

Jul 92

average
no. per
meeting

2
4
4
2

5
3
6
1

n/r

4
1
4
4

3.67
2.67
4.67
2.33

£149.93
£42.82
£68.08
£24.05

13

13.33

£284.88

Cons
Reg
SHO
HP
total

HI

12

15

n/r

staff
costs

Note: n/r - not recorded
assumptions :
average duration of meeting =

80 minutes

Table 5: Costs of materials for data collection, meetings
and intervention
hosp = HI
material

numberconsumed
----------------------------Jul 91 Dec 91Apr 92 Jul 92

data collection sheets 50
OHPs for meeting
15
guidelines etc
30

50
15

50
15

total cost

total
cost
£9.00
£9.00
£1.80
£19.80

assumptions :
unit costs (pence):

photocopy
329

6.00;

overhead

20.00

hosp = HI

Table 6 : Costs of complying with intervention
after meetings
extra work per person (hrs)
grade no. of
staff
involved Jul 91 Dec 91 Apr 92 Jul 92
Cons
Reg
SHO
HP
a/o
total

5
3
8
2
1

1.0
1.0
1.7
1.0
1.0

0.7

0.7

19

0.7

average
per
meeting

cost
per
meet

0.25
0.25
0.99
0.25
0.25

£38
£23
£243
£15
£8

1.99

£328

assumptions :
adjusting to guidelines
extra work per admission
admissions per meeting

1 hrs per doctor per revision
1 minutes (at SHO level)
45
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Appendix 25:

Calculation of lower,central and upper
estimates of extra treatment costs due to
audit

1

2

3

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

hospital H 2 :
lower limit
central est
upper limit

£0
£0
£1,613 £1,078
£3,756 £1,078

£0
£0
£0

£0
£2,691
£4,834

£0
£2,481
£4,503

hospital H 3 :
lower limit
central est
upp limit

£0
£0
£4,316 £2,200
£6,357 £2,200

£0
£0
£0

£0
£6,515
£8,557

£0
£6,029
£7,955

hospital H 4 :
lower limit
central est
upper limit

£0
£0
£1,265 £1,635
£4,481 £1,635

£0
£0
£0

£0
£2,900
£6,116

£0
£2,648
£5,683

years from start
audit
hospital HI:
lower limit
central est
upper limit

total

discounted
total

Notes :
extra cost

extra cases
due to audit

x

extra cases due
to audit

QALYs due to audit (Appendix 31)

cost per case

QALYs per case
cost per case

£105.26 (from Leicester study)
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Appendix 2 6 ;

Calculation of total audit costs in each
hospital

years from start
of audit

0

1

2

total discounted
total

hospital HI:
lower limit
central est
upper limit

£3,926
£4,290
£5,745

£0
£992
£3,966

£0
£992
£3,966

£3,926
£6,273
£13,678

£3,926
£6,108
£13,017

hospital H 2 :
lower limit
central est
upper limit

£3,577
£3,693
£4,156

£0
£842
£3,370

£0
£842
£3,370

£3,577
£5,378
£10,895

£3,577
£5,237
£10,334

hospital H 3 :
lower limit
central est
upper limit

£4,918
£5,157
£6,109

£0
£1,201
£4,803

£0
£1,201
£4,803

£4,918
£7,558
£15,714

£4,918
£7,358
£14,914

hospital H 4 :
lower limit
central est
upper limit

£4,121
£4,363
£5,332

£0
£1,010
£4,040

£0
£1,010
£4,040

£4,121
£6,383
£13,411

£4,121
£6,214
£12,738

Notes :
lower limit:

lower limit of sensitivity analysis
(Table 5.5) and no audit meetings after
year 0

central estimate:

central estimate of first year audit
costs (Table 5.4) and single annual audit
meeting after year 0

upper limit base:

upper limit of sensitivity analysis
(Table 5.5) and quarterly meetings after
year 0
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Appendix 27 ;

Logistic regression to generate standard
errors of difference in slope between study
and control hospitals

Content of Nanostat worksheet used for calculations:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

n
20
20
20
20
20
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Ncune
HOSP
PERIOD
DEN
NUM
PROPN
HIDEN
H2DEN
H3DEN
H4DEN
H5DEN
H1NÜM
H2NUM
H3NUM
H4NUM
H5NÜM
RIDATES
H2DATES
H3DATES
H4DATES
H5DATES
H15DEN
H15NÜM
H15DATES
H25DEN
H25NUM
H25DATES
H35DEN
H35NUM
H35DATES
H45DEN
H45NÜM
H45DATES
DUMMYl
H15DÜM2
H25DUM2
H35DUM2
H45DUM2

missing
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

min
1.0000
1.0000
14.000
8.0000
0.57143
17.000
15.000
19.000
14.000
19.000
16.000
9.0000
11.000
8.0000
10.000
352.00
349.00
338.00
363.50
345.50
17.000
10.000
345.50
15.000
9.0000
345.50
19.000
10.000
338.00
14.000
8.0000
345.50
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

max
5.0000
4.0000
38.000
36.000
0.95238
35.000
28.000
38.000
26.000
28.000
30.000
26.000
36.000
20.000
17.000
732.50
742.50
735.50
729.50
728.50
35.000
30.000
732.50
28.000
26.000
742.50
38.000
36.000
735.50
28.000
20.000
729.50
1.0000
728.50
728.50
728.50
728.50

Commands used and resultant output
Ireg c22 c21 3 c23 c33 c34
Regression
13 .71
Residual
Total

df
3

SS
19.091

MS
6.3637

1.8566

0.46415

20.948

2.9925

Variance accounted for = 84.5Residual s.d. taken to be
333

1.0000

Regression coefficients
se
H15DATES
DUMMYl
H15DUM2

0.0024577
1.7702
0.0029141

-0.0013679
-3.4541
0.0032983

Constant term =

-0.557
-1.951
1.132

2.9316

Ireg c25 c24 3 c26 c33 c35
Regression
8.62
Residual

df
3

Total

SS
13.136

MS
4.3788

2.0315

0.50787

15.168

2.1668

Variance accounted for = 76.6^
Residual s.d. taken to be

1.0000

Regression coefficients
se
0.0047024
0.47602
-0.0027720

H25DATES
DUMMYl
H2 5DUM2

2.252
0.329
-1.062

0.0020880
1.4451
0.0026098

-0.99854

Constant term =

Ireg c28 c27 3 c29 c33 c36
Regression
17.35
Residual

df
3

Total

SS
18.346

MS
6.1152

1.4098

0.35246

19.755

2.8222

Variance accounted for = 87.5Residual s.d. taken to be

1.0000

Regression coefficients
se
H35DATES
DUMMYl
H3 5DUM2
Constant term =

0.0073112
1.4609
-0.0053808
-1.9834
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0.0022418
1.4223
0.0027344

3.261
1.027
-1.968

Ireg c31 c30 3 c32 c33 c37
Regression
3 .32
Residual
Total

df
3

SS
6.3032

MS
2.1011

4

2.5342

0.63355

7

8.8374

1.2625

Variance accounted for = 49.8Residual s.d. taken to be

1.0000

Regression coefficients
se
H45DATES
DUMMYl
H45DUM2
Constant term =

0.0029797
0.057421
-0.0010493
-0.57994
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0.0019597
1.4338
0.0025083

1.521
0.040
-0.418

Appendix 2 8 ;

hosp

Calculation of 95% confidence limits for
difference between study and control rates at
one year

(1)
(2)
b
se(b)
(Appendix 27)

(3)
(4)
conf limits of b
---------------lower

HI
H2
H3
H4

-0.0033
0.00277
0.00538
0.00105

0.00291
0.00261
0.00273
0.00251

-0.009
-0.00235
0.000029
-0.00387

(8)
(9)
initial
log odds
treatment initial
propn
propn
(tab 5.9)

94%
60%
58%
57%

HI
H2
H3
H4

2.77
0.41
0.32
0.29

upper
0.002404
0.007886
0.010731
0.00597

(10)
log odds
at 1 yr
using
control
rate

lower
limit

55%
56%
74%
40%

HI
H2
H3
H4

central
91%
89%
95%
80%

central
estimate

-3.28631 -1.2045
-0.85614
1.01105
0.010658 1.9637
-1.4124
0.38325

upper
limit
0.877314
2.878244
3.916742
2.178904

(12)
(13)
(14)
(11)
log odds 1-yr propn using
propn
estimates of change over
equiv to
one year in cols 5-7
log odds
in col 10
upper
lower central
97%
75%
74%
73%

3.48
1.11
1.02

0.99

2.27

0.19
0.25
1.03
0.42

4.35
3.99
4.94
3.17

2.12

2.99
1.38

(18)
(19)
(20)
difference of control and
study proportions at 1 year

(15)
(16)
(17)
proportions equivalent
to log odds in cols 12-14
lower

(5)
(6)
(7)
change over one year
-------------------------

upper

lower

central

upper

99%
98%
99%
96%

42.2%
18.9%
0 .2%
33.3%

-6.3%
14.1%
2 1 .6%
6.9%

1.7%
23.0%
25.7%
23.0%

Notes :
col 1 :

b = difference between study and control hospitals in
log odds (proportion treated) over time
(from Appendix 27)

col 2 :

se(b) = standard error of b

cols 3,4:

95% confidence limits = b + 1.96 x se(b)

cols 5-7:

change over one year

= bx365

col 10:

log odds at one year
using control rate

= log odds
(initial
rate)

cols 12-14:

log odds at one year
using estimates of
change

= initial
log odds
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+

365 X regression
coefficient
for control
hospital
(Table 5.8)
change
over one year

Appendix 2 9 ;

hosp

audit
period

Multiple linear regression to calculate confidence
limits on difference in slope between control and
study hospitals

QALYs psr
100 slig
[Y]

HI

H5

H2

H5

H3

H5

H4

H5

mid-pt
of audit

first
second
dummy
dummy
variable variabli
[X2]

[XI]

regression output

[X3]

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

12.5
11.3
12.4
11.3
7.0
8.0
9.4
9.0

24/04/91
02/10/91
31/01/92
08/05/92
17/04/91
25/09/91
26/01/92
04/05/92

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
33345.5
33506.5
33629.0
33728.5

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

7.9
11.6
10.9
12.3
7.0
8.0
9.4
9.0

21/04/91
20/09/91
30/01/92
18/05/92
17/04/91
25/09/91
26/01/92
04/05/92

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
33345.5
33506.5
33629.0
33728.5

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

7.7
11.7
12.6
12.5
7.0
8.0
9.4
9.0

10/04/91
19/09/91
26/01/92
11/05/92
17/04/91
25/09/91
26/01/92
04/05/92

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
33345.5
33506.5
33629.0
33728.5

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

7.6
9.6
11.8
10.2
7.0
8.0
9.4
9.0

05/05/91
24/09/91
26/01/92
05/05/92
17/04/91
25/09/91
26/01/92
04/05/92

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
33345.5
33506.5
33629.0
33728.5

Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
Ho. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.

-0.00186
0.002072

Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.

-314.009
0.918514
0.867379
8
4

-401.787
0.959295
0.896417
8
4

-282.878
1.018728
0.757315
8
4

0.008722 88.6058 -0 .00268
0.003718 172.7663 0.005149

Summary;
hosp
HI
H2
H3
H4

diff in slope
of control
-0.0079
0.0036
0.0063
0.0027

standard error
0.0029
0.0045
0.0047
0.0051

Formula for 95%
confidence limits =

95% confidence limits
upper
lower
0.0002
-0.0160
0.0161
-0.0088
-0.0067
0.0192
0.0170
-0.0116

estimate +/- (critical value of t % standard error)

from tables, 5% value of t with 4df = 2.78
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0.0079
0.0029

0.012307 207.5146 -0.00627
0.003231 156.2518 0.004657

Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.

-268.7
98.0

0.009676 119.7367 -0.00364
0.003121 150.2717 0.004478

Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom
X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.

74.4586
0.588409
0.953364
8
4

